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FOREWORD

The Office of Aerospace Research (OAR) has the responsibility for managing a broad research -'m
relevant to the advancement of Air Force technology. This research is conducted at OAR's in-house laboratories,
and sponsored at many university, technic linstitute, and industrial laboratories throughout the United States
and the free world. The new scientific knowledge rs-,tlting from this effort contributes to Air Force technological
progress and increased capabi!;ties.

OAR's research program is formulated in such a manner that is relevant to Air Force needs. Some of the
highlighZs of progress made by the OAH research ,rogram are discussed in this publication.

It is the responsibility of the scientists and science managers of the Office of Aerospacz? Research to transfer
the results of the scientific program to potential users as expeditiously as possible. This action, commonly called
"coupling," is one of the most important aspects of the exchange of information throuq'iout the technological
communities.

It i- our hope that this publication wi;l make a meaningful contrihution to this exchange of scientific
information.

tHARVEY W. EDDY_

Brigadier General, USAF
Commander

ii
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DOrCOMPLEX

The Office of Ae, ospac R-aseac isc ed o of the Hecldquart airs 3nd 6suowr 'noe ~;is5 ot ' irw 'e
or o esearc orqanizatin. 2' nrdorscantl ;.eer,,~ SLring Lin, ts d1 2 ie., I aison offices. Trc muo'

esearh a gar at ons ar t~ Foc Caibrde Rt~sedrch Laboratuiw% (AJ CRL) tne 4!rr -orcv Cifice c
Scetfc Research (AFOSR.th Aerosac Research Laboratories (ARI1 tl - rank J Seoier Reswich

Laboratory (FJSRL), and the Office oft Rfsearch .Analyses ORA), The research-supportingy uniti ire 'Ie
European Office )f Aerosluaco Rese-arch (EOARv and the Lat n A;moPr cn Oltie c' A-rospace Res~lach,
LAOAR). The field liaison offices are the Pr-trick Fied Office PFOAR) and the Lus Aroeles Field ffi>-

(LOP '\R). Of these 9 units. 7 -e in the continental Unite-d States, and the r;'ixnar ri a ei;n Relgiun and naaif 4



HQ OFFICE OF
AEROSPACE RESEARCH

Arlington, Via

Manages the conaact and vupport of r*esearch in
those areas which offer the greatest pi"tentiaI for
proving new knowledge essential to the con-
tinued superiority of the Air Force operational
capa,',llity. Also imnnages the conduct and support
of specifically assigned exploratoryv-development
e'fforts,
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AIR FOR~CE CAMBRIDGE RESEARCH LABORATORIES
L. G. Hanscom Field, Bedford. Mass.

Does research in the physical, cnvineering- and environmental sciences, AMd conducts spectflcaIy assagned
exploratory-devclopnsent efforts usvclving the p. sical. erigineerig, and environmental scienices- Contracts !or reseamch
and development work which closely supports arJ; extends in-house efforts.

AIR FORCE OFFICE OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
Arlington, Va.

T ough contracts and giants, supports programs of extramured reseaich designed to provide new scientific

knvwledge and understanding. Areas of restarch include the physicai, engineeing, environmental r'd life sciences.

AEROSPACE RESEARCH LABORATORIES
Wright- Patterson AFS, Ohio

Conducts research in the physical and engineerng sciences, and contracts for research which closely supports and
extends in-house efforts.

THE FRANK J. SEILER RESEARCH LABORATORY
USAF Academy, Colo.

Conducts research in chemistry, applied mathematics, and aerospace mechanics. Fosters, encourages, and supports
related research by the UJSAF Academy ficualty and cadets.

OFFICE OF R~ESEARCH ANALYSES
Holboman Air Force Base, N. Mex.

Conducts mission analyses to identify future aerospace rnissions conducts 'ystems analyses to determine technical
validity, operational feasibility, and cost-effectiveness of future Air Force systems: and conducts research inalyses to
identify promising research opportunities, applications, and methodologies.

EUROPEAN OFFICE OF AEROSPACE RESEARCH
Brussels, Belgium

Seoein Free Europe, the N=c East, Nfddle East (Inludlrtg india, Burma, and C-ylor), and Africa, iciaxktifl
research antd development efforts in support cf the programs of Air Force organizations, knd provides scientific liaison
which fosters mutually ben,5cial relationr with the scientific communies of those areas.

LATIN AMERICAN OFFICE OF AEROSPACE RESEARCH
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Adniitters . eserch efforts in South America.

PATRICK FIELD OFFICE LOS ANGELES FIELD OFFICE
Patrick Air Force Base, Fla. Los Angeles, Calif.

Trhcse field offices support the aerospace research effort of the Air Force through the instalL son of scientific
experiniants fAhricated by Aix Force laboratories in rockets and satellites, and arrange ior data collection. They also
maintain liaison among the Air Force scientists, the launch teams, and the contractors.



SCIENTIFIC ADVISORY GROUP
Tie OAR Scientific Advisory Group is a key 1968.

element in helping OAR to develop and maintain an Members of the Group also serve on Boards of
effective research program for t,- Air Force, The Visitors (BOV) to the OAR laboratories and to
Group, associated with OAR in its planning activities, AFOSR. In this capacity, they help the OAR Con-
advises the Commander as to the nation's zapabilityin sienc, an idetifis trn ad emrgngpate - rnder tc evaluate the effectiveness of ea-h organiya-
in science, and itentifies trends arid emergrg poten- tion in making scientific contributions of importance
tials in areas of science that could afford the Air to the Air Force. Further, they recommend measures
Force an Liproved capability. The Scientific Ad- to enhance this effectiveness. The members also act as
Svisory Group reviews the OAR researcn program on a advisers to each of the OAR laboratories and to
continuing basis. AFOSR.

During FY 69, the Scientific Advisory Group met
at the Aerospace Research Laboratories (Dec 1968) Boards of Visitors' meetings were held at each
and at the Laboratory of Gulf General Atomic, Laboratory and at AFOSR in the fall of 1968. The
Incorporated at San Diego (May 1969). Both meet- dates were as follows: ARL BOV, 4-5 Oct. 68:
iags consisted of brfings or discussions of items of AFCRL BOV, 4-5 Oct. 68; FJ RL BOy, 15 Nov. 68;
interest to the OAR staff. The December meeting was and the AFOSR BOV, 22-23 Nov. 68. Unit Corn-
Dr. J. Laurence Kuip's first conference with the manders discussed their programs and individual
entire Group since becoming a member in August philosophies of operation with the BOV members.

LIST OF MEMBERS

Chairman: Dr. David B, Langmuir Dr. J. Laurence Kulp
Director, Physical Research Center President, Isotopes, Incorporated
TRW Systems Group (RI 1096) 50 Van Buren Avenue
One Space Park Westwood, New Jersey 07675
Redondo Beach, California 90278

Dr. Gerald M. McDonnel
Dr. John P. Howe Dcrtment of Radiology
Assistant Director of Laboratories and Hospital of the Good Samaritan
Chairman of Metallurgy 1212 Shatto Street
Gulf General Atomic, Incorporated Ls Angeles, California 90024
P.O. Box 608
Sari Diego, California 92112 Dr. Elliott W. Montroll

Einstein Professor of Physics
Dr. Carl Kaplan Departnint of Physics and Astronomy
2500 West Rogers Avenue The University of Rochester
Baltimore, Maryland 2i215 River Campus Station

Rochester, New_ York 14627
*or. Joseph Kaplan
Professor of Physics Dr. Stuart A. Rice
University of California Director, The Franck Institute
Los Angeles, California 90024 The University of Chicago

5640 Ellis Avenue
Dr. William W. Kellogg Chicago, Illinois 60637
Director, Laboratory of Atmospheric SciencesI National Center for Atmospheric Rer:z" Dr. Leonard I. Schiff
Bould Colorado 80301 Professor of Physics

Stanford Univeisity
Dr. Nathan L. Krisbeig Stanford, California 94305
Manager, Special Projects
Space Division Dr. Frederick Seitz
The Boeing Company, Organization 25910 President
P.O. Box 3868 Rockefeller University
Seattle, Washington 98124 New York, New York 10021

*Dr. Joseph Kaplan was Chairman of'SAG through FY 69. Dr. Langmulr became Chairman beginning with FY 70.
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FINANCIAL RESOURCES

Funding received by it e Offic,: '*I_ Aerospace Research during Fiscal Year 1969 is summarized by program
element in the followii t able:

Program E~ermnt Funding in Millions

In-House Laboratory Inrdependent Research 1.1
Defense Research Sciences 90.80
Environment 10.2
Aerospace Resa-',h Supporc iARSP) 5.0
Raliooti Ccrmponfrnts and Techniques .5
Corni~iend Managemert and Biase Operations 3.2
RAW,~ 12.5
ANSER 1.2

TOT AL 124.5

Includes $8,484000 of Project THEM IS funds.

The Deise Reseafch Sciences (DRS) and the In-House Laboratory Independent Research pro~iam elements
constitute the ckni p~ete basic-research program for the United States Air Force, whereas the Environment
program element covers expleratory-deve.'opment efforts in environment only. Aerospace Research Support
funds provide the hardware and payla.ad build-up for aerospace satellite experiments. The In-House Laboratory
Independent Research funds piovide a sourcc of dollars, largely unrestricted in application, with which an
individual laboratory~ jrectoir can initiate new work in his organization's area of interest. The Balloon
Components and Tlechniques funds are used to develop new and improved balloon capabilities to meet USAF
needs in a wide iarieti of tmosp 6c and extra-atmospheric research programs. Command Mrieenad
Base Oper-afions funds cover the operating exuenises of tlh- Headquarters and the field offices.

For Fi-cal Year 1969, the OAR basieo-research (DRS) funds were distributed by fields of science, or
subelements, as shown below:

Defense Pescarch Sciences Funding in % of Total
Subelement Millions DRS Funds

General Physics 16.1 17.7
Nuclear Phvrics 2.5 2.8
Chemistry 5.0 5.54
Mathematical Sciences 5.8 6.4
Electronics 8.8 9.7
Kqtarials Resea~rch 2.5 2.7
Mechanics 7.6 8.4
Energy Conversion 7.0 7.7
Terresrial Sciences 1.4 1.5
Atmospheric Scie-ires 14.6 16.1
Astronomy und Astrophysics 6.4 7.A
Biological and Medical Sciences 2.1 2.3
Behavioral and Social Sriences 2.5 2.8
Project THEMI S 8.5 9.3

TOTA L 90.8
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The DRS program element supports the operating costs of the Air Force Camnbridge Research Laborato,-ies,
Pie Air Force Office of Scientific Research, the Aerospace Research Laboratories, and the: Frark J. Seiler
Research Laboratory, as well as the gratit and conhiactual research monitored by these organizations. The
breakout of the FY 1969 DRS program (exclusive of Project THEMIS) by performer type is shown in the
following pie chart:

OAR IN-HOUSE OTHER
GOVERNMENT

LABORATORIES 1
42%

FOREIGN 2%

U.S. INDLJS M U.S. ACADEMIC

12% 41%

U.S. NONPROFITS
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FOREIGN RESEARCH,
ITS IMPORTANCE AND MANAGEMENT

Historically, during the last quarter of a century, discontinued. Thus, EOAR has been faced with the
many technological contributions from foreign scien- perplexing problem of having to continue this re-
tists have bee, of direct value to the Air Force. For trenchment of Air Force dollar expenditures for
the most part, during this time, new ideas leading to research contracts and grants abroad while at the
basic theoretical progress, particularly in the atomic same time trying to maintain our ties with leading
sciences, were sparked by foreign scientists, primarily foreign scientists, and possibly even attract new ones
Europearn, or by scientists trained auroad. in support of the Air Force research program.

For over 17 years now, the Air Force has been For some time, now, OAR has been c,,tt,-,1g b.'ck
engaged in cooperative resear-h with European na- on the cost of foreie., research borre by the Air
tions and with other countries of the free world. We Force so as to contribute to sterrning the "gold
have developed a mutual working base aimed at flow" and thus counteracting its adverse effect upon
technological advancement. Speaking strictly in terms the Nation's balance of payment,:. Towards this end,
of scientific research, OAR's contracts and grants for OAR financed research in bota FY 1968 and FY
foreign research represent a means for utilizing 1969 with about $500,000 in U.S.-owned excess
foreIgn brainpower to meet the needs of the Air foreign currencies, and .,ith i-hout $2.0 million
Force. realized from U.S. surplus barter commodities sold

In order to facilitate the flow of scientific informa- abroad. Also, OAR encouraged the increased pur-
tion from the foreign scientific community to the Air chase of U.S.-manufactur'1 scientific equipment and
Force scientists, and to foster and strengthen their supplies by foreign grai, ees ind contractors, and an
intercommunication, OAR has maintained two offices increase in cost-slhring by Ji, .cientist's institution. .
abroad, one at Brussels, Belgium, and the other at Rio In fact, during FY 1969 the ho,' institutions pro-
de Janeiro, Brazil. At Brussels, the European Office vide4 an average of 60% of the total cost of the
of Aerospace Research (EOAR) has managed the Air research. This has led to increasing success in our
Force's foreign-research activities in Free Europe, the efforts to minimize the balance-of-payments impact,
Near East, the Middle East (including India, Burma while at the same time maintaining strong ties with
and Ceylon), and Africa. At Rio de Janeiro, the Latin the foreign scientists.
American Office of Aerospace Research (LAOAR) Recently, OAR has sought to utilize a new
has managed the Air Force's foreign-research activities approach for acquiring the benefits of foreign re-
in South America. On the other hand, the Air Force's search for the Air Force. This would envisage the
foreign-research activities in Canada, Australia and establishment of a working relationship between Air
New Zealand are administered directly from Air Force ;'c-intit and their ...t. art foreign scien-
Force agencies in the U. S. In the Far East (Japan, tists through a socalled "one-dollar" ciatract Such a
Taiwan, and uth Korea), procurement of foreign one-dollar" contract wolld reflect the mutual re-
research for the Air Force is handled by the Army's search interests of the American and foreign scien-
research office in that area. tists, and provide a mechar:-m for direct scientific
In securing foreign-research efforts in support of contact and dialogue. Under this no-cost contract, a

the Air Force programs, EOAR acts as an on-the.spot foreign scientist would become a member of a
broker for the stateside Air Force researci labora- research team, and would have an opportunity to
tories. Its procurement and technical staffs negotiate attend contractors' meetLngs in the U.S., and also
the terms of the contracts or grants that serve as the have access to the contractors' facilities. In return, he
instruments to accomplish the work desired. Al- would supply OAR with current technical reports and
though the stateside organizations pay for this re- periodic personal briefings on his research, thus
search, EOAR is responsible for coordinaing tlie cooperating in a direct interchange of scientific
activities between these stateside sponsoring agencies information.
and the foreign scientist contractors or grantees. There are indications that a number of outstanding

The various foreign-research activities in EOAR's European scientists may be interested in this "one-
area of responsibility have been financed primarily dollar" contract arrangement. Such an arrangement
through funded contracts, all of which have been could become a significant supplement to foreign
"cost-shared" by the stateside organizations and the research funded by the Air Force, and could provide
European institutions. During the past year, however, an additional avenue for the Air Force to benefit
because of severe budget and "gcd-flow" restrictions from the exprtise of the foreign scientific ommu-
support for some of OAR's contractors has had to be nity.

_
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THE OAR MANAG .MENT AND SCIENTIFiC

INFORMATION SYSTEM jMASIS)

Several thousand scientists at several hundred those capabilities which have been found by e 1peri -

Government, academic and industrial laboratories do ence to be useful and important to all activities.
basic research for OAR. This research encompasses The information contained in MASIS can be
every scientific discipline which is relevant or potenti- combined in many diiferent ways so as to pro ;e a
ally relevant to the continued superiority of the Air wide variety of specialized reports. The illustmtion
Force operational capability. It is the mission of OAR (Figure 1) shows a printout which displays all
to manage this large and diverse research program, information in the files describing a particular re-
not only to assure that the research dollar is spent search effort. Each of the data elements included in
wisely, but also to disseminate the results of this the illustration can be extracted and, in conjunction
research to the Government and scientific communi- with the same and different elements in other
ties. records, can be used to generate various summary

The OAR Management andi Scientific Information reports, for example-the number and names of
System (MASIS) is a computer-based data system scientists conducting research for OAR, the fund
which accumulates data on tha many research efforts allocations to particular projects, research titles by
comprising the OAR Research Program. MASIS data key words, and many others.
is organized into four master files which correspond Useful information is sometimes a far cry from
to the stages associated with the selection and i...re data; thus, OAR seeks constantly to improve
performance of research: the "Proposal," "Fiscal," MASIS. For this purpose a MASIS Design Group,
"Narrative," and "Publication" Files. consisting of representatives of all OAR activities

The Proposal File stores the unsolicited proposals concerned, meets quarterly to review the operation of
for research received by OAR, and maintains a record the system and to suggest improvements. Consequent-
on the status of each proposal. The Fiscal File records ly, MASIS is not only an operational system, but also
the funding associated with accepted proposals, as one which is continually absorbing improvements in
well as other information, including the title, per. dcsign which will permit it to provide better service
former, the performing organization, and its location, to OAR management.
The Narrative File describes, in sbstract form, the
purpose. approach, and relevance of the research, as
well as the progress of on-going work. The Publica-
tion File lists all published documents res. 1ting from
the individual research efforts. Thus, the questions of
who, what, when, where, how, how much, and why,
relative to OAR, can be answered by the data stored
in these master files.

M,'.SIS is thus a centralized repository of informa-
tion obtained from many sources which document
the OAR Research Program. Its purpose is twofold:
to assist in the d y-to-day management of this
program within OAR; and to serve as a source of
information in response to questions or requirements
posed by higher authorities. In the latter category,
MASIS is used continually to answer questions from
the Congress. Department of Defense, and Hq USAF

* Loncerning the OAR Research Program.
An information s3"em such as MASIS must be

responsive to the continually changing nee, of
management. This required flexibility is complicated
by the fact that MASIS serves various OAR activities
which have d.fferent management needs and pursue
different practices. Thus, MASIS must be so struc-
tured as to permit specific changes in its system
design to meet new requirements unique to a particu-
lar OAR activity, while at the same time retaining Figure 1.
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HUMAN RESOURCES

PEOPLE
Our Most Important Resource

For its success as a research organization, OAR
depends on its people-on i,,eir creativity, their
imagination, their professional ability, and their
diverse motivations and approaches. To obtain re-
search ot quality, OAR must attract and hold
first-rate people. It offers them a stimulating working
environment in which there is ample room for
individuality.

OAR is composed of some 300 officers, 200
airmen, and 1 ,500 civilians. Of the 300 officers
assigned, approximately 250 are in the scientific and
engineering career fields. Because of the emphasis
placed on advanced education in the scientific fields,
the officers assigned te the Command have, as a
group, one of the highest educational levels in the Air
Force. Sixteen percent of our of!icers possess Ph1)s;
65 percent have master's degrees; and 18 percent have
bachelor's degrees. Of the 1,500 civilians, some 770
are employed in the scientific area; 30 percent have
doctoral degrees, 31 percent possess master's degrees,
and 32 percent possess bachelor's degg.. s.

The average civilian grade in OAi' is the highest
in the Air Force a grade of GS-l0. Th,; majority of
our professional civilian personnel are in grades GS-I 3
and above. Also, there are 25 PL313s and 31 GS-16s
assigned %kithin OAR. These represent special authorn-
zations granted by the Civil Service Comnmission in
order to attract eminent scientists from private

i industry and thus utilize their professional scientific
and engineering capabilities.

MILITARY PERSONNEL
"Selc tive Manning"

In order to insure that OAR obtains only the
best-qualified officers and airmen to support ,nd
fulfill its basic-research mission, the Command go.'s
to great lengths to achieve compatibilit between a

9.



particular position, and the education and back- aging OAR's basic-research tivities. It also estab-
ground of the individual selected to fill that position. lishes a strong ca:eer-development pattern for these
A phrase has been coined which covers this unique promising young officers.
military-personnel management policy. It is called the Although many of OAR's officers already possess
"selective manning system." advanced degre-, the Command encouraves its offi-

When there is a position vacancy in one of the cers to a, ?ly for AFIT programs in competition with
units, OAR forwards a requisition to the HQ USAF officers from other cormmands. And, in order to meet
Military Personnel Center (MPC), outlining the specif- the very or: cal specialties required to pursue basic
ic requirements for the particular position. MPC then researc:,, OAR has authorized Command short-course
forwards selection folders to OAR which, in turn, training for both officers and airmen whose duties
forwards them to the uruL where the vacancy exists. require up-to-the-minute expertise in the latest scien-
If the unit believes the individual possesses the tific research techniques. Each military supervisor is
necessary qualifications to perform the job, notifica- encouraged to initiate requests to enroll officers and
tion of his acceptability is relayed to MPC. However, airien in both on- and off-duty courses at local
it ihe unit does not believe the ncrainee to be capable colleges and universities so as to increase their job
of meeting OAR's hign-performance standards, his proficiency. Under OAR's Command Short-Course-
folder is returned to "C and additional nominees Training Program, the Air Force pays for all of the
are requested. tuition and books for the various courses, and also

makes available per-diem funds for travel, if neces
"Project P'hD" sary.

OAR is currently authorized 91 military PhDs, but "Career Broadening"

has only 51 assigned. A special project entitled
"Project PhD" has therefore been established in an Approximately 83% of our officers work in highly

effort to i-'prove this manning level. It identifies each specialized areas in research and development. For
PhD position authorized within the Command, details this reason, OAR is concerned that its officers
whatexperience career broadening, which is consideredvital to tteir continuing growth as professional Air
and identifies the officer currently filling the posi-
tion. After identifying OAR's valid PhD require- Force officers. As a result, the assignment to OAR for

ments, "Project PhD" seeks to 'fll these high-level both officers and airmen is limited to a four-year

positions with officers possessing PhDs in order to tour, after which they are considered for assignment
satisfy the requirements of these positions. Thus, to other major commands. A fcent study clearly
OAR w l not assign at officer to one of these indicated that the large majority of OAR's officers
positions unless there is a strong probability that he are being reassigned to operational commands. This

continigcosfrdzto fotsinii nwUil be ohle to obtain his PhD during the first year of inuing cross-fertilization of our scientific and
his assignment. engineering officers throughout the operational com-

mands of the Air Force >'as resulted in the growth of
"CareerDevelopment*"' a large corps of highly Ailled S&E officers with

C considerable operat'onni knwledge. The future of
OAR places a great deal of emphasis on the career our Nation may well rest someday with these talented

development of its officers, particularly those young- officers who seek daily to ke-p the United States Air

er officers who come "on board" with advanced Fet.ce "ahead of the competition" uin te.ationa

degrees. The experience of our Command has been technological developments.
that proper career progression must be provided in
order to motivate these officers to iemain with the "Career Motivation"
Air Force. Recently, OAR initiated the OAR Com-
manders' Education Program which allows the Coin- Although assignrvsnt to OAR is a highly deirzble
mand ti, select a sniall number of oitstanding officers one, OAR, like the rest of tle Air Force, has its
each :ear for entry into the AFIl Master's and PhD problems with retention, particularly of the young
Prograns so as to meet future ma;inng requirements officers with advanced degrees in the S&E areas.
in specific ac,:lemic disciplihnes. Ulpon completion of Although OAR is pi:ud of the fact that its officer
their AFIT programs, these highly trained officers are retention rate has steadily increased over the past
returned to OAR and assigned :o key rei -rrch and nine years, it seeks to make an Air Force career even
middle-management positions in order to utilize their more attractive to these people in order to retain
skilh and kno,'ledgeabiity. This long-range career more of them in the Air Force. Luxing the 1063-1Q66
rrogression allows OAR to develop a nucleus of time penod. the primary reason given by OAR's
tale'ted scientific officers especially capable of man- young officers for leavng the Air Force was "1ot
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pay" and "lack of promotion cpportunity." H-ow- training in their specialties. However, because of the
cerecent Command surveys now show that the attractivenesc of wcnrking in a research environment,

prime reason given by these officers is "no desire for we have been able to employ the more experiencedI
a miulitary career." While it is a relatively easy task to personnel we need, and have not had to recruit
idwnify, and recommend solutions to, the "low-pay" civilian employees from undergraduate and graduate
and "pooi-promotion-system" complaints, it is a far schools.
more difficuit task to improve the image of the Air If there is one critical element which must be
r.)rce for these young officers. Many of them have considered in each c:,i ian -personnel action taken in
recenitly come directly from college campuses where teOfc fArsaeRsaci stelwo
it is "in vogue" to express disenchantment with the teOfc fArsaeRsaci stelwoI miitay etablshmnt. Thu, w hae a oi-ear supply and demand. Since the great bulk of the OAR
meioin esaihmcent" Thuostiwe hmae af th.~eAir civilian-personnel workiforce consist s of professional

poer'si whic o readt ao potive mage offheArs scientists and engineers, we compete constatntly with
Force's~~~~~~~~~~ wyolieantosmoiteteeofcr private industry and other Goverrnment agencies for

..at they will choose^ to remain with us for a full the best qualified people. However OAR, unilike most
military career. 'This is a very critical task, since we other oranzjosmyaculyrrut aioay
depend upon a continuing influx of these young ktnown scientist to pe:form research ui one of its
scientists and engineers to provide the future techni- in-house laboratories, and then secu-e a Nposition to
cal leadership of the Air Force. It is obvious, then, which to assign him, Most of the initial contacts with
that we must continue to place a great deal of these key, individuals are ad by our scientis.14 atI
emphasis on the career motivation ot our young various ymposums, at niversiics. and at protcs-
offictc 3. sional meetinps. In all civilian-employiritm actioi~,4

the local host-base Civilin Persyonnel Office provides
CIVILIAN PERSONNEL the necessary arrangements for the actual hiring.

Many prominent professors at leading colleges and
Its research mission, and the aspirations and universities doing bas.c research in key areas ITC

composition of its civilian wcorkfor-e, distinguish encouraged to take a sabbatical from their univertity
OAR fromi the typical Au Force organization. OAR ftnctions for duty with the Gov-rnment. We encour-
strives to preserve each person's individuality in order age these professors performing research of iritereest to
to promote creativity and to provide thc freedom L,,d the Air Force to "*come or. bcoard" for one-year
lexibility essential to the continued grwhof appointmecn-s to work on. or assist in the completion

science ind technology. Consequently, standard per- of. a specific basic:-research project. At the conclusion
tunnel managernem prcedures are of' limited ute in of thle one-yeCal appointment tese L'xdividui e'a
this Commranid, Anid OAR must make special adaoi2- ito Ohexi college campuses.
tions of' standard civilian-personel programs and OAR aiso has thfe &*lority to hire nationally
procedures. fin'.Ous scicentists and engieers for -p to four-,-er

For example, OAR's laboratories are given a gieat periC in ordrr to complete specitic scientific po,
deal of flexbility in the utilization of thri rscn ects. This type of employinnt is for the Individual4
resourccs. Picy are permitted to transfti civilsan- wle 5s itetrestcd In completing ii specie- r-es~rch
personnel ;csourccs troni one area to anwher in order pnoject in his acsdemc d,,%cipiwe but who is not
to meet !lie u!,,reaig researc:h needs of !he Ail initetested in j atcc. Cr-'il Sr~eprein
Fox cc. i all of these .a-mnrs, however, the -a?ec-

*developmlent of the ind'vidual is ccnsiered, sin-ce "H.poyee Dtieiopirci"
pr~rcareer rnariqensent Is vital if OAR is to-

continue to motivate ti.ese hiS111% educated person. R makes Ntt111 use of the Go~tmrrwnl Enpl.Y.
net.cc,- 1ramning Act to iricre-as the il--thv-j-ob profi-

Whrevr o- oble. we fof'low a "promote-from- cncy 'if its personnel, and 'o upspade their admi
within" plicyw i,- ,~ur civiliun-personinel administra- levels. HistoitcafIv. OAR h;as b-en inwinedi with
ti op. Approximately of our newIN employed people Who haiec3 ytvry ps.,eattituciz &wai-d all

svlnsare hired at it,- GS- 11 - GS- I - or GS- iS tipe of :aig. They rcal; c that continuous
* ' positieti level. At ei they ha~vi performed sitisfaz- tmtitnj i.; necessaix to esbi~e r w)ak-den the

torsv for a r'umber e vaf,,. % coknsider them for wreas of' regearch. 'The t Tufetuonal ;.cteit or en~i
ad~anCrMent to the higher gra X!s to fill existing neer. dedlicati'J as he is to h's work, ftsilvy reaiii ls th
va4csncses. the rmmre knowledge c ac-cries, the more he is

Sin,:; the need in basic ree rch for indxividucals capatt of aclievir4L and thi-n the greater his chanicts
wi c rea, deal ot background ani; experierc or, of adv.ace-nient-. be. There are basactili two zvprs,

their diciplincs. wez do ihre newly gra'lusted of trainig e'athorsied w'thin OA~R Goytfrimpn &cd
sciento:ts and engineers 4t the GS-5 if GS-7 ltvri for n~-~vrmn.Becauv., mom, of our tritr~ig ~



can best be met by civi-lian universities and collee~s, of its , opie siirre, in the long run, this is what
this Command sends thle majority of' its employees to stimnulates greater creative performiance-a real neces-
non-Giovernmental ivotitutions. sity in thle world of basic research.

Under the long-term, full-time training program,
selected personnel are allowed to parriCipAC le "'ipct -of-the-Nlan-on -the-Job Program'
professional training for a minimum of one year, and
a maximum of two years. These personnel are Another civilian-compenisationt program main-
enrolled in 2caderilic courses leading to thle award of rained by OAR is the lmipact-ouf-the-Miar-on-thie-Job
an MS or PhD in their particular specialties. In Program, designed especially ito encourage our tech-
addition, somne of our personnel presently possessing nical professionals to be creative and productive.
PhD's are sent to a university or college in a For many years, thie high-level nma nagers ot OAR
"visiting-scholar status," rather than as a student. hav sought to assure that key civilian scientists and
Thewe visiting scholars are provided with office space engt necers. receive proper compensat ion as their educa-
and general admninistrative support by the school tional and experience levels rise, Each surervisor of
which has extended " -invitation. There are no professional scientists and caitroeers in eachi A our
tuition costs for the scholir. who cani audit any organizartions annually revie\ws he position level and
high-level graduAte course. In return, hie perform duties of eacti professional emiployee so as to PIlsure
research on projects currently being undertaken by that thle level of' duties being performed hs cachi suclh
the university . Tis program benieit both the univer- individlial is reflected in his grade. In mniy instances
sity and the Air Force in that it affords the visiting wei have scicn. rs whose statu,1e in their profession
scholar an academic atmosphere conducive to learn. gro'As as thle result -If their professional achlieveenits.
ing more about his specialty, while at the same time Th s profess-onal t'to vth is normnally ieflected irn a
providing the Air Foc with essential contacts with hi.,- level of periform~'-ce. Thuls, in' those instances
the academic cornsm. -y. A!re all individual's pro sceand profession'ral

OAR' sho L:rn, fll-imetranin prgra is stature exceed his current viade level, immnediate

simalar to the iong-term training program except tor ac-.t istknt n ougai those positrons.

its maximuin - ining-time period of six months. This "Reclpiinal ~~S
program provides our civilian personnel with specific iron-dAads
training to bring them uip-to-dare ini the latest Our professional scientists md engineers are in-
research techniques in their professional areas.

fur employees are enlcou raged to take off-dtt 21Ct tenevork ine k0and ege toili their
courscs, The Governmient pays thle comiplete costs Of talers to u1- of~r e n~l-i their brfsinlsasigc-
tuition and books, and the mndividual attends in (the rsaci-acMuho t .i rfssoa Iu'gi

eN~ighours. Off-duty courses are designied ptr- tied uip In tilec %~or lb -h. are doi!g. Itr rI
evening - involved~ in 1ai-' , u''ects thai are lhaie;,nLk for those protessionais idesiring ito Upgrade their a01c'ribtr~r~e'tii r~s eg h

academauc levels.
Thtrc are :also short-term Cou rses 01 inic -to-tour a Pfp;tsiiiicore olfciNkk

w-eeks' &! on. Thew ar usualls ondu sted b resul1tant professional rc,:ogmrrtor bls theirol ilzls

.. iiverst esor his i perhaps the recognitiont thev prize nlos'.
oollegcs an,.nvriiso professional organlizationls, lioss tVer, therTe ace a riorrubtr of VAtii o r as ,and cov-er spec,6ic asp-cts or techniue aissoiated bt ihnte(oeimn.t~ rstcnsr
with 3 specif-e discipline. ['or eximple, anl OAR woththi tilne G1ourvey . acindit r vafecrs, andr

crihari laboiatorv kfir tot mays Attend a i -ek
A~rrer~ ~ .rtaernrit A ri irs e't ~ed Awich point, p the cxcele nc o~ t' ''r, "rto~trc'

"Mansenitrnt 14 Reearch' tci order to imiprove tis Among t heic ire the 1f6o%%g rilhe Air Forcev
ilia nagrr nt DecorAilol tot I:Xcprior1al CW( M i ' CVVICe. r he

in tet3nt erirT JGkndee eC2C Coddard Awards. thle Fedetrai Nkt-an A, anid, at-d
Inl theD above-me~h- Civioiad coursst wher thredr

ltt ron ftes. ort :,)s for cooks or per dieft.rhilh I))iitniihe tii" -tr- r
ost11 arC paid c pieyby OAR. I lowcver, OAR It Addith'nl to rile above. s eA onc to 'Ii '

allsi enICuoraIF3S 11 T-11i2an Cemrl0 iCC to tak off!Ul !ite Proviswi of'rh ti Niit ars, ivir C0
educational owr-S In Those a teas in) which t hev have tir n Progrant In tor t o rC OTa ure:t' s
a perscnal tztzrcst ri nectisarils related toi her cenitcacteecn or cnrhttt
jvb-i. Although the eniplo,,ees pay ,the cirttple re costs cn -s eCorromT~ . or other Gmrvrr r ' Ose r it
of thcsc courses. OAR dos ncourage th uit mnial iqv-:.tlons \Oifh~ are at~v thos ntt!mntdi

-criutane;to adiustirkn ori eesr so, expec\ted. T'hts program1 aU'.hor;1:t s ca'h xht
thlat the ejnrhw'kV- uas i '!IC oPpo rN~unit\ to can r~rng' fronl S-25 to, S25CV Vliurrrg the rpst ea:r.

ai~~i tve c'~rss.i~~eagatn. OAR d&Ws erv- onec of .our Iriah -slsintssrcltsed a -v' Jassd
thing9 Vx'nihle to enhanCe the MoraIe -ndTii ato of S5 ,0X~ !orT a v t F igncalt otrb otit thc



field oft radio as- )nomy, AlthOMgh in wrd this of OAR, we see a dofinite reonu iremtent for the
amiount is an ex-.poon thcr than ithe reit doues development of teclhnicalli. c npeteni nihtarx offi-
reflect thle oppoiturities ailleto our technical c.ers who will have thle leader~hip qualities necessary,
jPersionnel to receive substai~tiai bonuscs for their to mianage the basic-rcsearch programs of the 1 970S.
eifits beiionid those normrally given. Miost of the Wke envision, also, the tremendous t,;.k of recruitinig
landmarks in basic research have been exhhished by and developing yoiung civilian scientists vvho v'i
irldividuals tr necossailyl b:e k since thle initiate the vital programis necessa,- to insure that the
cr~eativ -~ cess i a v. pxersonai thing. Thus, ve U.S. Air Force of the future will attain the technolog-
stress reocm:ntion of thc ;mdividual itt our ciii i-cal superiority neccscarv to stay ahead of the
awards pro -ar, fo-Ir it is tht individual who is thle ke- competition. ovith _,,gh wC believe that our current
to ihe suce-ss of our ba&;ic-research pro-graml. positive personneli- manragemie nt program can acconi-

phsh thewe tasks, we intend to continually explor-
"Thle Persoi.-.cl Olutlook" new~ proCcdu-eS and Practices SO aS to insure that thle

finest basic-research scientists in the world becomie
As we look to the future personn-2l require-eniN emplovees ol the Office of Aerospace Research.
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LOGISTICS

Logistics

OAR's new Laboratory Supply Support Proce- either Bitburg, Germany, or London, England. -
dures continue to be an effective management tool. deposited funds are then paid out by the finance
Each level of management has become a vit ;h&k offices against appropriate contracts and grants.
between basic-research personnel and the normal Class Determinations and Findings authorizing the
sources of supply. Since its inception in 1967, a negotiation of contracts in the areas of research,
general trend of improvement has been recognized to Laboratory Support, Laboratory Directors' Fund,
the extent that other AL, Force research agencies have sounding-rocket systems, and sateliites and payloads
proposed implementation of these procedures within were obtained from the Secretary of the Air Force.
their own organizations. A remarkable increase in These Class D&Fs are authorizcd for use wherever
Internal/External Excessing Actions has beer, noticed. OAR funds are used in one of the designated areas.
During the past 2 1/2 years, a total of 2,358 items of Their use precludes the necessity of having individual
equipment valued at $7,212,000 were returned to the D&Fs, which represents a substantial time-saving
Air Force Supply System. Equipment Utilization factor in procurement processing.
Surveys, Special Temporary Storage Areas, dollar. OAR has continued its program to offset the
value controls, and thc appointmei* of Laboratory impact on the Nation's international balance of
Directors/Chiefs as members of Equipment Review payments resulting from OAR's procurement of
and Authorization Activities have all contributed essential research programs ir, foreign countries. "This
extensively to the improved operation of this new program includes: the intensified negotiation of
system. The systen will continue to be a part of the cost-shared research agreements with foreign scien-
overall laboratory operations manned from existing tists and educational institutions; the encouragemen-t
laboratory-personnel resources. It has been incorpo- of foreign contractor5 and grantees to purchase
rated into the overall Air Force supply procedures supplies and equipment of U.S. manufacture, and the
applicable to selected RDT&E organizations, payment of OAR grants and contracts with U.S.-

owned excess foreign currencies; an arrangement with
the Department of Agriculture to covei grant and

Pro urement contract payments with U.S. dollar proceeds from the
sale in world markets of surplus agricultural cornmod-

OAR has continued to promote a dynamic, re- ities: and provision for travel by foreign grantees and
sponsive procurement system in support of its scien- contractors on aircraft of the Military Airlift Com.
tists and laboratories. Deviations and exemptions mand or op U.S. flag carriers.
from standard procurement policies have been ob-
tamed where such policies have failed to recognize Facilities
the unconventional nature of research. Reporting
requirements have been reviewed to insure that OAR technical-facility deveiopment is an integral
unnecessary effort is not expended in this area. This part of the iLsearch Program. As such, facilities are
review has resulted in cancellation of reporting considered a fundamental research tool, and should
requirements that had been established by Hq USAF net be considered separate from the Research Pro-
and Hq OAR, gram. It is recognized that basic research depends on

The Cormodity Creeit Corporation (Department a flexible use of facilities in the support of individual

of Agriculture) has again iiJnored our request thst arch efforts.
foreign research be recognized as susceptible to OAR is making prudent use of facilities now

barter, As a result, some $2.8 million of baiter goods available, and ha expanded laboratory and adminis-
(wheat. corn, etc.) will be made available for the trative space by ising trailers to temporarily absorb
payment of contracts and grants in the European increased space I'quirments. During the past five
area. The, - goods are sold on the European market years, only four OAR construction projects have been
and the proceeds deposited with finance offices in funded. The most significant have been the Vacuum
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Telestope at Sacramento Peak, New Mexico, and the
Spcoial Coniputation Laboratory currently uzing cor-
structed at I G. Harascom Field, Mass.

Current long-range plans include an energy-
convcrsion laboratory at Wright-Patterson Ai; Fcrce
Base, Ohio; science laboratory for optical physics at
L. G. Hanscom Field, Mass; R&D balloon-I unching
pad at Hollornan Air Force Base, New Mexico;
technical reports and distribution center at L. G. 3
Hanscc i Field, Mass; and a land purchase at North
Ipswich, Mass. to support radio astronomy and
astrophysics research.

Cot Reduction

OAR reported Command-level validated manage-
ment-effectiveness savings valued at over $1,850,000

the FY-1969 USAF Cost-Reduction Program,
thereby exceeding its assigned goal. OAR's consistent
participation in this management program has re- j
ce ,ed special recognition. It has been acknowledg d.
that these accomplishments la-e particularly note-
worthy owing to the intrinsic nature of the basic-
research mission, and the difficulties encountered in
correlatig research procedures with standardized
program reporting criteria.

The special Tri-Service Study Group, chaired by
OAR, and originated by OSD to review the problems
associated with basic-research participation in the
Cost-Reduction Program, submitted its official report
on 4 0ecernber 1968. Five (5) recomm.endations for
change were ofired for OSD consideration:

1. Assign only curent fiscal-year goals

(under active consideration)

2. Delete area goals (adopted for FY 1970)

3. Permit scientific savings to be reported in
the first fiscal year that quantification can
be identified as opposed to first fiscal year
of cost impact (under consideration)

4, Permissive review of basic-res'sarch sub-
missions recognizing the variances between
scientific operations and reporting criteria
(not adopted)

5. Reduce administrative load and paper- 4
work volume (under active consideration;
revised reporting form applicable in FY 70)

Both OSD and HQ USAF have forwarded highly
complimentary letters to HQ OAR for its program
leader-dip, itF past vnd current-program participation,
znd its coptributions to th. long-range improvement
," the Cost-Reduction Progi rm..
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FUTURE OUTLOOK

The weapon systems of the future will develop out ties in Free Europe, the Near East, Middle East
of the research being done today and, in many cases, (including India, Burma, and Ceylon), and AMfrl -

will be dictated by the results cf this research, C Win..m the limits of available resou, ,,, _,on-
Consequently, it is essential that systematic planning tinue to support AFSC development activities and the
in substantive and fiscal terms be intensified, that DOD research agencies in Europe.
long-range goals be identified, and that programs be 0 In a similar manner, maintain scientific liaison
formulated to meet these goals. To accomplish this, with .he Latin-American scientific community, and
OAR has prepared a Long-Range Plan for Air Force sustain the exchange of information and mutually
Research which sets forth organizational and techni- beneficial relations between the Air Force and this
cal objectives, describes the scientific and technical commnity.
effc-ts necessary for their accomplishnent, and pro- 0 Maintain the capability of PFOAR to serve as
vides studied estimates of the required resources. the focal point foT OAR activities at the Air Force
Major OAR objectives are as follows: Eastern Test Range, and of LOOAR to serve in the

same capacity at the Air Force Western Test Range
qnd AFSC's Space and Missile Systems Organization.

Orianizationat Objectives Scientific and Technical ubjectives

o Help reduce the lead time between the discov- General objectives of the overall OAR effort, by
ery of new knowledge and its application to the R&D category, are as follows:
advancement of aerospace technology so as to main-
tain Air Force operational superiority.

o Maintain in-house laboratories of superior qual- Research

ity to conduct research in selected scientific areas,
and continue to enhance the laboratories' research 0 DLzover and understand specific phenomena in
competence and productivity, those disciplines relevant to Air Force technical

o Conduct and sponsor work in exploratory devel- interests.
opment under the DOD Program Element, Environ- 0 Stay abreast of c :ientific accomplishments and
ment. breakthroughs to preclude technological surprise by

o Participate in other programs as requested by others.
the Air Force Systems Command (AFSC), and 0 0 Assure a propei base for the continual develop-
directed by Headquarters USAF. ment and improvement of Air Force advanced capa-

o Strengthen the interaction between OAR in- biities and tfchnology.
house laboratories and AFOSR, with particular ref- 0 Provide a quick-reaction technical capability,
erence to consulting, reporting sigr.ificant new results, and an "on-call" pool of technical consult.nts who
and collaborating on related programs and joint can respond rapidly and with flexibility to urgent Air
activities. Force operational problems.

o Improve the scientific liaison of AFCRL and
ARL with other Air Force agencies, and with NASA,
DASA, NSA, ARPA, DCS, FAA and others, to
contribute to and exploit the Air Force's scientific Exploratory Deveiapment

interface with the national aerospace effort,
o Improve OAR's capability to perfoi, i systems In general, OAR objectives in exploratory de, lop-

and mission analyses. ment under the Program Elem.cnt, Environment, are
o Improve OAR's capability to perform research to develop new techniques for solving specific Air

analyses so as to identify technological barriers and Force problems. In other areas of exploratory L.evel-
promising opportunities for relevant research pro- op-ment, such as Aerospace Avionics and Ground
grams. Electronics, OAR scientists and engineers assist AFSC

o Maintain a European Office of Aerospace Re- in the application of research to the enhancement of
search (OAR) to take advantage of research capabili- advanced capabilities.



/

Advanced Development In facing the future, the character and evolution of
OAR itself must be considered. Present plans call for

The objectives of efforts in advanced developraent the organizational structure of OAR to remain
are to provide -;atelites and sounding rockets for, and essentially the same. AFCRL, AFOSR, ARL, FJSRL,
balloon support to, Air Force jaboratories for upper- and ORA will continue as distinct but co-overating
atmosphere and space researc!', and to develop subordinate units.
improved Air Force balloon capabilities. In addition, Emph3sis at AFCRL will continue in the environ- i
othe advanced-development programs may evolve menial sciences. ARL will cary on its work in the
from OAR's expioratory-deveiopmen, efiorts during physical aid engineering sciences. FJSRL will remain
the planning period. While the degree of involvement hi the aiveas of chemistiy, aerospace mechanics, and I
will depend on the specific program, CAR scinrtists applied mathematics. ORA will continue its activities
and engineers will participate actively ha selected in the mathematical sciences. AFOSR will manage
advanced-development effforts. extramural efforts in "pioneering research,"

developing new or ernerging :Fields of science with
Other Research and De:elopment probable Air Force significance; in "supporting re-

search," identifiable with known Air Force teclno-
OAR will continue, upon request, to conduct logical barriers; and in "connecting research," to

research for other agencies in those areas in which a maintain Air Fo_ contact with broad areas of
unique OAR research capability exists. This work will science supported by others. AFSC laboratories will
be compatible with planned scientific and technical pursue selected research efforts which support specif-
objectives. ic in-house exploratory-development efforts.

RESEARCH INFORMATION ACTIVITIES
0 The principal OAR product is scientific and consumes appreciable OAR resources. The bulk
knowledge derived from OAR research and of OAR effort. in thk field is devoted to the analysis
from direct interaction of OAR scientists and inprovement of its internal and external coupling
with the worldwide scientific community. programs. Because of its experience and interest in

this area, OAR has also been charged with providing a
central point of responsibility fo the Air Force's I

o The most important OAR sen'ice is the Scientific and Technical lnfomation Program.
scientific consultation OAR provides to tbe Together with the otter military services and the
other elements of the Air Force and Depart- Director of Defense Research and Engineering, it
men of Defense. seeks to develop improved DOD-wide information

services essential to the progress of military R&D. It
assists the Federal Council on Science and Technol.

o The overriding OAR objective is to insure ogy in developing Federal olicies for national and
that the world's new scientific knowledge international information systems to serve the needs
finds practical application in the solution of of the entire U.S., scientific community. Finally, OAR
the technological problems of the Air Force supports a sizeable research program in information
and the Nation as a whole. id computer science. to obtain a clearer understand-

ing of human- and machine-communication
phenomena--a vital element in communication-

These are the fundamental propositions which improvement efforts.
underlie most of OAR's policies and efforts. In part
they explain OAR's emphasis on scientific communi- Air Force Activities in Information
cations and the exchange of scientific data. They Transfer and Coupling
constitute the OAR rationale for the continued and
persistent attention given by management to the In OAR, "coupling" is defined as the transfer of
creation and maintenance of a favorable comnnunica- OAR research results to potential users, and the
tion environment, and to continued experimentation resultant feedback to OAR. The high level of activity
with new communication techniques. in this area results principally from an OAR policy

OAR's involvement in information-transfer activ- which requires that each scientist ermpioyed by OAR,
ities spans the spectrum of Government organizations whether in a laboratory or on the scientific stafl (as
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civilian or military), devote as much as 20% of his scictific community through a delineation of OAR's
activities to coupling. It alse reflects OAR determina- research goals. The OAR Research Review, a
tion to serve the Air Force by continually reviewing bimonthly, alerts Air Force technologists and other
the climate for coupling activities and by considering potential u!;ers to OAR's current research efforts. The
new approaches in communication techniques and OAR Ptogress, an annual publication, reports on the
policies which would improve this climate. outsta,ding achievements of OAR research, and also

In carrying out this v,,ork, OAR continues to on vw.rious managerial aspects. And the OAR Re-
pirsue a variety of courses, the most important of search Df;ectory assists in information transfer and
which is the process of selecting researchers for coupling by providing the sc ntific community with
laboratory work or for extramural research support. a listirng of OAR current research projects and the
Here OAR seeks out those peopie who are working names, eddiesses, and telephone numbers of OAR
on Zie frontiers of their scientific specialty. Through key personnel.
their work, they can stay abreast of scientific progress Many of these mechanisms provide more than
throughout the world, and can thus serve the Air one communication channel. For example, symposia
Force as, centers of knowledge for their particular and conferences help us to learn about recent
areas. Other courses followed include the use f1 discoveries and the progress of current R&D efforts.
information-exchaz-ge networks active in the They are also effective platforms for the exchange of
scientific communit,, the solicitation of advice from opinions on the desirability of new work projects.
outstanding inembers of the scientific community, Another characteristic of many research communica-
and ihe judicious utilization of the professional and tion channels is their redundancy. This provides some
trade jourals, professional 3,ocieties, the numerous assurance that, when one channel fails, another may
scientific conferences, abstracting services, and re- be expected to carry the message. Most effective
search advisory councls. communication mechanisms operate essentially on a

Special offices and organizations have played person-to-person basis, providing instantaneous feed-
important roles in the operation of OAR research- back and mutual clarification.ipinformation-exchange oechanisms. The European Specific instances of OAR coupling achievementsi resulting fromnthe above mechanisms.arhe ourouean
Office of Aerospace Research (EOAR) in Brussels resulting from the above approaches are too numer-
continues to serve as our link with research per- ous and varied for detailed description in this type of
formed in Free Europe, the Near East, Middle East, report. However, a few samples fron this year's
and Africa. Our Latin American office serves substan- coupling activities may be mentioned:
tially the same purp Z in South America. Other
active centers include the Scientific and Technical
Information Offices at the Headquarters and the 0 AFCRL's Environmental Consultation
laboratories, ard the newly established Research Service (ECS) was formall) established to
Application Offices. While the former organizations service the Air Force as a whole. By formal
have concentrated on the development of tools and agreement with the 6th Weather Wing, 13
techniques for more effective information transfer, staff meteorologists of the Air Force Sys-
the latter have provided significant routes whereby tems Command have served to augment and
researchers may be alerted to the technological expedite requests for AFCRL's consultation
potentialities of particular research, and made aware services. As a result, the number of requests
also of the teinological barriers inherent in Air in the past year increased markedly, with 43
Force R&D needs. In a sense, these offices are OAR's requests from AFSC divisions, centers and
coupling brokers, eventually bringing together the contractors alone. Problems requiring con-
producers and the users of scientific knowledge for sultation involved questions of weather
fruitful discussion. avoidance, weather effects on missile tests,

OAR publications continue to play a vital role in criteria for the evaluation of ground-control-
the transfer of information concerning OAR research radar work statements, auroral backgrounds,
activities. The OAR Monthly Report of Research the diffusion of toxic propellants, and the
Proposids, for example, lists unsolicited proposals for attenuation of satellite signals by clouds and
new reearch received by OAR, and thus informs precipitation.
other Government agencies with respect to research
being considered, or already funded, by OAR. This o Two cientists at AFCRL and one
prevents possible duplication of effort, and also alertq scientist at the Scripps Institute of Ocean-
potential information users to research efforts likely ography assisted Headquarters USAF to
to be relevant to their interests. The annual Air Force determine the most plausible attrition esti-
Research Objectives encourages the submission of mates for B-52 aircraft considered for a
unsolicited research proposals by members of the special mission in Vietnam. T1. nighttime
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visibility of a B-52 at low altitude was and services, technical libraries, specialized inf:"ma-
deteianed to be the most critical and tion-analysis centers, and the publication and dissemi-
least-understood parameter. This application nation of technical documents. Progress has been
of accumulated knowledge to a practical achieved in at least three arear )rogram visibility.
operational situation contributed signifi- policy direction, and innovations.
cantly to subsequent operational decision-
making. An important step in making the Air Force

STINFO program visible and comprehensile was

0 Scientists of ARL's Chemistry Research through the publication of the Air Force Scientific
Labrato r Sci tively o assstedemstuy Reseah and Technical Information Roster-a directory ofLaboratory actively assisted a study group at Information Offices. S&T Liaison Offices, contractor
AFSC's Aeronautical Systems Division to data-management K al points, technical libraries,
develop an effective method for using the information-analysis ct. ers and specialized inforna-
emergency supply of oxygen to pressurize tion activities. In additioa,, a program examination
cockpits normally pressurized with an oil- was conducted for the President's Office of Science
contaminated engine air supply. This con- and Technology. The results of this examination are
sultation should have significant impact on being published for wide distribution, and will high-
future inflight emergency procedures. light the essential featur-s of the program and

pinpoint the problem areas which require manage-

0 AFOSR completed a study at the ment's attention.
Fri Inst ted a st the potentiAside from reviewing and updating the policiesFranklin Institute on the potential uses of and regulations which govern the execution of the

materials with low ductility (brittle mate- STINFO program, OAR's Office of Scientific and
rials). In the process, it also determined the Technical Information also concluded a two-year
need for additional research to make eco- T I

experiment on the selective dissemination of informs-
nomical and operationally feasible use of tion. The objective was fn find the most economical
these materials. As a result, AFOSR has and useful means for alerting technical people to new
opened a whole new field of scientific technical developments arrived at by tie Department
inquiry under the name of thraustics, of Defense and other Government agencies. The

resulting selective document announcement sys!-m,

o Members of HQ OAR, together with brought forth in cooperation with the Department of
scietists from H an O A, ghae co- Commerce's Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific andscientists from ARL and ORA, have con- Technical Information, is known as CAST (Clearing-
suited with AFSC concerning research needs house Announcements in Science and Technology).
and technological problems involved in This program has been so successful that, since Julymagnetohydrodynamics. This consultation 1968, it has been extended to the general public. ' -

should permit the Air Force to achieve a 1e
better un. standing of the potential re,:i- Contributions to the Development of Government
ing in this technology, as well as a more C nr ation ole; & D Information Policies
accurate assessment of its application for
airborne operations. In the past year, OAR people have been .lled

upon not only to participate in evaluating the
proposed policies of the Director for Defense

Providing a Focal Point for Air Force STINFO Research and Engineering, but also to assess the
Responsibilities STINFO programs of other Government agencies.Aesp asltits hThus, they have assisted in the evaluation of selective-

As a result of its heavy involveminit in, and dissemination programs of the Department of Interior
emphasis on, the interchange of scientific informa- and in consultations for the National Archives and
tion, OAR developed considerable expertise in a Records Service of the General Services Administra-
variety of scientific-and-technical-information activi- tion; they have served as members and chairmen of
ties. Consequently, in 1967, its Office of Scientific panels of the Committee on Scientific and Technical
and Technical Information was charged by HQ USAF lntormatiwn (COSATI), Federal Council on Science
with the responsibility for providing an Air Force and Technology, and they have been of assistance to
focal point for the coordination of all scientific and the scientific and technical staff of the President's
technical information (STINFO). This focal-point Office of Science and Teclology. Of particular
responsibility embraced such func'ions as improving importance is the recent OAR contribution to a
Air Force-wide scientific-communication proctesses special COSATI panel established to identify the
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impediments to the effective dissemination of techni- OAR's Director of Scientific and Technical Informa-
cal information. The resulting study, entitled tion chaired this panel. It is anticipated that, if
"Recommendation for Improving the Dissemination approved and implemented, the study will result in
of Federal Scientific and Technical Information," ii desirable changes in Federal policies and regulations
currently being reviewed by the Executive agencies pertaining to public access to scientific-and-technical
and the President's Office of Science and Technology. documentation and data.
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SCIENTIFIC PROGRESS
IN FY 69

The brick articles on the following pages describe some of the research accomplished by OAR during Fiscal
Year 1969 in areas of significance to the Air Force. The work includes both contributions to basic knowledge and
applications of research vital to the steady technological progress of the Air Force. A..hough these articles treat
only a fraction of the research carried out in OAR's own laboratories and in the laboratories of its contractors
and grantees, they do provide some idea of the importance, variety and scope of the whole OAR research
program. This will be immediately apparent from the various DoD Elements and S;obelements (shown below)
encompassing OAR's &verse research efforts.

Those desiring additional information on the ,esearch accomplished should consult the comprehensive
Bibliography following this section.

DEFENSE RESEARCH SCIENCES PROGRAM ELEMENT 61102F

Subelements:

General Physics Energy Conversion

Nuclear Physics Terrestrial Sciences

Chemistry Atmospheric Sciences

Mathematicai Sciences Astronomy and Astrophysics

Electronics Biological and Medical Sciences

Materials Research Behavioral and Social Sciences

Mechanics

ENVIRONMENT PROGRAM ELEMENT 62101F

AEROSPACE AVIONICS PROGRAM ELEMENT 62403F

GROUND ELEC.TRONICS PROGRAM ELEMENT 62702F

SATEWTES, BALLOONS, AND PROGRAM ELEMENT 63404F
SOUNDING ROCKETS--SABAR
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dfeitse rpse(Iei cene general physics

NEW GRAVITY TEST POS'SIBLE'

A recent study of two competing gravitational mrits may be traced back to the account off
theories indicates that there is a possibility of using pavitation published by Isaac Newton in 1687, as
existing equipment to determine which one is valid. based upon traditional Euclidean geometry, and a
The competing theories in question are 0I) AlbeAt calculus th.e: Newton invented in order to work out
Einstein's general theory of relativiy-the gravita- his ilheory. In the middle of the 19th century Georg
tionai theory that has been almost universally ac- Friedrich B. Rierianr. generalized Euclidean geo-
cepted since its proposal in 1916-and (2)a scalar- rn tr, and it was this gene~alization th2t Albert
tensor thecory of gravitt that has received consider- Einsiin used, along with a tensor calculus, to develop
able attention since 1961. the general theory of relativity.

Dr.JfryH.Wncu n Dvd(Rba There are several alternate approaches to gravita-
son* of the General Physics Research Laboratury, tional theory, including one that involves the use of a
ARL, show that the theories differ i their predic- scilk. ,,aculus in add:#ion to the tensor calculus.

tiors aoutthek~nd ofgraitywave tht soul be Se'~eyal relativists, including Einstein, have considered
Hover, off dis thee ritiot' ofe iomc hn rs alar-tenor approaches to gravitation. In 1961, Dr.

Howver thoi~ts elive heyarelored hen Carl Bi rs of Loyola University in New Orleans, and
Ordinary stars n,, lonalor have -,.,ough fuel to keep i.~~etDceo rneo nvriypooe
from' collapsinrg urxdei the fo,,oe of their own gravity. scaiar tensor theory thdt is novi receiving considerable

Wririti in Phys-71 Re~view Lirers, (se*~ Refer- attenition.

ence I in Biliogiaphy) a publication of the Amnericar, ThIbevtoa ifrne rdce ygn
Physicai Societ:v. Drs. Winiico~ur and Robzinson showThobevtnadifrcspeitdbyg-tha grvit-wa~' etetor reenty biltb~ r. ral relativity and the Brans-Dicke theory are difficulttoha g ra fte dtect(!rsiretl ay blt to Oreasure. Since 1961 Dr. Dicke has conducted one

Josph ebr o th rir-esit ofMirylad(two at experime-nt that sorm physicists have interpreted as
the Un~l-?.r;ity of Marvliand a!tsj one at the Argoniie soigadfeecadsvrleprmns
Natioval Laboratory, Chkcago) may b- servitive shwn Iifrne n eea xeiet.d

enouh t mesur th tye ofwav geeraed hen sigied to distinguish between the theories, are now in

2 neUtrO-11 star forms. -This may enable physicists to r~es oeetee sn xeietlwr
de.~rnin whch teorym~d the - Mat unequivocally shows a difference in the two

corrct prdicton. pproackies to gravity.
9"cuscr neutron-star formalion is relatiye. y rare, Contained within the equations of general relativ-

and since P-. Webei's detectors weic not t-e .igned to it), is the prediction that an oscillating object should
distincoish betwern the kinds of radiation pre&-ctol generate gravitational waves. An analogous situation
by the two theories, there is only i ~r chan-ce that a is the gete.ration of electromagnetic waves by an
test can bt qade in the near future. However, the oscillating charged body.I
possibility o;f experimtntally checking gr. viy thcory In electrom-Agnetiim, a body with. onie set of
and Peuron-star :heCorv riks even this slim ch.-nce charged poles can product dipole radiation. H1-igher

setim attractive, orders of radiation (quadrupole, octapole, etc.), areI
possible if more than one pair of chares are present.I The d~scovry of pulsars earl., mn 196.3 gives According to general rciativity, only quadrupoie or

added ;riterest t,- ' hei paper L-; Winicoui and Robin- higher orders of radiation are possible; but the scalar
son arRecent mvdence vilicatvc that ti e 25or so component of the Brans-Dicke theory shows mirono-

Flasthat have 6ren discove.rr-d my bt .ecutron pole radiation.
stars. Therefore, any work that increases our under- Compared with electromagnetic radiation, gravi-
standing of gravity and netrron starii c-an also increase tational radiation is quite weak, and it is only'i
our understanding of pulsars, recently that technical advances have opened up the

The historical background behind these develop- possibility of detecting it. Dr. Wttber's detectors are
designed to detect radiation (of the Einstnn varnet

I cr'r'trd frn)Pm an 4'ne-fom nwiter (if from reasonable .stronomica! souicet such. as rotating
it, V stars or collapsing supernovike- Since early l9' h

"ORoitonU NaiftlAci- ftwo gravity-wave detectors that he has at the Univer-
*Dveme Ptob.,.uI Frfthrnt io'wl * o sitv of Man-lend have measured about one "event"
Se4 -As o jfdci' itsr~ Rm.i per month. 'So far there has been no definite wav of
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knowing if these are gravity waves; bt it is likely that fihe collapse of supernovae t form neutron stars
at least some of Dr. Weber's "events" art the resulh of is relatively rae Ony3osraIosoepldn
gravitational radiation.* ** supernovae have been recorded in all history Oin theIIn their article, Drs. Winicour and Robinson years 1054. 1lS72, and 1604). It is possible that not
show that the radiation produced when neutron stars all supernovae are observed; but even the most
are formed fr -m collapsing supernovae can be detec- generous estimates of neutron-star formation give a
ted moie easily if the Pr..s-Dickt- theory, is correct. iate of oinly I everN, 20 years.
That is, the monopole radiation is stronger than the The oscillations that produce the gravity waves
multipole radiation predicted by general relativity. are damped out in about one iiuindredth of a second.
Dfinite proof of monopole radiation. and hence of so tie collapsing star must be observed during this

the Brans-Dicke theory of gravitation, would require time. Catching such a rare event at present is unlikely,,
a combination of circumstances that is somewhat but this situation may not continue. Since little is
unlikely at the present time. known about neutron stars (or pulsars), there is the

possib-ility that future information %kill enable astron-
orners to know when and where to locok for the

**Recent coincidence mneasuremnents between detectors at forma~or, of neutron stars by supernovae collapse. It
Afryland now give excellent evidence for advanced eventsposbegaiyw e
due to gravitaticinaI radiation- See J. Weber, Physical Revic. -are nicre sensitive to the kind of radiation expected
Left 22 (16 June 1969), 1320. from neutron-staf formation.

generalI physics

A THEORY OF SOLAR FLARES

During the past three years, Professor Peter A. Hlow, was the energy it-, this c.onfiguration huilt
Sturrock and others at Stanford Uni--i sity have been Lip, and wAt w-as the sourc e of he energ- The
working on a theory of soh-r flares. (See Reference I existence oft the corona is due to the t tcr that the

in 'libliography.) A model has been developed which plotosphere generates highl-intelosati sound ' 'e

is based on the knowledge that a sub ttantial fraction wich trzvel through the chromo sphe're and into the
-f the magnetic-field lines ,riginating at the solar coronla. Th... sound waves are disslp, ted bi or-i or
photosphere are opti-field lines, penetrating far into more processes, and it is tis dissipat on ot ep
I nterplanetL:) space. The cont-ary a -umption. that Ahich hemts the Jihroinosphere and the corona to

al pget ic-field liles :lose wi ihil th nernIhbr temlperatures ft AbLi e the lempe at uro ot, tc photo1-

hood of the sun. is incoiitible with the existence of spher:e This energy soppli is responsible also for the!

tne solar wind. The 1114. tic-field c 'ntiguration crnerp -ecessarN to drive the soar wn.Tis means
shown in V2 gure I is represenitative opolo*~ of' that the a.Litl ousclicri* flu.\. which propagaesaln
nugrnctic-field lines above a simple bipolal act i-c f e closed-field linies is used cnntr inl heating the

region. tiki-: g the above fact into account. A certain :01 011j by conliast - the aosti 'ncrlz flko which
fraction of the nugnectic flux linking the ?tw: fetuos ?tak"I laong tile open-fii lie~es parti,, into

of oppusate poljrity is Ilinked by -Icised ngce .tei heat ing the . olon1 anid part) kin'c tdrlN- -nethe soiat

lines, while another traction is a isociatt-d witrh op~n winid. Ill onMSeqi.Cl C, h 0" sir -"1_1 1!1t. ert

mapnetit-firld lines. The open,,2ieid linies prov ide a the t--,c tdror>su~ islher thanl the
cimrn-c for the escapintg coronii gas whichc, v..-corresp 'ndlig saIlues at the sa'ilciC~l !t11 the
tutes the 50olar %1id. Anl imp -tait proper,,% of this o n , e r1goii Hence. inl the eVioi o' thc -Y-t> PC
field configuration is that thec boundar' ine'.,c [etith neutral line. oon in Fiigure 1. the ptessure is

'wo open flux tubes irust car-vy a sheet .- aen- - 5C~ r' ihiei st :lidc~ he c :ilp [the, 0! o i~l

th-tre is a sharp rleversil :n~ I'eli di section at e n! t hi ' a list outside :lie :l isp tileC rcjoll cit

surfact. This fit'd con.'igur!Ationi m,. -- ra cs t- cc opn f'eld I iries) The result of h ii :esir 1;tteri cc

er'ery which can be eaedwitl ci m the htt be that cloCZd-field hines ate? dlvcn in o :hel
conneCti(,r of M.AgnetIc-fit'd Uni'e at 'he p - !osphir s hceltlikC apertute he.-Aeer tihe tWo )iNeit flux tubes.
Since this field pftten C0n-1'1 Ipenl 1e144 tci're TI s puksn ot helid hoeXs provldes 'A nccharisnlo

is no difficielz in unders-andirt ie 'at that pr - r isi1vels eclar get" !:, !the aeton '1t ma12petIC flu-LX

Ti pe-Ill radio bursts ma'- . a2uwd it th,- sen 'Ah1ich i5 asSOCiated A: -h -,he opecr-liclj rei'2on. ienrc

radially outward frorl' the sun. confit on .at onwiA see tha!t r c (ree crierp\ oA O~enigciafaeb eusctec o a'hn '- Aa u:iio re ~ ftils
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Figure 1. Schatmatic tr. seni ton of magnetc-fiald pattern 'BRIGHT FILAMEWtS -I
above a bipolar magnetc region, showing thictranution from IN CH, DMCSPHE.RE
cload-fild lines at low heighta to Npmi-fielld linedsat grea
heights, involvini; Y-type netral lin ac she pinch. Figur 2.

Schematic regrewmtation of m'connr.ctin of maqnei i*.J
lines durmnC a flare, *wtowing &*e-.ion of pli'sma ant; t.eutng of

field contiguratir" m~ay be derived fromn thle non- chroriiosphee by particle stram to form t'.obrigfit filaments

thermal energy flux ,vhich is responsible for hreating
the cooa HEAT RESERVOIR IN

W'har is thre miechanism for the sudden release of' CORCONA
energy in flares? The nature of solar flares and the
realization th.at the stored energy is magnetic have led
to the view, which has been established for mtalm IELN

ye ars, thav iiie energyN release is ~utisclvan R AD IAT. i RAOIATIC'
ele'.onuoeicprocss. S1ince thle flare 1", 3n C'xslo-

sive e -it, 'fhe criergv release must b,, effcted b a
plasma instability. iT n- tail it %inch is 'elt xant 0o
,he pleseni miodel is the mcr~gtnd'istability

(See Reference 2 t ibin r~h whih lads to a HEAT /~
rC\ ~ 0I ITOtofmgcIVcr-fieWlditnes, providing a FLUX HE, ~ 4AT

nwehantsm by whi 0i the open-field lines ma;% -apidlx
tt come closed As a resul, of thte ye hi gh conductt- -* L~
VIts Of thle co7rnal p11llma thle neutral sheet Will be
Vt rN 'hin having a scale of iess than 100) tne,,rs 1The Fivuro 3.

t r ie tune of thle intAibilit is correspondwzr.I Short, 54'arnatic r% -eftntatioj' of the decay ta" of 41 lem da&M
* ~~and can explain the I -second lini- s-cz I of Type-Il e1h ap 1a d' nth ooathe hest flux to tte chromoapwe, *nd Miitasc ;,.itton

hints. The rconnrcti.xr o fitld lines occurs progrecs- frmt"croqhm
SiWA~ As one pair of field lines are recirtncteo, thtey
becomie subject to torces (msnvmagnetic tensiont

* w~hich mnove Them awax fromn the regior in which icxletnptes ag roitO e~i

rckinnection I& taking place. So that a new pair of nowA 5!orcO I !i the trp :e oronai gas Tll,% fives rtik
Itne isthe recnnetcd Thi ~slndate art increase in ternrorsture *fthe !,appcd Plasma

,I-irmaticaili\ In Figure 2. oaou O K- Ja~o~ t~ra- n1ni~Js

H-ow doecs this suddcn release leAd I,, the oh. rtormal corornai -alues, sinct an! mrfre I,~ it elnt.cra

Scrsed proper ties of the soir l1are<, Followmi ow tirt i;e inVolvs an t. nirease it- sca!- hesh!thr Thtis m
actiort, he !ield patternl siov In Figure I take% on hot plasivtu whould : ititu le a slirni source f .i)fi

the formi shown tn Figute -S. ti w hicli a lirk- aitIo,.n !ass and Aonid CY'W X-1.0i aOhSCe ttons 0t 54'13Z
of !!-c open-fteld lines havc beenl Irplacetl b\ , * ~d- 1113teS The main m'techiniSmrn C!IVr4v losi h, ltt

field tnes. Since energ; has been released dlirin the hot plAVsIra IS b. therIT1l conduc;: Itio dk'"Atl r th
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chremosphere, where the energy will be lost by plasma in thiF flux tube now experiences forces
intcreased radiation, primarily in strong chromo- (mainly mapetic tension by the open magnetic-field
spheric lines such as Ha. This chromospheric %r,!ia- lines) which "catapult" the plasma away from the
tion will continue until the coronal gas has cooled to sun. The ejection of a mass of plasma fiom the flare
normal coronaJ temperatures. This represents the region enables one to understand how a solar flare
"decay phase" of a soi. flare. Following reconnec- can give rie to a magnetic storm on earth. The shock
tion, the bipolar Mix tube which extends into front which would form in advance of the ejected
interplanetary space has been reconnected so that the plasma cloud provides a lik-iv explanation for a
field lines are no longer tied to the photosphere. The Type-it adio burst.

general physics

GEL GROWTH OF CUPROUS CHLORIDE,
AN ELECTRO-OPTICAL MATERIAL

A significant potential application of the laser is complexed material to precipitate out of 1he saluti-n.
in communications, Before this can be achieved, An example of this type is tr e formation of a
howev- efficient means for the modulation and solution of cuprots chloride complexed in hydro-
demodulation of the laser beam are required. Since chloric acid.
the frequencies that must be applied are much higher Experiment "y, 5 liter reservoirs were used with
than ea be attained by present methods of r. -hani- 40-mm tubes in a set of experiments to produce,
cal modulation, ,ther means must be devist2. A larger crystals. Crystals 8 mm long "were produced in
possible meanqs for the phase modulation of lasers is about 2 months using a growth container that was
the utilization or cY>als which change their refrac- maintained at 23 ± 1/2°C in a water bath. While
tive index in response to an applied electric field. The constant temperature did not seem important in the
change in the index of refraction causes a change in snu'!er rins, it did seem to be important when larger
the velocity, hence, the phase, of the laser beam crystals were grown.
passing through the crystal. The largest clear colorless c,7stals grown to the

present time are 8 mm on an edge, with no Yisible
One of the most promising materials that can be evidence of voids or inclusions. Mechanically, the

used for !" :rtmodulation is cuprous chloride. It has material is quite soft, having a hardness oi 9.86
mpny desirable and necessary characteristics. For Kg/mm2 as measured with a pyramid indentor and a
example, it has a Ligh transparency, out io about 20 50-gram load. Electron microprobe measurements
microns i's dielectric constant is 8; the dielectric loss indicate a uniform stoichiometric concentration of
tangent is 6.01 to 0.0004; and its energy gap is ir the
range of 3eV. However, until recently, all echniques Transmission data for a cuprous-chloride smple 1
used in an attempt to grow cuprous-chloride crystals mm thick shows that the crystal transmits in the
have produced crystals unsatisfactory for practical range from about 0.4 to beyond 20 microns, While
use. the transmission agrees with previous data, L.at there

By using a novel adaption of the gel-gowth is a cutoff ,tt about 0.4 microns, the AFCRL material
method, Dr. Alton Armington of the Solid State transmts further into the infrared than the previously
Sciences Laboratory at AFCRL has succeeded in reported cutoff ai 18 microns. Msasurements of the
growing satisfactory cuprous-chloride crystals, at refractive index as a function of the wavelength in
room temperature. In this investigation, AFCRL gel-grown crystals show it to be relatively constant
scientists developed a complex dilution method that throughout a large ,egion of the infrared.
permitted the growth of materials that are highly Some of the crystals grow.i were furnished by
insoluble under normal conditions. In this method, the National Bureau of Standards, under an AFCRL
the material to be grown is complexed with a reagent Contract. Successful modulation of a helium-neon
in such a maniner that dilution will cause the laser beam has been achievcd.

- ' 26 ,
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general physics

DISPERSION AND STABILITY OF IONIZATION
WAVES IN A DISCHARGE PLASMA

An investigation Of the aispersion and occur- higher current (1), these waves are attenuated. As p or
rence Of convecti-e aind absolutely unstable ioniza- I increases, there is a partial contraction of the
tion waves (moving striatioii) in the positive positive column until, above a certain critical pressure
column of low-pcessure glow-disciarge plasmas has or current, the discharge changes abruptly into a
beer. conducted by Drs klem Gartcadden and Peter well-efined constricted form, with moving striations
Blctzinger of the Plasma Phy'sics Research Labora- often present. Experiments in argon and neon show
tory, ARL Althoughi these waves have been observed that the onset of the constriction proceeds as a BW
and described by man!y researche-s, only in. the past from the cathode at lower pressures, but changes to a
few years has an adequate tiheory been developed to forward wave (FW) from the anode at higher pres-
explain the experimental observations and measure- sures. Figure I a shows thie disturbance excited in an
i nents. (See Refe -ces I and 2 in, Bibliography.) argon discharge at 9.2 torr. In the high-current

The glow discharge in rare gases often contains (62-m-a) region, an absolute BW instability is excited;
backward-wa-.e (BW) moving striations in the pressure in the low-current (20-ma) region, a convective BW
range of 0.5 to 10 torr. Atl higher pressures (p) and exists. At intermediate argon pressures, discharge
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ANO - Figure 1. Excitation of ioniz~tion waves in argon.
Time barn, 2 misec/large div., cathode at top of

CATHOOE- p e display. Timre increaseis left to right,

a. Pressure, 9.2 torr; curreunt, 62 me (high), 20 ma (low).
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Figure 2. Excitation of Ionization waves in neon.
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conditions were obtained such that constriction and where the stability areas are shown ii, parameter
ionization waves (absolute instabilities) developed space a-0, where a and 0 are determined from the
simultaneously from both electrodes - Figure 1b, properties of the discharge. It was found that a is
pressure 23 torr. Near these conditions, the results approximately proportional to p2 R2 , where R is the
were sensitive to the ,arrent modulation amplitude. discharge-tub; radius. The points are those of difer-
At high amplitudes, two BW packets developed from ent experiments. A model discharge ('6 = 0.63 and
the cathode. It was also noted that, although the BW independent of p and !) would only exhibit BW
was correlated with the current pulse, the FW was not ionization waves. This agrees with the obseivation
always so. When both waves exist, then the electron that FW ionization waves were only observed in
temperature relaxation length, a- 1, is bounded; i.e., association with constriction (43). Also as indicated
kFw < a < krw, where k is the wavenumber. At in Figure 3, it is easier to obtain a BW conve,i.ve
25 torr and 80 ma, a- 1 - 0.5 cm. Above about 35 regioi. at lower a(#], #2). At a = 0 25, it is possible
torr, the discharge constricts only from the anode. In to make the transition from stable to unstable
neon the results were similar, except that a higher without a convective region. The abrupt constri ;tion
pressure or curient was required for the transitions. or occurrence of ionization waves throughc'..t the

A recording was obtained in neon, Figure 2 column 'n be produced by a discontinuous change
wherecrdin g o btaid at 6 o, tie 2 in 0 (e.g., by current modulation), or at this value ofwhere, in the low-current period at 65.5 torr, tfle

group velocity of the excited wave was zero. The a. It was noted that the FW convective instability
area is very limited; therefore, the experimentally

distuibanc¢scillates m time, but does not propagate. observed FW striations will often be absoluiely

Theoretical results are summarized in t-igure 3, unstable.

/&
IFORWA, D WAVE

CONVECTIVE INSTABiLTY

ABSOLUTE
08 INSTABILITY 3

Model Discharge

STABLE

0.2 BACKWARD WAVE
2 CONVECTIVE INSTABILITY

I CL

0.01 0.1 1.0

Figure 3. Stable and unstable ionization wave region&sassa function of two discharge parameters, a and P.
Experiments: # 1 neon

# 2- argon-rmercury
# 3 - constricted argon.
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general physics
DIELECTRIC CONSTANTS OF MATERIALS

IN THE FAR-INFRARED REGION

Professor P. D. Coleman and his colleagues at the The measurement arrangement for use with the
University of Illinois, under AFOSR sponsorship, molecular-laser source in the range 0.016 to 0,774
report new measurements of dielectric constants of millimeters is shown in Figure 2.
materials in the microwave-optic region. These make Single-frequency operation of the laser is
use of recently developed molecular lasers which achieved by using a rotatable reflcction grating in
provide over 100 lasing lines from 16 to 774 microns, place of a flat mirror in the laser resonator. The
and experimental carcinotron tubes which, from the radiation is polarized by means of a wire grid rather
microwave side, extend the wavelength range down to than a Brewster angle window.
sources from both the optical and microwave sides of These new methods, along with other schemes
the spectrum. Detectors suitable for use in thi3 region previously reported, provide techniques, sources, and
have likewise been developed. These include photo- deactors suitable for the measurement of dielectric
conductive and semiconductor diode detectors. constants, at almost any given wavelength from 30 to

The measurement schemes used to determine the 3,000 microns, of materials which can be obtained in
dielectric constants in this region are adaptations of chip or sheet form. In the 280-774 micron range,
older optical methods used in regions of shorter sources and methods overlap and thus provide a cross
wavelengths, These involve the reflection and trans- check on one another.
mission of polarized plane waves through sheets, Ktiowledge of the dielectric constants of mater-
prisms, lenses, etc. of the materials to be measured. A ials in the far-infrared is necessary for the design of
measurement technique used with the carcinotron devices, fox the selection of materials for Brewster
tube in the 0.35-to-4 millimeter-wavelength region is windows, lenses, detector windows, beam splitters,
shown in Figure 1. laser windows, mirrors, polarizers, and for host

FABRY-PL-ROT RESONATOR

01
MIRROR

cARCINoTRoN ___o______ IItDIODE ;

~MOVABLE

DIELECTRIC MIRROR

MODULATOR

SCOPE

Figure 1. Carciltron-Fabry-Prot resonator method.
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Figure 2. Molecular laser-Brewster angle method.

materials for dopants. The last is of interest to those linear effects, and optical effects in liquids. With
who are developing laser devices. The techniques can these new coherent sources and detectors, it is
be extended to the study of resonances, photocon- expected that investigations in the far-infrared will
ductors, anisotropic and electro-optic materials, non- proceed rapidly.

general physics

CdS SOLAR CELLS

Solar-cell power systems have been the power and the CdS film is of a high-conductivity N-type
source for almost all long-duration spacecraft that material.
have been launched by the United States. It is likely
that they will continue to occupy this dominant
position for 'nany years to come. Silicon solar cells
are the only type of solar cells that have been useable
for power generation until quite recently, when
thin-film cells became feasible.

One of the early programs in the Solid State
Physics Research Laboratory concerned an investiga-
tion of materials for high-temperature diodes. This
program, which was carried out under the direction
of D. C. Reynolds, led to the development of the CdS
solar cell, which is now approaching the application
stage. The cell is a thin-film configuration consisting
of evaporated CdS on a plastic substrate. The barrier
layer is produced by plating Cu2 S over the CdS film.
The Cu2S is of a high-conductivity P-type material, Figure 1. Sample of flexibla thin-film cellj
: 30



Orbital flight tess are currently being made on Work is being continued to increase the effi-
the cells. A panel of cells has been in orbit on the ciency and stability of CdS thin-film solar cells. Most
OVI-13 satellite for over a year. These cells have of the work 's concerned with improvements in the
shown essentially no degradation. In March 1969, formation of the barrier layer and includes treatment
another panel was launched on the OVI- 7 satellite, of the CdS film prior to the formation of the barrier
Balloon-flight tests have also been conducted. Due to layer, variations in the barrier-formation process, and
their flexibility, light weight, radiation resistance and treatment of the film and barrier after formation of
low cost, they have great potential for auxiliary- the barrier.
power sources for both balloons and satellites.

general physics
ELECTROMAGNETIC PROOF LOADING OF

BONDED AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES

Modern aircraft can not yet fully utilize the proached the Francis Bitter National Magnet Labora-
advantages of epoxy-bonding techniques because no tory at MIT to see if a n.. )ntact electromagnetic
nondestructive test method exists. Epoxy bonding technique could be devised.
offers substantial advantages over the conventional

technique of riveting by avoiding local stress concen- Unfortunately, the force exerted by a pulsed
trations, by providing mechanical damping, and by magnet on metal, caused by the interaction between
allowing the use of continuously graded honeycomb- the magnetic field and induced eddy currents, is
filled laminations which offer substantial %eight always directed away from the magnet coil. However,
reduction. Bonding is in fact being successfully used Dr. Henry Kolm of MIT had previously conceived a
at present, but only in noncritical areas. Its use it, more sophisticated technique involving the applica-
primary and secondary structures must await the tion of two separate pulsed magnetic fields, a
development of a 'eliable nondestructive testing technique which is inherently capable of generating a
method applicable during manufacture and in-service traction force. A fast pulse is timed to coincide with
inspections. the peak of a slow pulse, which freely penetrates the

skin, and is of such a polarity that the skin currents it
In the course of extensive efforts to solve this induces, reacting against the penetrating field, pro-

problem, the Boeing Company has found several duce a net traction force.
feasible methods foi detecting no-bond defects, or
cavities in the bonding layer, by thermal and acousti- As a feasibility study, Drs. Henry Kolm and
cal means. A proper test, however, must be capable of Bruce Montgomery, members of the staff of the
detecting not only a no-bond defect, but also Francis Bitter National Magnet Laboratory, used an
weak-bond defects which have only a certain fraction available continuous six-inch-caliber Bitter solenoid
of the nominal bond strength. To do so it is necessary to simulate the slow pulsed field and achieved the
to subject the bonded panel to a proof-loading force, first successful operation in December 1968. Figure 1
a traction force of known magnitude which is capable shows this ystem installed in the Bitter solenoid,
of producing an observable deformation, either elastic including the instrumentation located on a balcony
or permanent, ift the local bond strength is below a above the solenoid magnet.
predetermined value. The fast-pulse coil in thzs system is coaxial with

Mr. Karl Hansen of the Boeing Company has the Bitter magnet, and has an oval cross section
succeeded in applying proof-loading forces to test capable of accommodating test panels up to 3 inches
pieces, electromagnetically, by passing substantial wide. The system is capable of applying average
electric-current pulses through bonded test panels and proof-loading impacts up to 100 atmospheres and
subjecting them simultaneously to a pulsed magnetic transmitting kinetic energy amounting to 0.15 joules
field perpendicular to the current and in the nlane of per cm
the panel. The method is not applical le in practice, The next step will be the prototype developmenf
however, bec2uise the required currents (several thou- of an industrial proof-loading machine capable of
sand amperes per centimer) cannot be injected testing extendea panels or entire aircraft accessible
without causing contact damage, and the laminations only from the outer surface. Figure 2 shows the
to be tested in subassemblies or complete aircraft are geometry of a traction coil to accomplish ths. Th-
not electrically insulated. Boeing therefore ap- fast-pulse coil, a flat pancake spiral located nearest
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the skin, is decoupled from the outer sloN-pulse coil If it proves as successful --s prelinminary tests
by a metal flux shield. It is estimated that a fast-pulse indicate, this device may make possible the most
energy of 10 kilojoules wil! suffice to proof-load a significant innovation in airframe construction since
4-square-inch area to 100 atmospheres. the advent of the metal aeroplane.

Ij

Figure 1. Elecutor egwl feedblly -wow, for studykqi the proof loadici of bonded almcett structurme The systemn Is Installed
In a six-1tich-callbier Oter adenoid to simulate the dow pulsed field. Associate Instvumaintation W positioned on the balcony
abov, the solenoid nwuwat.
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SLOW PULSE COIL FLUX SHIELD

FAST PULSECOIL ,

DEFECTIVE BOND
ANNULAR BLISTER

Figure 2. Schematic geometly of an electromagnetic traction device for a proof-loading maiinhw capable of taning extended
panels of bonded aircraft structure.

general physics
ELECTRON STRUCTURE OF TETRAHEDRALLY
BONDED SEMICONDUCTORS

The electronic properties of crystals are being 8.0 GaM SC-OPW Energy Bond ca&65321
utilized in an ever-increasing number of applications.
Lasers, solar cells and various transistor devices are
but a few examples. Scientists and engineers are more
and more forced to seek ti,c understanding of 4.0 ----
electronic characteristics in order to Iesign hardware. Lie r

Hence a requirement exists to determine the proper- >
ties of a large number of different crystals and to be 0.0

able to explain these properties from theoretical LV
models. W- M

Consequently, the Solid State Physics Research z -4.0

Laboratory's Theoretical Group at ARL, consisting ua
of Dr. R. N. Euwema, Major D. 1. Stukel (Ph.D.), and Liv .0
Dr. T. C. Collins, conducts a research program whose -8.0 ,
goal is to calculate the electronic properties of any Lr;
tetrahedrally bonded semiconductor from only a
knowledge of basic quantum mechanics. All other L r
existing electron-energy band calculations require a - k
large amount of experimental information as input to
the theoretical calculation. The results of this study Figr 1. Electronic structure of GaAs.
have given satisfactory electron-band structures of a used was the atom spacing.
large number of compounds, such as the example of The self-consistent orthogonalized plane wave
GaAs given here. The only experimental information method, where Slater's approximation was made for
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the exchange term, was used to obtain the electronic minimum) located at 0.38 eV above the first mini-
structure of GaAs shown in Figure 1. Three minima mum. This causes oscillations in the conductivity
were found in the conduction bind. The lowest curves, the so-called Gunn effect. The calculated
minimum occurs at the k = o point. When an electric bands also explained phntoeirision data, hydrostatic
field with enough energy is applied, electrons at the pressure data, and reflection data which had been
k =-o point can go to the next minimum (L-point misinterpreted until now.

general physics
MAGNETIC FIELDS FOR INTRAVASCULAR NAVIGATION

Neurosurgery may soon benefit from magnet and Shyman Yodh (M.D.) of the Massachusetts
technology at the AFOSR-sponsored Francis Bitter General Hospital. A rotatable iron magnet, which has
National Magnet Laboratory at MIT. A magnet been employed in preliminary experiments with
system capable of guiding a ferromagnetic-tipped laboratory animals, has indicated the feasibility of
catheter through blood vessels in the brain is under this technique, and a more advanced system, which
development as a joint project of the Laboratory's will be required for sophisticated medical applica-
Magnet Research and Technology group directed by tions, has been proposed.
D. Bruce Montgomery (Ph.D.), and medical re- 'atheters suitable for introduction into the
searchers William Sweet (M.D.), Lewis Wright (M.D.), intracrai,. I vessels are very different from those used

Figure 1. Electromapsi demgnd to poduc. a magnetic gradrimt wbich could Lo oriented in diffo-ent diroctions arownd tt heed
of the mannequin town. The permanenrt magnet tip on the ath wtr atways points toward the .efctrowrawt polo. and is
attctd to it.
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in thle h~eart and other areas of the A ~y. They must which could '-e oriented in different directions. Tile
hext:,mely soft and flexible, and less than I mm in permanent magnet tip on he catheter always points

diamete-i. As such, they can clear:-, not be pushed toward the electr~.magn-, rnole, andi is attracted to it.
forward, hut must be pulled and guided from the tip. The pole is then moved as trie tip progresses so that it
External magnetic gradients acting on permanent is always lined up with the blood-vessel direction at
magnet tips offer this possibility. The catheters are any given tip location. Superimposed on thie field
introduced through a special I-mm-diameter needle gradient is an oscillating tnapetic tield which induces
which punctures ioe carotid artery in the neck, and friction -reducing vibrations in the catheter.
are then drawn upward into the vascular tree by To obtain a strong force, a .t~ong field gradient is
properly directing the magnetic gradient. required. The gradient which can be produced at '

The electromagnet shown in Figure I was built distance several inches away from a hand-hield perma-

bly the Laboratory to produce a magnetic gradient nent mna. -et is much too small to be useful. Even the
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5kW electromagnet of Figure 1 can only produce a 50 bility of introducing catheters, which are simply flexi-
Oe/cm gradient at the opposite side of the head, ble tubes, into areas of the brain which are otherwise
which wil exert only 0.15 grams of force on a inircessi&, except through major surgery. Such
0.9-mrn-c:-trtrir-hv-3-mm-long tip. What is needed guided catheters could be used t'ouh in diagnosis and
for sophisti,-:I"o wjneuvering it, small passage -e in clinical treatment-for example, for blocking
the gradients which can be produced by supeion- feeder vessels of certain intracranial vascular malfor-
ducting windings, easily 10 times higher than those mations, or for the local injection of high cwicentra-
the electromagnet can produce. tions of a radio-opaque medium for X-ray d::-gnocis,

A superconducting system proposed for neuro- or for the injection of chemotherapeutic agents for
surgical use is shown in Figure 2. Insidc the cryostat the treatment of tumors, aneurysms and arterio-
are three sets of orthogonal coil pairs and, '" venous malformations.
properiy proportioning the currents between the sets,
•, gradient can be produced in any directior in space In addition to the catheter project. ,he labora-

without actually moving the magnet. The cryostat tory is engaged in other biomedical applications of

provides a 25-cm room-temperature access for the magnetic fields inciuding stimulati-m of the heart by

head, and 2 orthogonal 15-cm-diameter access holes, pulsed magnetic fields and measurement of the weak

and is sufficiently short so that its center can coincide magnetic fields associated with heart and brain
with that of the head without interference with the electrical activity to produce magnetocardiograms
.houlder area. Uquid helium will be supplied from a and magnetoencephalograms, without the need to
permanently connected external storage vessel. paste on the wired electrodes for electrocardiograms

For the fiust time neurosurgeons see the possi- and electroencephalograms.

general physics
INDUCED ELECTRON-EMISSION SPECTROSCOPY

When sma! amow'.t of certain chemical ele- electronic -level scheme determines the desirabie pro-
ments are incorporated in suitab! crystals, they may perties of the material. For example, in ruby the
dom.ate the properties of this crys' i.e., their par ':ular :.,vels of the dilute chromium in an A110 3
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host lattice cause~ the lasing transition. and, independently, the level structure. of Mn2 -'-
The positions of deep impurity levels relative to relative to the Mn24- ground state (7;gure la) are

the energy levels of the host lattice are known at dtrie.Btbcu~"ergo fcag rne
present only in very few materials. Yet they are very isntoiclyaesztoncnnodtrme
important. because the relative positions may deter- exeietlytelctojo h rudsaeo i
mine whether the impurity ions may be excited easily eprmnal h oaino h rudsaeo i
by electronic interaction with the host ' ttice. Thus, relative to the top of the valence band of ZnS.
under suitable conditions, highly 10 :ient lumi- Theoretical estimates have put the -,found state of Mn
nescence or lasing action may produced by as far as six eV below the t')p of the valence band.
convenient electronic pumping in ontrast to optical Recently, Dr. D. W. Langer of the Solid State
pumping. Phsc Reeac !Aboratry at ARL dscided to

Recently a r -v technique, Induced Electron technique of Induced Electron Emission Spectro-
Emission (lEE), nas been developed which makes it scopy. Measurements on an instrument of Varian
possible to determine the relative positions of energy Associates resulted in a determination of the energy
levels of the host ' ttice and impurities. The energy difference of the Mr2 + iround itate and the top of'
spectra are deterriu .ed by the photo-electric-emission the ZnS valence band, L F, whi h turned out to be
spectroscopy: monochromatic X rays are absorbed four eV (Figure I b).
and electrons are emiatted from the occupied energy Thiese experiments demonstrated for the first
levels. Analysing the energy of the emitted electrons time that y ~ levels of deep impurities and of host
furnishes the absolute locations of the energy levels crystals c 1be determined on the same scale even
of the ..ost lattice anid the impurity, when ch~irge transfer is not observable. Many more

systeir. shouid be investigated simil2arly, with the
Figure I iustrates this for ZnS:Mn, a well- tiltimnzte aim of finding the system outlined in Figure

known lumiinescent materiai. By means of optical Ic, where injection-excited luminescence may be
absorption and emission spectroscopy, the ZnS gap expected.

general physics

I - HIGH-TEMPERATURE SEMICONDUCTOR

Since the eajriy 1QS0s, the Air Force has sup- SnC14 + 21-11 + 02 -SnO, +- 411CI
ported the development of semiconductor comn-
pcvnents cap., !c of functioning in, amiplifiers at The st~mriic chloride (till' is obtained from the
elevated temnperatures. Results hiive included silicon reaction of ti and cluorinr g.. at 100&C and reduced
transwsto)rs which operate at temipeciAtures up to premsre
'00 0C, gailim-arsenide zransistors, and I e roRIC

4components ;--de of rilicon carbide. Sni + 2' SnC14
Aw-3re of the continuing neted te'r soli-J-state

electronic devWcS Wich can operate At higher ten. Te resistiv-ity of' the tim-oxide st:nicondu..-tor is
pc'-atures, .AFOSK is sponsoring the basic research of controlled by adiding selected ipurities, such as
Pro' ssor R. 1-. Rediker at NT on the conduction AntimonN , to the mectallic t in.
MtcLarusmnS of single-crystal tin. oxidle, SnQO, Since The' crysta-growisg -apparatus igs ahow-i ! Fig-
tin oxide ii phxsvcaill 2nd chemnically igable at ure I. Note that. by adjusting the rriativr anioi-t of

ted niperatures anid is a w. -bandgap semni- chlorine flow- thro-ugh the "pute' reactor. hc
conductor Qbandgap )f 3j7 electron oit5) is a contins ozll tin, anid throughi the do' ng reactor. ;!,,
strong c411dite fa r setmductoi conmpulnents resistivity of the t::;i oxide grow-1 o;n t ptideterr

which could operate at ternperamure uV to 50'.in ninit- and b,, va! i ng. this rre,2uve amount during a

this r-searcl- a new techniyie has becrn dev-olpeO to rur, a de-s%'rtd resisgitt pr-ofile can te obtaineid Inl

grown 11nM the vapor at l1.50cC amnd at reduced "(41duction has been h-, electrons - t has betr.n- u-'re
pre.,wrc using the reaction A rp~oto,,raph of two tso'c-aj groit-n ii ~tr
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Figure 1. Tin-oxic6 fSnO2) crystal-wrowing systern. The drawing is not to scale; the actual mullite tube is 90 cm long, with 5-cnm
inside diameter.

CI

Figure 2: Photograph of 2 typical tin-oxid( crystals gbownl in 40 hours at 1250'C and reduced pressure,
uirng the reaction, SnC 4+2H 2+0 2'- SnO 2+4HC:,
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SFigure 3. The Hall mobility, resistiviy, end conduction electron cconcantration of an antimony-doped tin-oxide sample mesred

for temperatures between 770 K and 3000 K.

-shown in Figure 2. Spectrochemical analyses of such research on the conduction mechanism is required"

: crystals indicate that they arc purer than any previ- before p~actical tin-oxide high-temperature corn-

- ously reported. Electrical measurements have yielded ponents can be produced, results thus far suggest a' "

a value for the Hall mobility at liquid-nitrogen realization of a semiconductor that can operate at

temperature (77K) of 1200 crab/volt sec which is red-hot temperatures.

higher than any previously reported, and is consistent
with the higher purity. The electrical properties of a

* crystal doped with antimony to a resistivity of .I 1

ohm-cm are shown as a function of temperature in

Figure 3. Plotted are the Hall mobility g., the .

resistivity p, and the conduction electron concentra-

* ion n determined from the equation, n =l/epap,

where e is the electronic charge.
The electrical characteristics in Figure 3 inuwcate

, that single-crystal tin-oxide crystals should be usable
*" in semiconductor components which operate at tem-

peratures of 500 0C. Although much more basic
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general physics
SPIN-LATTICE RELAXATION USING TONE-BURST MODULATIOiN

Mucii info-rmation is available about lattice pulsedi radio-frequency or mnicrow-ave techniques
dynimics through a temperature and frequency- (which were not available at ARL) w-f then con-
dependence study of spin-lattice relaxation timnes sidered able to do the job. At this point Lt Look
(TI) of either native n-uclear species, or of unpaired (now Dr. Look with the University of Da., ton) and
electrons belonging to impurities. (TI is the charac- Mr. Donald R. Locker of ARI considered ,he
te-ristic time associated with the build-up of para- possibility that a properly constructed moduilation
magnetic magnetization, onc~e i! has been depleted, scheme for the magnetic field, togethier with ordinary
tisuiy by a temporary magnetic !esonance.) cw spectrnscopy, could produce the same informa-
Measurements by Lt David C. Look (formerly of tion. Such a scheme is shown in Figure 1, The field is
ARL) on Cd 13 nuclei in UdS were being made by a made to stay less than iLhat of resonance for a inTe
direct-recovery technique which is good for oly T, greater than 3 T, 's. It is then iricres,7 on_
greater than a few seconds. However, in order to periodically so, that te e~o ~ is satis-
measure T, for CdO, or for electrons in solids, either fled at eona inT1 ~'els tri h

>3T,

Figure 1. Time-dopedonce of maglnetic field during tone-buvnt operation.

Flpk-re 2. Reaponse of Cd"13 In CdO to ton.-bwwt field modulation at 14.4 Hz and 14 pun P-P. Oata are takcen at 4 MHz ri and

at room temperature In I500 aatpaenc of hursta.4



Figum 3. Response of MgO:Cr4 + resonance at ,ao(_, -d 9.6 GHz to tone-burst modulation, r - 0.5 sec (f-20 Hr). Second trace
is tree-run response.

signal one gets is proportional to the instantaneous resonance depletion. The mathematical description
magnetization just before a crossing. At the first for this situation has been worked out for the general
crossing, the magnetization is at its equilibrium value case and enables one to calculate T , from the
MO, but an amount xMo gets used up in crossing sequence of peaks. The technique and :ssembled
resonance. Before the next crossing, the magnetiza- low-cost equipment have been very successful for
tion builds up exponentially, but to a value less than both NMR (Figure 2) and EPR (Figure 3). The
M,. This magnetization reduction continues until an -Pipment is shown in Figure 4.
equilibrium is reached between recovery and

Filgre 4. The heart - f the apparatus is made up

of low-cost commercially aval|able componesit.
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general physitk

SUPERELASTIC ELECTRON COLLISIONS

Recent instrumentation improvement has per- 14 r- f

mitted research that has both detected and applied an
elusive phenomenon, superelastic electron impact. 1 1

Such an impact is one where an electron gains energy,
hence velocity, from a collision with an excited atom
or ion in contrast to losing energy, as is the usual
case. An experiment in this area was conducted 2

Yale University under AFOSR contract _ ,
F44620-69-C-0018 and is reported in the Bibliog-
raphy (under the same title as above). _ \ .7d'\

Figure 1 is a schematic of the instrument which ...

is cylindrical in form around an axis leading through
the clear channel from the filament 'o the electron
collector, EC. Not shown in the schematic are three o 02 04 d. 08 o 2 L4 i6 is' iitms: a quartz-glass vacuum envelope, an a::ay of E, gy..V

rubidium arc laips that 2!uminate the collision Fiu 2. Spaeltic current fom N2 plus Rb, solid zurve,

chamber, and a solenoid coil that produces a and from Rb alone, dashed cave.' 180.gauss, axial magnetic field which confines the

electrons to paths near the axis. energy, thus allowing only those which have gained~energy, i.e., suffered a superlastic collision, to reach

ELECrROMETER the electron collector. An additional feature of thisZ l set of grids is that the potentials can be varied further
-- to determine the number of superelastic electrons in

COLLECTOR f small energy stcps. The results are shown in Figure 2.
AND SHIELDS Also included is the -aller and broader curve for

RETARDING -S superelastic electrons arising from the rubidium ions.
ELECTRODES -'

COLLISION AXIAL
CHAMSER I MAGNETIC 2

FIELD

RPD GUN

F v7FILAMENT =

Figure 1. Schematic diaram of the electron gun. [
In operation, electrons from the filament and

grids ', to S3 emerge in alternate bunches at two 0 02 0 6 0 L2 14 , 6 Is

similar but slightly different energies. This aiay is Emorgy, ,V

called a retarding potential difference or RPD gun. Figure 3. Superelastic cros sections, relative, for V-5 -V-O
The collector and electrometer subtract the energy of ;,, W2.

two bunches, thus giving an equivalent 0.2 electron
volt (eV) energy resolution to the detected electron
beam. In the collision chamber, rubidium vapor is The latter curve is obtained, obviotvsly, by omitting
excited by the arc lamps and transfers part of the the nitrogen from the collision chamber. The dif-
energy of the resulting excited state to nitrogen ference curve showing the energy dependence of the
molecules, N2 . These in turn are traversed by the superelastic cross section for nitrogen in the transi-
electro.: beam. The grils S6 to $9 suppress the tion from the fifth vibrational state to the ground or
electrons which have lost energy or stayed constant in zero vibrational state is Oven in Figure 3. The
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principal merit of this experiment is the high resoiu- systems. The new knowledge here is experimental
tion over the one-half to two eV range of energies. proof that nitrogen quenching is about 10 times as

efficient for alkali metals including rubidium as for

Calling this experiment an "application" of other combinations found to date. A further finding
superelastic electron scattering arises as follows. The is that vibrational levels of the quenching gas (v = 5)
arc lamp excites the Rb atoms into a pair of can br. more than 80% of the energy of the Rb
long-lived eriergy states at 1.57 to 1.59 eV. The metastable state and thus are very efficient in
process of transferring this energy to a second species, de-ergizing unwanted metastable states. Data of
nitrogen in tills case, is called quenching as it returns this type also contribute to an understanding of
the metallic atom to the ground state. This is energy conversion in upper-atmosphe.ic and solar-
important in many electronic, plasma, and gas-laser corona processes.

general physics

ARGON PLASMA SPECTROSCOPY

Optical studies of high-temperature argon in and a flat copper anode and, in a detailed study,

electrical-arc discharges have been conducted by Dr. found incompatibilities in the results which he traced
Wclfgang G, Braur. and his associates in the Plasma to deviations from LTE in his arc. Braun and his
Physics Research Laboratory, ARL, to gain a better co-workers undertook the study of this cunolex,

understanding of basic atomic emission and absorp- intriguing problem to determine if a quantitative
tion processes. Radiative emission and absorption are assessment of deviations from LTE could be made. A
fundamental to high-temperature heat transfer, high- vortex-stabilized arc and a free-burning arc were

intensity light sources, and the interp-etation of probed spectroscopically in emission and absorptiui
astrophysical observations, by the tracking mirror method (Reference 2).

The value of spectroscopic methods for plasma The result of an experiment in the vicinity of the

diagnostics has been pointed out by many authors, argon I line at 7637 A is presented in Figure 1. The

but the correct and accurate interpretation of the height of the surface, drawn by a computer program,

measurements depends on the establishment cf a represents the absorption coefficient as a function of

reliable system of atomic parameters. Measurements, wave0eth and 'he distance from the center of the
with radiation sources operated unde conditions arc. True values of the absorption coefficient cannot

which permit the application of certain theoretical be expected in those zones of the profile where the

relations, provide atomic constants such as energy spectral resolution of the monochromator used
levels, transition probabilities, and line-broadening approaches the width of the absorption line, nor in
parameters. In very few spectroscopic sources do those wavelength regions where the transmission

conditions prevail which allow conclusions based on factor approaches unity, i.e., where the arc plasma is
the validity of the Boltzmann distribjtion formula or optically thin. Aside from the variations in width and

Kirchhoff's law. The ideal source for quantitative the shift of the absorption line in the core of the arc,
spectroscopic investigations would be a plasma in the surface discloses a narrow absorption ring at a

local thermodynaaic equilibrium (LTE) but, with radius of about 5.5mm. Simultaneously obtained

laboratory-produced plasinas, deviations from LTE profiles of the emission coefficient vanish for radii

must be toleated, assessed, and allowed for in the greater than 3.5mm which indicates an overpopula-
evaluation of the data, if possible. tion of atoms in the lower, metastable state of the

A i a t o r h b o i observed transition in U~e ring. Similar rings were
Atoinic parameters of argon have been obtained obtai,'ed at the wavelengths of (1Wher transitions to

from rieasci;c,,,ents with elecirical-arc discharges the same klvel, pointing to a sheath or metastable
which have been evaluated with the issunption of atoms around the arc. This reveals a deviation from
LTE. Olsen (see Reference I in Bibliography) used a LTE; thedistance a particle or photon travels between
free-burning arc between a pointed tungsten catiiode equilibrating collisions spans too large a change in
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electron density and temperature, despite the high resonance radiation emitted by the core of the arc has
pressure in the dischar,-e. But allowance for the been detected also. This again is evidence that the
measured self~absoiption in the evaluation of the me,,n free path of the photons is larger than the core
intensity profiles restores the validity of the transi- of the arc; but, in principle, this is compatible with
tioa probabilities obtained with this arc. An absorb- the conacept of LTE.

ing iheath which is caused by the ultraviolet

10 6

Figure 1. Absorption coefficient atkr) ina the crw section of an argon arc at 7637A and at a prareure of 2 atmospheres.
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general physics

HIGH-GRADIENT, HIGH INTENSITY FIELDS
FOR ORE SEPARATION

The force which can be exerted magnetically on the cost of the separation need not be borne by the
a magn 'ic particle is proportional to three quanti- very small fraction of magnetic material which is
ties: th gradient of the applied magnetic field, the removed, but may be allocated to the bulk of the
size o! the particle, and the magnetizatic: of the feed which is thereby purified. Thus, a cost figure
particie (whether permanent or induced by the which is prohibitive in dollars per gram removed
applied field), In cases involving relatively large becomes very attractive in dollars per ton purified.
par,"les which are highly ferromagnetic, a force Dr. Henry Kolm of MIT succe-ded in developing a
adequate for separation can be achieved by simple magnetic separator capable nf outperforming the

moans. Magnetic separators are commonly used to chemical separation process used previously, and even
remove such particles from a nonmagnetic medium i1 utilizing grades of kaolin not previously amenable tothe forr, of a vYet slurry or suspension, a fluidized economic purification. The dev: -n, kes use of

(gas-suHorted) bed, or a simple dry aggregate magnetized stainless steel wool , r e I -,e
However, there are many cases of considerable volume of high field gradient, and arr etizg .d
interest in which magnetic separation has never been somewhat higher than can be achieved in commonly
possible on an industrial scale, due primarily to the used irlustrial separators. The first production capa-
very rudimentary state-of-the-art. Such cases involve city separator has been ..,stalled in a Georgia clay
partk "s which are either too small in relation to mine.
commonly achievable gradients, or too difficult to A seco- ' application being pursued informally
magnetize in relation to commonly achievable field for some time involves the removal of nonsulfide

intensities. There may also be more subtle difficulties. foybe tm nv t e rova of now te
molybdenum and tungsten from what is now the

'.he Francis Bitter National Magnet Laboratory tailing flow from the Climax Molybdenum Com.
has responded to several requests for assistance in pany's operation. Only molybdenum sulfide ,an be
,olving magnetic separation problems. Even this recovered economically by present means. The loss of
casual and purely informal contact with the industry nonsulfide molybdenum represents an estimated
has led to at least one new industrial process. There is $20,000 pcr day.

no question but that a ,r;'at deal of economic an' Tests so far have indicated that the method
even strategic value can bc achieved by applying more applied to kaolin will work in principle, but fails to
sophisticated methods of magnet design to mag 'tic achieve practical through-put rates. It also requires
separation. Ironic though it may seem, it is likely that t e prior removal of coarse components. Results
supercondu ing magnets. in their pres,nt state of obtained so tar suggest another promising approach: a
development, are ready to make a substantial contri- flontinuous tw process using 3 quadrupole gradient.
bution in the one area which has never been ua rupy at
mentioned in any of the numerous speculations Another application u:,der study at present
concerning superconducting applications: ore separa- invcyves pollution control in the steel industry. The
tion. priler- involves the removal of small amouits of

nriely divided steel from large volumes of process
The most successful inn... ,tion in magnetic water to permit its re-use in rolling mills, thus

separation has been in tlie purification of kaolin for prec,:;ding its disc'iarge into rivers and lakes. A
use in paper coating. This involves the removal of similar problem is the removal of slag particles from
particles which are very small (colloidal and subcol- the flue gases of blast furnaces. Although scrubbers
loidal), very weakly magnetic (,hey only contain arc capab' of accomplishing the rec~uired cleanup,
trace amounts of iron in the fm of stain), and the same pollution then appears in the discharge
which must be removed to a very complete degree for water from the scrubbers. Preiminary tests indicate
the process to he of any value. Fortunately, these that magnetic separation is likely to solve both
difficulties are ,,ffset b' a very substantial advantage: problems.
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P uclear physi-.
HARD X-RAY PULSAR

Since tile discovery of the first pulsar was Optical (4) a....i soft i-ray si ~gnals, havi- ' he
reported, in February 1968, (see Reference I in Salle mac; -)s.)pic st-icturc, iwie b m associat,
Bibliography) more than 35 of these rapidly pulsating with it.
radio som'ces in space have been revealed, The goal of Recenc. still another real f NP 0532 has
this flurry of experimental activity has been to been reveaie d b> a dei Ad c inpu ter ai, aivxis of daL
discover the nature of the sour ,s and the mechanism recorded Peari, two i o .. a balloon-borne
of protluction underlying -ie pulsed radiation. experiment stig, hc hat1l X-rs, emissions
Preseni theories hold that pui~ars are associated with from the CraL Nebula. 'i,. worn was doni )y Dr. R.
rotatit , neutron stars, stars 'hat have exploded their C. Hayme-. it Ric Unive 'ty, u..der at AFOS"
gaseou,, outer shells into )ace and now remain as contraci. His ..ralyse. {7) ha' rev.: d tha. P 053.
gravitationally collapse6. concentrated cores of emits [uises in yet , he., gior of the electro-
nuclear matter LiaV-, r ensity of about a billion magnetic spectrum, the ard X ra, These signals
tons per cubic incl Th, e stats are assumed to havc also retain the sr' e doubie--ulse structural features
attached to them xt rely: strong magnetic fields of the radio nulse The rate F change of ti. riod
whose drag shouI~ gi. ;all tend to slow dc'.-n the between ~us:'ItLi.ed fr- he R;-"e data, -)6.51I
rate of rotation. 6.02 its day 1  co, ei es 't h ai adotc"

One of the most intert ling known pulsars is one dL'a, and ;S consist', w;, i a neutr >-sta sourc
*associated with the Crab Nebula, the optical remnant whose rotation rate is de',reafing.

of a known supernova explosion which was observed the identitication cIJ investi, ation of ne,. . on
by the Chinese on July 4, 1054. T'his pulsar, desig stars througe the ooserva on of pisars c )uld OF.
nated NP 0532, was discovered in late 1968 (2) up fi whole iew realm oncerried with t e astr.'
and pulsates the most rapidly, doing so at the rate of physi-al oxpic rationi f extremely dense matter as

*30 times per Fecond. (3) Since its discovery, pulsating we as ef very-high ma,, netic and gravitational fields.

nuclear physics
THE SHELL MODEL IN MEDIUM MASS NUCLEI

Theoretical models are constrcted for the put- tronger. -lie v ist difterences in size, (inre. arid fwce
pose of representing a huge mass of experimentally :ell why ,are nri surprised 0,at the 'aws which
observed phenomena with a single compact for- go, rrri a solar syste. ,and other m1acroscoipic ,odic'
inalism. In recent years much new experimental data do nior work for tr lin icus. Thc niucleus V to, sT-All to
has been amassed concerning the structural properties intera.ct with visibie light ania, because f ua ' we
of ,itotnic nuclei. Thewe data comne from laboratories shiall never see a direct , suial represcnitatio, o i at it
with reactor, or accelerator facilities -. cli as the "looks likc." Thc str-rigth of tire nui~car 'circe
ICT-tandeni and Vail de Graaff accelerators 1ARI 's enables ti~e nucleus to st'- the incredible LIuail tiU
General Physics Research L-aboratory. The new data of enrergy %Nhich are teleased from the stiis and 1 '111

*prov 1Je more guidance, more tests, and more ineen- nuclear reactions aij explosiou But tie piec *e
tive for the.ometical modlIs of the nucleus, nature of thai oice is niot vet known.

One project in this Lboratory concerns the The succe- of all of- todayv's nuclear models. ! est
properties of nuclei in the mass range from atorrm, largely onl the! success of the 'nucleair shiell rmu.1el, In
mass 28 to 40 or 50, and the application of the turn,'the success of the nuclear shell model rests
nuclear shell models to these nuclei. This iss range largely on the validity of our assuiming that thbc
will serv is a boundary for the following discussion. nucleu!s ca;n be dccribed as~ a few nuacleons traveling

In t..nking about a model of tl' nucleus, one in an average potential r oduced by ail iert core
f may use pictures ouch as that of a tiny .olat system. ci~nsisting of the cmaining nucleons. Since (the

But the nucleus is on the order of 10's tir-s snia~rcr nticleus is a miany-body systei. the sh( I model begins
than a solar sysem nuclear parriclIe, travel across the Wha se t Uf exact 01111101- for noninicracting
"1ucleus 1027 times faster than the planers across a ntr-euuis, One then introduces a residual nucleon
solar system, and are bo-nd by a force 10~ times interaction as a pert urbaton to ottairi a corrected set
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of wave functions. The form for the residual inter- sive bases. Computer codes for this have come into

action is, therefore, of central importance. existence during the last year and should soon furnish
Three methods have been used with great success much information about this problem.

to arrive at a correct residual interaction: (])one One of the major projects in this Laboratory
method parameterizes the residual interaction by a recently has been the search and discovery of a
finite set of matrix elements which are determined by number of nuclear excited states in several medium-
a numerical fit to experimental data; (2) a theoretical mass nuclei which have properties characteristic of
treatment of the two-nucleon interaction can be used simple one-, two-, or three-nucleon configurations.
to obtain a theoretical form for the residual inter- (see References I and 2 in Bibliography) Research in
action; (3) a modified surface delta function with this area has been led by Drs. G. I. Harris, J. C.
empirically determined strength is now being widely Manthuruthil, C. P. Poirier and D. D. Watson, with

used. This last form of residual interaction is highly much active and helpful participation from all of the
useful because of its computational simplicity and, at Laboratory staff. These excited states can be
the same time, it provides a good approximation to explained by tractable forms of the nuclear shell
the residual interaction, as it is currently understood. model. A knowledge of the properties of these
Specifically, we now know that this interaction excited states plays a guiding role in the devel-
occurs mainly on the nuclear surface, and is short- opment of the theory. Furt .rmoie, the under-
range, and saturated; this gives rise to nucleon pairing, standing ot the few outermost nucleons of a nucleus

One resuli of this work is that the nuclear largely deterinnes how the nucleus will behave
properties are not very sensitive to the precise details in any nuclear reaction, much as the valence
of the residual two-nucleon interaction. Current electrons of an atom determine its chemical
methods for treating the interactions produce good properties and behaviour. Thus, we feel there is
results. A second problem now appears to be domi- much to be learned about nucleai behaviour by
nant in limiting the accuracy of the model. This undersanding the behavior of a nucleus' outer-
problem arises because the actual solutions are linear most nucleons. For this the shell model holds some
combinations of the functions of a Hilbert space of real promise. (Reference 3 in Bibliography) A pro-
infinite dimensions defined by the unperturbed wave gram to perform such calculations and a comparison
functions. In principle, the mnodel would require the with experiment has just been undertaken in this
diagonalization of infinitely large matrices. For prac- Laboratory by Drs. D. D. Watson and G. I. Harris.
tical reasons, this cannot be done, so one is always In principle, the shell model could be extended
forced to use a finite basis, the size of which is to calculate all nuclear properties in complete detail it'
limited 1y one's capacity' for numerical computa- one just had a big-enough computer. It could wetl
tions. In practice, the addition of just a few more turn out. however, that this would lead to the
basis-statk.s can blow the problem up from a half-hour description of a relatively compact se! of expert-
hand calculation to a computation outside the capa- mentally observed phenomena wh a huge mass of
bility of even the largest existing electronic computer. theoretical fomalism. This is exactly contrary to the
It i:ow appears that some nuclear states and some criterion for a good theory presented at the beginning
nuclear properties may be quite dependent on tie of his article. Thus, new thinking ard additional

we and number of basis wave function. An breakthroughs are sill required befoe a completely
'stigation of this question can be conducted only satisfactonr theor. of the detailed nuclear motions is

,er the development Of solutions using, very Cxtel- available.

nuclear physics
DUALITY DIAGRAMS

Since a co-ceptual breakthrough necessarily pre. intrinsic quantum number. We generally think of this
cedes a significant technological breakthrough, it is of transfer as being accomplished by the exchange oi ", -

obvious interest to the Air Force to foster sone suitable particle between the two partners in the
research aimed at providing insigl, into the funda reaction. The exchanged particle .)r pa tidces, carry
mental nature of matter and e ergy. One of the over the transferred quantities. [he coulomb inter-
important concepts describimi the interactions action is. for istance, described by the exchange of
between particles is the conce i o exchange. In a photons or light quanta.
two-body reaction, something is always transferred In particle physic,: s;j uation at low energies.
from one particle to another. It may be only where we find well-defined resonanLes in the inter-
nonentum, as in an elastic reaction, or it may be any action citoss sctions, is somewhat zanilar to that
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found in nuclear physics. The resonances are inter- the past year it has become obvious that each picture
preted to mean that the incoming particles in the contains the other. This duality has been extensively
reaction combine to form a well-defined but sho)rt- used to determine Regge parameters from low- and
lived intermediate particle which decays into the intermediate-energy reactions and to ui, Regge
outgoing particles. At high energies, however, when behavior to determine the app Jximate as well as the
strongly interacting particles meet, they may ex- average local ,n of resonances.
change a vast number of particles or even families of Earli. this year Dr. Haim Haiari (Reference I in
particles. The Regge-pole model, which was devel- Bibliography) of the Weizmann Institute of Science
oped from analogy with potential scattering, remains and Dr. Jonathan Rosner (2) of Tel Aviv University
the most successful attempt to understand the behav- independently proposed a -imple type of diagram
ior of cross sections and the exchange of quantum which exhibits the duality principle in a striking way.
numbers at high energies. The scattering of particles is Drs. Harari and Rosner are both supported by
described by means of a scattering amplitude X(s,t) AFOSR. The diagrams avoided the underlying
which is a function of the energy (s) and the redundancy in the usual Regge descriptions, and
momentum transfer tt) occurring in the reaction. The enabled them to readily reproduce a large number of
Reg e model connects the s-channel asymptotic known predictions of the duality picture, to under-
behavior (i.e., the scattering at high energies) with the stanu the reason for its apparent failure in
t-channel resonances (i.e., the exchange of well- baryon-antibaryon scattering, and to derive a large
defined particie- such as those seen ii, low-ene v number of new predictions.
resonances) I

One o_ the !,ost significant recent develop- In conclusion, to quote Profcssor Sergio Fubini
ments has been the recognition of duality between (3) of the University of Torino, also an AFOSR
the resonance producton picture and the Regge grantee, -. . strong-interaction n hysics has greatly
pole picture. Previously theorists were in the improved from the naive Reggeology of the earlh
aesthetically displeasing position of having an inter- sixties. The possibility is indeed open ""at the new
pretation which was good at high energies but bad at and exciting ideas proposed in the last few years
low energies, and another interpretation which was could open the way to a real understanding of many
bad at his. energies but good at low energies. During of the problems of elementary-particle physics."

chemistry
THE CHEMICAL LASER-PROGRESS AND PURPOSE

Both the science and technoloy of lasers have
made enomous advanc in recent years. fhe para-
graphs to follow will trace the recent progress of the
chemical laser, a special type which was first dis-
covered in the laborat ry ot Professor George (.
Pimentel, University ot .'aiifornia, under SpOMorship
by the Directorate of Chemic-al Sciences. Air Force"
Office of Scientific Research -" -. ___

Whether solid, liquid, k' gas. the laser cmits ....,_ .... 0 '
rnon hrolatic, directioiai coherent, and irtens".
radiation following an invcrsmn in the normal popula- t t
tion of energy states. This inversion, i.e.. occupation
of higher-ener&N states than the most stable, requires
an inpot of energ, (or "pumping"). This situation is amplification by txnmulated enmission ot radiatmn).
given schematically below Taking advantage of vibraurkial rotational ener,

Light photons of appropratv ener&, (equal to state>, a chemical reaction can lead to Products of
the difference betAcen the lev-ls) can stimulate higher energy than thos most stable. This sort of
relaxation to the lowe,-energyo state, again with the enetrg inversion can lead to laser misslon in the
additional emission of photons of the very same infrared. Thus, "cheincal actiation" is the basis ot
energy (wavelengthl. This is the basis of laser action the chemical laser.
and the origin of the word (the acronym from hot The first "chenlcal'" laser, actuall a photo-
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di~sociatiun laser, was reported by Professor Pimentel Abstraction (emlrtir is HF)
in 1964, based on research by his student, Jerome V.
V. Kasper. 1ase artion was basod on the photolysis UFt + hv - IF. J F
of methyl iodide. Kasper also discovered the first true^
chemical laser (without the quotation ma~rks). This F +s 1112 -~ HF* + H

was aii explosion laser" based on the reaction of
hydrogen and ch-lorine, Two other true chemical Elirninwzion (emitter is HF)
iasers that have been reported by Pimentel are the F +CH -F3i' CC2HF
abstraction (1967) And the elimination (1968) lasers.+CW CF H CF H2 +H

Examnples of all of these are given in the fol-owing In the analysis of the laser emission, the precise
table. chaniges in vitbrationaiotatic'nal levels responsible for

TABLE em ission can be identified, It is possible also tc gzainr
in~orrnation about the populaton density of various

Photodissociation and Chemnical Lasers excited states produced by the basic reaction (from
(discovered by G. C. Pimentel arid co-work..rs) observed gains in corresponding signal emissions). The

chemiucal laser. then, is an important too' for reaction

PhotcoJissociat ion (emnitter is1* kinetics. According to Prof. Pirnentel, "a chemial
laser under control is a poor man's molecular beam."

CH 9 I + hp CH3 +1 0The future is c.,2-cted to provide more detailed
information concerning basic ch.-mical events which

Exposon e~iter s I)are the key to the laser operation. Th-_ l~~ tr result
will be advances in he fundamental understanding of

H ('l -10' + Cl the kinetics of chenical processes.

chemtistryj
DEVELOPMENT OF A HIGH-EFFICIENCY NEGATIVE ION SO'IRCE
FOR MASS SPECTROMETERS

lonic rcacrt )is represent a signiti cant ruechanisni Thuls, U1 , ation! of Uth15 Sourk-c pet11 the 1113s-
for checal:l CWIVC eSIon Inl nTllW nI hgh-CenerI, en!Viron1 - spec irorittric investigation o f a w ide saritx of
ments, mcludin h:gh-teniperature flamnes. plasirras. negAtive ion react ions. %IAInv oi these rxecsse% : cudd
discharges. and -stenms ex.sposed to the flux of niot be examnived previousls o)Wltng to the ex tremlck
nuLcle.it radlatroni or s~otwvlnrh iht. These low, intensities or the negarrvc reactant5 And product
react iOns irc therefore n1 Important i >pec t of the Wins ohta11nd Wi0 wi ore :orwi.-illii1, ai surces
space enivironient and of atmiosptieric phenomlena. It is shvil known that the mosti etik-rent prx~s
The direct ,fudy of these reactions in suich high- for ;'rodlucing ritiptive ions h ceCcto ipctn

ee eii*VroWlemt . however. is uisually not possihle neuktral spe: ics is resonance el.ct rorlatue a
'At Present. Therefo)re - the mnost corwemnirr method prkxcess %hicli is fret 1uer,dl, dissociat,,ie Ak the namve

tordeaied nvitgaionotsuh ini j-, ctsc i S olpes "I~sPrces % Y.relleN rlitl~c",th
laboratory ex perun"ns using nis-pcioitt c nerg7, of the imupac ting elec:tr ns and the capture
techiques. Must work in this field has bxccl 1il fned c[S r Wssc Mln 6;Ualls CXh~hr tS a rnAXrrmum in thle

to the chenlistrN of poulir se ions. ci erin region from 0.! tV' to about 0O rV. dependinig on the
rM''"sspectrographic ion sou rcei do not prtduce riec ule w~hsch is iotiued L nfor t -ra tek , a conven-

p CAtVe io11S inI SUt ent an-uidan-c to permit tnonalli% operated ion S- e, deslined to reItd im
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source. Thus, at such electron energies, many of the secondary electrons from metal surfaces have shown
negative Ions will be formed in the source in a region that, under the indicated conditions, large intensities
unfavorable for efficient extraction, of secondaries wouild be emitted from the anode with

energies in precisely the region appropriate for
Recent experiments in our Laboratory have electron capture to occur. The specified mode ofrevealed a quite different mode of source operation operation resulted in approximately a thousandfoldwhich yields large negative-ion intensities-in many Increase in negative-ion production over that obtain.cases currents of microamp magnitude. Briefly, the able from more conventional ion sources. This signifi.operating parameters are: (I) a rather-high impacting cant development has already resulted in the capa-

electron energy of 100-200 eV; (2) the electron trap bility to examine a wide variety of negative-ion
or anode closely accesible to the ionization region; reactions which could not previously be adequately
(3) high anode currents; and (4) the anode operated studied. The new ion-source design is described fully
at source potential. in a forthcoming pnxbliction in the Review of

Solid state data on the energy distribution of Scientifc Instruments.
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chemistry
ELECTRON-BEAM INTERACTIONS ON SURFACES

There has long been a need to determine the that it utilizes the same electron optics already used
presence and amounts of trace impurities on surfaces for structue! studi,s by means -? tow-energy electron
in order to assess their role in the many processes of diffraction (LEED). Hence, the experimenter can gain
importance in Air Force technology. It is known that both structural and chemical information on the same
small amounts of impurities can greatly influence sample simply by switching the external electronics.
both the crystallinity and electrical properties of thin An electron interacting with a solid surface may
films. Thin-film microelectronic devices are widely undergo several ',nds of inelastic collision%. Included
used in modem Air Force instrumentation, and gains among the various processes is the Auger transition, a
in reliability and performance can be very important. phenomenon which involves the excitation of core
Other areas of technology are also involved, for electrons to higher-energy levels. When these excited
example, corrosion, lubrication, wear, and catalysis. electrons fall back to their ground state, this energy is

Dr. T. W. Haas and his co-workers at the given off to another electron which is ejected from
Aerospace Research Laboratories have recently devel- the solid with a definite energy. Since the various
oped a technique for in stu detection of surface energy levels for a given kind of atom are fairly well
contaminants. The unique feature of this method is known, a qualitative analysis of trace impurities on a
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surface Is possible. Heretofore, the principal problem scanned over the region of interest. Peaks in this
in utilizing this effect for this purpose has been curve correspond to the various Auger transitions, the
instrumental. Instrumentation for this purpose has size 3f the peaks being roughly proportional to the
now been designed, built, and operated in ARL's amount of material present for trace contaminants.
Chemistry Research Laboratory. The measurement is An example of such a curve is shown in Figure I
accomplished by using the fluorescent screen of the which gives the spectrum from a rhenium foil sample
LEED optics to collect the inelastic electron current contaminated with sulfur and carbon. At present, it is
from the sample. The derivative of this current with capable of detecting Impurities in quantities of about
respcct to the voltage on the suppressor grid is 0.1 monolayer; but lower levels, as well as quantita-
meastied electronically as the suppressor voltage is tive analysis, are future goals.

chemistry
A PHOTOPOLYMERIZATION SYSTEM

At the Hughes Research Laboratories in Malibu, raises the dye molecules (photo-oxidant) to an
California, Dr. David Magerum and his associates, excited state, thereby producing a stronger oxidizing
under an AFOSR contract, have been investigating agent than in the ground state. This species oxidizes
the hildbition, initiation, and propagation of dye- the catalyst to the free radical that initiates the
sensitized polymerization reactions. These particular polymerization of barium acirylate. The newly formed
reactions are of much interest to novel photographic polymer precipitates as colloidal particles that scatter
processing. Concurrently with this fundamental re- light, producing an image. UV light, in the manner
search being performed by Dr. Margerum, the re- mentioned above, deactivates the unexposed solution
search laboratory has been in the process of develop- with the help of a second photochemical system,
ing a photopojymerization system for photographic thereby fixing the image.
imaging which could be utilized in large screen Hughes has now developed the foreoing system
information displays. A system was required which to the point where it can take a picture, complete the
was as close as possible to a "real-time" display, with photopolymerization process, and project the image
the time between recording and display as short as in less than half a second.
possible. Satisfactory progress was made on the These photopolymer systems have many poten-
mechanical aspects of the system; however, the tial military applications, such as in tactical display
photopolymerization process was not completely systems, large screen display systems, synthetic array
developed. The laboratory researchers could accom- radar processing, rapid data storage, and readout
pish the initiation of the photopolymerization events processes. Future applications might also include
which produced the Image, but they lacked the means their use as intermediate recording media for scanning
for stopping the process at the proper time. It was at continuous beam (cw) lasers in display systems. It
this point that the basic-research results of Dr. could also be used as a pulsed-laser, holographic
Margerum's work became useful. This work involved recording medium with an immediate display 01
the discove.y that the ultraviolet photochemical optically fixed holograms.
formation of aci-anions in the monomer-dye-catalyst * The foregoing accomplishments might not have
solutions could be used to decolorize the dyes and been achieved but for certain fundamental research
inhibit the photopolymerization. This was the inhibi- that was "sparked" by AFOSR support over 12 years
tor that the laboratory people needed to stop the ago. This was the work of Technical Operations, Inc.
processing in their photopolymerization system. and of Dr. Oster at Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute
Figure I demonstrates diagrammatically how the which catalyzed some of the original basic research
system works. on the acrylic m.onomer and the photosensitive dyes

To start the chain of polymerization events, light that initiate the reaction described above.
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chemistry

A NEW TECHNIQUE FOR FREE-RADICAL DETECTION

When a chemical bond is broken, one result of formed relatively slowly, react with a compound to
the fragmentation might be the formation of free pkoduce a new and more stable radical easily detect.
radicals, i.e., reactive molecules with one or more able by esr. The nature of the resulting esr spectrum
unpaired electrons. To illustrate, the homolytic cleav- then provides information about the structure of the
age of a carbon-hydrogen bond in methane would original radical. Dr. Janzen and his research group
yield a methyl radical: have found phenyl t-butyl nitrone (PBN) to be

uniquely suited for the identification of a number of
short-lived free radicals by the formation of sable

H H nitroxides.
I I Whereas the original radical (R.) would have been

H-C -H H--• + ,H difficult to detect, the esr spectrum of the resulting
I1 I nitroxide radical provides information as to the

H H structure of the radicals. (The structural information
is obtained from the magnitude of the hyperfina.

methyl splitting of the P-hydrogen as observed in the esr
radical spectrum.) This approach has been used successfully

to define the structure of the trapped phenyl, benzyl,
methyl, tifluoromethyl, ethyl, n-butyl, acetoxy and

Free radicals may be reactive intermediates in the benzoyloxy radicals.
synthesis of new materials, or they may be the Dr. Janzen's communications (References I and
bvakdown products in the high-energy radiative 2), and his prsentations on the subject at the
degradation of a structural material, e.g., polymers. nat.onal meetings of the American Chemical Society
Usually, free radicals are very short-lived species in September 1968 and April 1969, have resulted in
(lifetimes of 10" to 10 seconds), and exist at low his receiving queries from researchers from various
concentrations. Free radicals can be studied by parts of the world. These people are asking whether
electron-spin-resonance (esr) spectroscopy to yield Janzen's new free-radical trapping technique can be
information not only of the presence and number of useful in determining if there are free-radical inter-
unpaired electrons, but also of the distribution of the mediates in the reactions they are studying.
electrons in the molecule. This new method of detecting short-lived free

radicals in low concentrations will be useful to the
A need has existed for readily detecting and Air Force, not only in the synthesis of new materials

identifying low concentrations (below the esr thresh- through free-radical intermediates, but also as a
old of about lO6 M) of free radicals in reacting sensitive technique for detecting the degradation of
systems. With grant support from the AFOSR Direc- polymeric materials upon exposure .to high-energy
torate of Chemical Sciences, Dr. Edward Janzen of radiation of the upper atmosphere. Other general
the University of Georgia has developed a trapping applications include the detection and characteriza.
technique for this purpose. The approach L to have tion of free radicals in biochemical systems, polymeri-
the free radical, generated at low concentrati'in and zations, and air-pollution studies.

a- hydroge

O" i!.) 0"

R + <. CH N- C- CH )N - C-(CH,)
+

R

nitroxide radical
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chemistry
CARBAMETALLIC BORANES

High-temperature materials such as elastomers, 2BC2H'- + MX, (BC2H1)2 Madhesives, sealants, etc., are in continuing demand for (1)
aerospace applications. Since the carborane cage + 4X- (where M = Si, Ge, Sn)(Figure J) is stable to above 5000C, it has thepotential of providing a new class of high-temperature However, the reaction did not yield the desiredmaterials. Inasmuch as the carbons in the cage (B9 C2 H, 1)2 M species.undergo man), of the reactions of organic corn- On the other hand, their subsequent work haspounds, it appears feasible to incorporate tblis group revealed a remarkable new class of carbametallic
(cage) into polymcrs for high-temperature applica- boranes having a ':bare" metal atom. These speciestion. result from the reaction of BC 2 Hj 1 with divalentA new aspect of carborane research is the group IV metal halides.replacement of one of the B-H species with a metal
atom to &e a carbametallic borane (Figure 2). :MX 2 + BgC 2H; - :MB9C 2 H 1As a segment of research on carbametallic
miterials, the reactions of four main-group IV metals

(silicon, germanium, tin, and lead) with the dicar- The reaction has yielded species with "bare" Ge,bllide ion, BC 2 H 2', have been investigated. Capts Sn, and Pb atoms pictured as occupying an apex ofL. Voorhees and R. W. Rudolph at FJSRL the icosahedron (Figure 2). This formulatio, isanticipated that neutral species could be obtained by consistent with the characterization of these carba-the following reaction: metallic species by infrared, nuclear magnetic

Sn

J 
I'

BH 0 CH 0 BH CH

Flus 1. Cmtr.un. cow Figure 2. Carubmeillic boran.
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resonance (IH and "IB), mass spectroscopy and some basic character. Thus far, however, no such
elemental analysis, evidence has been found. In fact, attempts to

Thus far attempts to oxidize the :MBC 2 H,, protonate the lone pair appear to lead to degradation.
species to (BC2 H,1 )2 M have been unsuccessful.

As shown by equation (2), the method of henzene (3)
obtaining :MB9C 2H,, species involves carbenoid 2HCI + :Sn1gC H,, -- SnCI2 + BC 2H,5
reagents. Ciptains Voorhees and Rudolph are now On the other hand, there is evidnce of the
attempting to extend this analogy and prepare a three, foration Of Me3NSBe C2H, 3 when SndC 2H f is
arbon carborane by the reaction Of :CX2 and treated with trimethylamine, demonstrating theB.-C 2H ,

acidity of the metal. Undoubtedly the "bare" metal
The lone pair of electrons on the metal atom in site in these species will impart a unique chemical

the :MBC 2HI, species might be expected to show character to the icosahedral cage.

chemistry
WHAT'S NEW IN NEUTRON DIFFRACTION?.

The increasingly extreme environmental and the specimen container by using a fixed detector
operational conditions to which Air Force systems instead of a moving detector. This reduces the
are subjected require that data, both fundamental and heavy-shielding limitations imposed by the extreme
developmental, be obtained under comparable real or environment requirements; therefore, it has the
simulated pressures, temperatures, radioactivity and potential of being less expensive, faster, and less
toxicity. complex than other neutron-diffraction techniques.

Dr. J. S. Kasper of the General Electric Research The equipment includes a pulsed LINAC as a neutron
and Development Center, Schenectady, New York, source and a time-of-flight (TOF) detection system.
under sponsorship of the Directorate of Chemical This is the first application of a TOF system in
Sciences, AFOSR, is conducting a program to deter- conjunction with a LINAC, and the first reported use
mine the changes in structure of materials produced by of accelerator neutron sources in neutron-diffraction
high pressure. He is using both X-ray and neutron- studies of polycrystalline specimens.
diffraction techniques in these studies. One of the The pulsing characteristic of the LINAC elimi-
significant accomplishments has been the develop- nates the need for an elaborate, expensive ($50,000
ment of a new neutron-diffraction technique using a to $60,000) chopper which is required when a
pulsed linear accelerator (LINAC). steady-state reactor is used as a neutron source. Since,

Neutron diffraction provides the potential of without the chopper, there is no great loss of neutron
investigating a greater variety of materials than is flux, the new method is potentially a faster technique
possible with X-ra) diffraction. There is an increased for obtaining diffraction patterns.
capability to locate hydrogen atoms and other light Figure I is a block diagram of the LINAC
elements such as boron, carbon, nitrogen and oxygen diffraction system used. The LINAC electron pulse is
in the presence of heavy elements. Neutron diffrac- impinged on a tantalum target to produce a high flux
tion can also be used to distinguish between neigh- of gamma rays. An isotropic distribution of high-
boring elements in the periodic table, such as In and energy neutrons results from the (yn) reactions in
Sb in lnSb. the target material. A collimated beam of neutrons is

As with X-ray diffraction, the use of neutron directed to one of three small ports in the B4 C-
diffraction to study extreme environments, such as shielded cylinder, which contains the sample. The
high pressure, is restricted by the large amounts of detector counters are placed at the second port, and
shielding or heavy structural materials surrounding at such an angle as to intercept the largest possible arc
the specimen. However, Dr. Kasper, in conjunction of the diffraction cone. The third port is for the
with Mr. M. J. Moore of the General Electric diffracted beam.
Research and Development Center and Dr. J. H. Initial experiments on an NiO specimen resulted
Menzel of the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, has in a : 'isfactory diffraction pattern being obtained in
developed a new neutron-diffraction method for four hours. The main features of the pattern, which
polycrystalline specimens that reduces these limita- were discernible in the first two minutes of operation,
tions. indicated that the flux of usable neutrons was

The new method simplifies the construction of relatively high. The raw data collected during the
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fourhor run are shown In Figure 2. The measurements of dl (interplantar spacings),
which were limited by the accuracy of the flight-path~24 CANNILmeasurement, were checked for internal consistency,Pff*MLIFon TMLPC with the resuit that an accuracy of 0.3% was
indicated for lattice-parameter determina dons.0?TECTR Hit"4 VOLTG Dr. Kasper's prvoswork in elucidating theIIIAS POER SuPPtlY rvos z ~

1024 CHAIOIL polymorphic forms of boron are of particular signifi-
IIICOLIUATOI 141IT III -Off S$CTOT cance to the Air Force because of current interest inI" PC WI SPPLY boron- and graphite-reinforced composite materials.

SAMPE ~ Ji --PIFI The development and use of new techniques, such asmcM IlllPIFE MPI the pulsed UINAC neutron-diffraction method, willgreatly enhance the fundamental knowledge of thetINAO structure of compounds containing light elements
HOVEAIORsuch as boron and carbon.
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chemistry
STABILITY OF MOLECULAR IONS

When a molecule enters the Ion source of a mass 0
spectrometer au;d interacts with the ionizing electrons
in such a manner that a single electron is lost by the <M> - C - CH1 - X,
molecule, the ion that is formed is designated the
molecular ion. The fate of this ion depends largely on where X represents a variety of different substituents.
the structure of the molecule and, in particular, on In this particular case, the only effect that is expected
the ability of the ion to accommodite the positive to be important is the inductive (electron-attracting
charge. or -releasing) effect of the substituent.

At FJSRL, USAF Academy Cadets First Class J. At the outset, it was Enticipated that the stability
J. Orgeron and J. J. Tobolski, under the direction of would be a linear function of the electron-donating
Major G. D. Brabson, Associate Professor, are investi- capability of the substituent; this expectation was
gating the influence of molecular structure on the based on the hypothesis that electron-donating substi-
stability of these molecular inns. Their research is tuents would stabilize the resonance form which
supported financially by FJSRL, and reflects helps disperse the positive charge on the molecular
FJSRL's responsibility for stimulating in the Air ion. Electron-donating substituents would thus make
Force Academy faculty and cadets an awareness of the molecular ion less subject to fragmentation.
the importance of scientific research to the Air Force. Although experimental results have verified gen-

The current work is directed toward an investi- era[ expectations, a simple linear relationship has not
gation of the influence of the substituents in alpha.- resulted. There appear to be numerous complicating
substituted acetophenones, factors, some of which are now being investigated.

chemist r
DENSITY MEASUREMENTS OF ALUMINUM CHLORIDE

The pure chlorides of aluminum and sodium
exhibit markedly different degrees of expansion upon
fusion; the coefficients of thermal expansion of the W - Weight of Salt

two liquids are also quite different. There is very little V - Volume of Liquid
data available on the physical properties of the T a Total Volume

molten mixtures of these two chlorides. Conventional D a Liquid Density
apparatus and experimental techniques are often
not suitable.

As part of the research at FJSRL concerned with
electrochemistry in molten salts, it was necessary to
know the liquid and vapor densities of molten
aluminum chloride-sodium chloride mixtures. The W1. - V, D + (TI - V1 )d
composition of a given AICI 5-NaCI liquid mixture in
equilibrium with its vapor varies with temperature. It W2 - V2 D + (T2 - V2)d
is therefore necessary to take vapor compositions and
densities into account in measuring liquid composi-
tions and densities for such melts.

Lt Col L. A. King and Major D. W. Seegmiller at
FJSRL have devised a novel and simple technique for
simultaneously measuring the liquid and vapor
densities of volatile materials. For pure compounds, F"igm 1. CsA for desutV mm sn.
or for mixtures in which the equilibrium vapor
composition is the same as that of the liquid., cells with pairs of simultaneous equations solved for the
such Rs shown in Figure I are used. Two or more of liquid and vapor densities at the particular tempera-
the cells are used together at the same temperature, ture. For mixtures in which one component preferen-
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Results for pure aluminum chloride are shown
graphicaly in Figures 2 and 3. The small circles pire 3. Densiy of A12C 6 vapor.
represent the experimental data, and the solid lines
are calculated from least-squares-fit quadratic equa- Measurements are being extended to include
tions for density as a function of temperature. Over temperatures near the critical point of aluminum
most of the temperature range, the equations fit the chloride, and to include AJCI3-NaCI mixtures. Vapor
data with standard deviations for liquid and vapor of pressures also are being measured to determine an
± 0.00091 and 0.00043 g cm "3, respectively. By a equation-of-state for A12C16 vapor.
mathematical smoothing process on the measured The technique should be applicable to the
liquid volumes (V in Figure 1), the two standard density measurements of all volatile liquids which are
deviations are both reduced to ± 0.00015 g cm 3. nonreactive with the cell itself.

chemistry
THE RELEVANCE OF POLYMER RESEARCH TO THE AIR FORCE

One of the most spectacular events in recent enable the designer to develop blades far superior to
aviation technology has been the emergence of the those made of titanium in freedom from flutter. Due
first commercially produced carbon-fibre composite to the present high cost of the material, it will be
material for aerospace structural purposes. Hyfil, the used next in specialized structural materials, e.g., for
Rolls Royce trademarked name for their carbon-fibre helicopter blades, and in rocket and satellite applica-
material, was based on the original fibre developed in tions. However, it is expected to be used in aircraft
1963 at the Royal Aircraft Establishment Laboratory primary structures by 1973, and lead to weight
at Farnsborough, England. Use of "Hyfil" in an savings on the order of 25% in a supersonic aircraft
epoxy resin base to fabricate the lower-stage fan and such as the Concorde. David Fishlock, scientific
fan stator blades enabled Rolls Royce to design and editor of the Financial 77mes, London, calculated
construct the new and advanced jet engine known as that "If carbon fibres were used in the construction
the RB 211 which won the highly competitive of the Galaxy, the world's largest aircraft, it could
contest and the multimllion.dollar contract to power double Its payload from 250,000 lbs to 500,000 lbs
the new Lickheed .,1-011 "airbus." for the same gross weight of aircraft."

This carbon-fibre material is extremely stiff, American, British, and Russian aircraft engineers
lightweight, and has a very high tensile strength. It and designers are racing to take advantage of the new
has 4 times the strength of steel, and only one quarter material. The Royal Aircraft Establishment, Rolls
its density. The 2 principal moduli control the Royce and the British Atomic Energy Establishment
frequencies of vibration of compressor blades and at Harwell did most of the early research and, later,
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Figure 1. Specific Tendle Stngh and Modulus of Carbon Fibres.

two companies, Courtalds and Morganite, were Watt, of the Royal Aircraft Establishment, revealed
licensed to manufacture the material. After much that the polymer-chain orientation of the fibres
negotiation the California firm of Whittaker was also affected the course of the pyrolysis which was an
licensed by Morganite. The specific properties of the intermolecular reaction controlled by steric factors.
Morganite material are illustrated in Figure 1. Thus, the ultimate properties of the carbon fibre were

Returning to the title of this article, we may ask: determined by the special pretreatment of the fibre
what is the relevance of polymer research to this and the steric orientation of the polymer chains in
subject? Until very recently, little information was the original polyvinylacrylonitrile filament.
available on carbon-fibre development, since it had
been one of the most successfully kept industrial Professor Paul J. Flory of Stanford University,
secrets in recent times. About all that was known was who this year published a book entitled The Staii.
that the carbon fibres were produced by a compli- tical fechanics of Chain Molecuies, is probably the
cated stepwise carbonization from a polymer fila- world's foremost authority on the stereochemistry of
ment, probably polyvinylacrylonitrile. In spite of polymers. Ever since 1961, all of Flory's polymer
considerable research on carbon fibres all over the research has been totally supported by AFOSR at an
world, no other fibre developed could approach the annual rate of $100,000. Also, in the eariy 1950s,
strength and stiffness of the British material. In April Professor Flory was the first Chairman of the
1969, in a short article (Reference 4) in Nature, W. Evaluation Panel of AFOSR's Directorate of Chemi-
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DISTRIBUTED PARAMETER CONTROL SYSTEMS

Recent dev..:pments in the theories of stabihty plasnia-confilnenknt pronlem where the plasma is
-1d control have been concentrated pltmard\y on described by the Boltzmann-Vlsov eunation and the

dynamical systems which are described by ordinary extefral magnetic field is spatially unifolrm but
differential or difference equations. However, in time-varying.
many physical processes, such as in magnetohydro- Results have been obtained in the nunmerital
dyranic systems, aeroelastic systems, and nuclear "olutions of dist:ibutive systems, and a simple
and chemical reactors, the spatial energy distribution method for approximating a finite set of first-order
of 'he system is widely dispersed such that its differential equations by a finite-statc system has
dynamic behavior can be described adequately only been established. Results have been obtained for
by patial differential equations, integral equations, ceitain special classes in the problem of establishing
or functional differential equations. Alsc, in many sufficient conditions for the asymptotic stability of
con- I processes, spatially distributed feedback con- equilibriam of distributed feedback control systems
t Is are used to achieve close regulation of the spatial with probe sensors. Also, it wa, shown that ar
distributions of certain dynamic variables of te initially unstable hy,.romagnetic equilibrium of a
system. These systems are commonly classified as higlfy conducting fluid or plasma may be stabilized
distributed parameter system".. In the past few years, locally by means of feedback controls in the form of
attempts have been made to develop theories for the a tie-varying magnetic field depending on the fluid
stability and (optimal) control of distributed para- displacement from the equilibrium.
-neter syster.rs. Professors Wang and Wiberg have extended the

During the past year, Professors P. K. C. Wang separation principle to linear-distributed parameter
and D. M. Wiberg at the University of California, Los systems which can 'e represented by a complete set
Angeles have been studying various fundamental of orthonormal vector eigenfunctions. Their work on
aspects of stability mnd control of systems with probe-sensor an, .:oritroller locations has led to the
distributed rarameters. These studies, which have conjecture tha' it is usually better to locate the sensor
beel -voted primafily to systems %kith known near the controller, if the noise is small, and near the
(deterministic) disturbances and parameters, have noise otherwise.
been pursued along the following main objectives:
(1, ' gain a fundamental understanding of the major Professors Jack K. Hale -.nd Ettore F. Infante of , 1
problems ii thc stability and control of distributive Brown University have completed a study of a general
systems: (2) to unify and extend the existing maihe- type of dynamical system which is an attempt to
matical theones which have potential applications in characterize those properties of the solutions of
this area; and (3) to access the applicability of the partial differential equations which lead to an invari-
theor:tical results of the present investigation to ance principle. Professor Infante has been studying
problems of physica! importance. somle dynanical systens described by partial differ-

Results were obtained in the theory of optimal ential equations in at attempt to obtain stability
control for certain classes of distributive systems and results using the fundamental ideas of the Liapunov
for ccitain fornis o perforrnmce indices which are of direct method. A considerable amount of work has
importance in applictions. One of thes- tnore inter- been done on the Navier-Stokes equations for incom-
estiig applications is the problem of thernonuclear pressible flaids.
confinemnient. The necessary con,. is that an opti-
ual control must satisfy were derived for the problem Professor H. J. Kushner, also of Brown Univer-

of cotifiliig a thermonuclear plasna by means of sity, has published his work on optimal control of a
external elec! onmagnetic fields. Physical interpreta- linear distributed parameter systm with white noise
tions o1 i , .ecessary conditions have also been inl its Hie is currently extending the problem to
obtained. :ific results were also obt:'ied foi 'he handle tie case of measurement noise.
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Prof. ssor A. V. &',tkrv-nan of the Univrsity of oV the optima! control law.
Cahtori.i_ kngcies 11as developed a new.! tech- " I above are only a few of the many aspects of
:nique for corqput,1 optimal control pr'bicn - The distributive paranmetei control systems now bewi
re,!ts obtained i, this "cpsil"" problen in the studied and supported b) AFOSR(OAR, The desired

ca s- of boun-ary ontrol for .artia! d'ifferentij goal is to develop the state-of-thc-art in distributed

,quat!ois -appear be new,, and the Ili._ Ang case _parameter sN:.s to a point where it is equivalent

provides a new method of establishing the character to the stte-,,f-the-ari in ordina- control li cory.

mathematical sciences
DEGREE OF APPROXVAATION BY POSITIVE LINEAR OPEPATORS

it is vet' often necessar, or more convenient to The work done here tells quantitatively how well one
approximate a given -unction by one which is s;mple can approximate :he result of such g.neral operations
Lf, some respect. For example, in representing a Gy polynomials. The measure of just how good the
complicated function on a computer, one often uses a approximation is may be Oven by calculating the
polynomial o a ratio of polynomials to represent t_.. "nona" of the difference between the results of the
original function because of the ease with which a operation and the approximating polynomial, i.e., the

polynomial can be gene, ted and manipulated by the distance between the two functions measured iti some
computer. in such cases it is essential to know how prescribed maftner. The concept of a "norm" is also
well the original function is approximated. T quite general and permits the distance measurement
mathematicians of the Applied Mathematics Research to be made in many different ways. The operators in
Laboratory at ARL, Drs. Oved Shisha and Berram question must be linear positive operators which
Mond, have developed a quite general formula which operate on real functions (vis--vis complex func-
estimates the degree of approximation to continuous tions) which, in turn, are defined for all real numbers.
functions by polynomials and trigonometric poiy- These real functions must be everywhere i-ontinuous
nomials, ad also the degree of approxin-.:,tion to and periodic with a specified degree of continuity.
functions which have been transformed by some Then, so long as the operators acting on the func-
operation. This was done by recasting Korovkin's tions 1., cos x and sin x result in bounded functions,
results on linear positive operators into a quantitative then a specific bound can be given for the difference
form. The results are quite general and appear to be a between the approximatcd function and the map of
major advance in approximation theory. this function by means of the operators.

Mathematical operators represent a quite general
concept. One can consider that any transformation is The results described above wcre published in the

an operation: e.g., differentiation or integration are 1968 Proceedings of the National Acwdemy of

operations, etc. The concept of an operator encone- Sciences, and in the Journal of Approximation

-asses a very large class thus, theorems regarding Theory. Other workers have 'ready used this

operators have a very large domain of applicability. theorem to obtain additional new results.

mathematiral sciences
COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS OF A UNIFIEu APPROACH TO
PROBLEMS IN ESTIMATION AND DET'-TION

As technology advances along some front, a level s, " stic nature and to decide among the possible
of sophistication is zncountered which requires a ca,.ses which produced it, wvile the estimation
consideration of stochastic (i.e., random) phenomena problem consists of determining values for parameters
for refined analysis. In modern communication and or processes of interest waich are observed only

control systems, the use of many techniques for remotely.
statistical reference is now classical, with the riaj )r It is usually possible to formulate a problem of
classifications for such techniques being decision statistical inference in communication or control as

tfleory and estimation theory. 'ile geneial problem in consisting of an observed process, which is the sum of
decision theory is to perform an observation having a a signal process and a noise process. In the more
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tamiliar problem. the signal is a known wa; frni. or and b ) arc ffncrions of a single tin-_ argonen
Ceshe sign:al is described by a tu ;n,.il Spe iicaton of the covaiance funcicon for (zero
rarameters. However. the more complex situatior in mean stochastic processes aliLws treati.; ,stimation
wiich thc sign.ai process iself is stochastic in na.ure picbien s in the "xvide-serse" and detection problems
has more recently become of interest Isee. e . for Gaussian processes. That such a covariance func-
Reference i tion is known includes the possibility that sufficient

Co:,mmorucation systcms now empio: rnedia such data is available to accurately determine the separable
as troposca, - eteor trail or aurora, and orbital Corm by empirica methods.
chaff belts -rando.rdy varying clanets--wrc' The research conducted by Major Roger A.
rise to the rec ", oi a stochastic -ignal roi eesey of the Aerospace Mechanics Division, FJSRL,
purposes of secuic communication. a message may be has deterrnned mathematica! techniques which are
encoded by random processes, hence genera 2ng a effective in so!ving both estiimtion and detection
stochastic sigal-detection proble, i., the receiver, problems in terms of a formulation ,ith separable
hi radar and sonar systems used against dispersive covariances. This research. repxorted in References 2
,argets. the stochastic signal-detcction -rrbe i again and 3, has enlarged the body of mathematical theory
arises in processing returns. Radio telescopes and applicable to estimation and detection by allowing a
seisric-dete _tion systems utiize detectors for noise- less-detailed p:oblem formulation and by giving more
like sources. Guidance and control systems which are effective digital computational methods for solu.qons.
subject to titne-varying dikturbances require an Also, the research has shown more clearly that the
estimatior of nonstationary stochastic processes to undcrstructure for problems in estimation and detec-
effectivel. perform in tle disturbed environment. In tion is common to both and consists of modeling an
estimation problems for control, the stochastic signal obseived stochastic process as the output of a causal
process is usually the plant output itself. Pattern linear filter, driven by white noise, which, is invertible
recognition also may be formulated in temis of on an arbitrary, finite-time inter.al. The significance
stochastic signal estimation by viewing the signal as of invertibility in such a model for an observed
the statistics of a data subclass, process is that the observation may then be easily

A rather large class of the situations mentioned "whitened" and the solutions fIr estimation and
above yields a mathematical formulation in which the detection obtained by solving the simpler problem
signal ard noise stochastic processes have known based orn white-noise observations. "Whitening filter"
covanance functions of thn: "separable" form. In this techniques have been used previously in engineering
separable form, a covariance function R(t,s) is decom- with a great deal of success. THs research has
posed as a finite linear combination of terms of the extended their utility to a broader problem formula-
form ai(t)bi(s), s 5 t, and bi(t)ai(s), t < s, where a(') tion, as described above.

mathematical sciences
SIMILAR SOLUTIONS FOR BOUNDARY-LAYER PROBLEMS

Many problems that rise in the investigation of in laminar boundary-layer theory. In two recent
flows at very high velocities, i.e., velocities on the papers (1,2) written jointly with Professor J. B.
order of the speed of sound, which are important for McLeod of Oxford University, the existence and
aerospace applications, are closely related to prob- behavior of "similar" solutions were examined under
lenis whose solutions de,,end on the examination of given sets of conditions. This research concerned the
differential equations arising from the boundary-layer boundary layer which occurs in the natural convec-
theory of fluid mechanics. One example would be the tion of the incompressible fluid adjacent to a heated
drag experienced by an airplane wing or turbine vertical wall, and the boundary layer formed by a
blade. In particular, the study of solutions of differ- compressible fluid flowing past a fixed boundary
ential equations arising out of the basic ieory can surface. In both cases :similar" soutions of the
often be treated through a s' ady of "similar" underlying partial differential equations governing the
solutions of boundary-layer equations, --that is, fluid motion were considered,
through a study cf solutions known to yield "similar" The major contributions of this research by
velocity profiles. Professor Serrin cone from Ins establishing, on a

Professor James Serrin of the University of mathematical basis, that the ordinary dtifferential
Minnesota, under a grant from the Mathematics equations which arise in connection with problems of
Division, AFOSR, has investigated arious problems this type do in fact have solutions satisfying the
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appropriate blundary conditions. !n additio;,, he has Uici solutlor to (oi add'tiona insight into) many
pio'ded a mnuhematical description of the behavior problems of Air Force interest Vwnich are related to
of the solution to the compressibie-fluid problem. differev' a! equations arising fron bounda-y-layer
l-lese re-ults are importa:,t for providing a basis for theory.

mathematical sciences
A PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF ABSTRACT MATHEMATICS

In flie evaluation of new polymers (plastics) for certain thp,-. os developed in the abstract study of

use in such aerospace applications as ablation layers, integral equations have somewhat surprising implica-
drogue parahutes, and honeycomb cores, a property finns for the MWD problem.(3)
of considerable interest is the substance's nolecular- First, the integral equation involved does not
weight distribution (MWD). This function shows what necessarily have any solution a, ail!, if certain funco
fracticn of the polymer's moleczul es have a given tionm Ae chosen for th! concentration gradient. More
rnoiecutir weight. Generally speaking, if a polymer's aistressingly, giver an, 2oncentration gradient for
molecules have mostly large molecular weights, the which the problem has a solution, there is another
material will consist chiefly of long "chains" of function, which differs from the first by less than any
atoms, and its physical properties can be expected to preassigned amount over the interval in which the
be superior to those of a piastic with many "short" experiment gives information, for which the problem
nmolecules C. lower molecular weight. does n",t have a solution! From a formal point of

The ultracentrifuge is often used to obtain view, this state of affairs is fatal to any attempt to
information about the MWD of a polymer. The determine MWDs from runs at one rotor speed, since
materk is dissolved in a solvent, and the soution every experiment involves some error. On the other
placed in an uhracentrifuge cell. Molecules with hand, as a practical matter, It hardly seems reasonable
higher molecular weights are separated from those that a "very -,mail" error would utterly ruin any
with lower molecular weights by the acti.:n of the scheme fur inferring the MW]).

ultracentrifuge, and it is posvible to obtain an integral By applying further theorems from the theory of
equation (1) relating the steady-state concentration integal equations, Dr. Lee has been able to reconcile
gradient in the cell, which can be measured quantita- thLse two views of *lhe problem. The fact of thk,
lively with the aid of a schlieren optical system, and matter is that, if one attempts to find the coefficients
the desired MWD. of any series representation for the unknown MWD

Several schemes have been proposed to treat this (Tower series, Fourier series, etc.), the slightest
integral equation, i.e., to compute numerical values o, experimental error which places the recorded gradient
the MWD from observed values of the concentration outside the class for which the equation has a
gradient. Unfortunately these schemes have often solution will produce arbitrarily large errors in the
proved disappointing when applied to practical prob- higher ceefticients. However, a finite number of
lems, and other schemes, which use data from runs at expansion -,oefficients can be determined with finite
several ultracentrifuge rotor speeds, have been sug- error.
gested. (1,2) While such schemes have enjoyed some
success, there is the d'awback of having to wait for This information can be used to design experi-
steady-state conditions at several rotor speeds; this ments so that "enough" expansion coetticients can be
may take weeks at each speed determined with acceptable accuracy. Work continues

In a recently completed study of the integral on the practical determination of MWDs in coopera-
equation for determining an MWD from a run at a tion with Drs. M. T. Gehatia and Doiald Wiff of the
single rotor speed, Dr. David A. Lee at ARL's Applied Nonmetallic Materials Division, Air Force Materials
Mathematics Research Laboratory has shown that laboratory, AFSC, at Wright Patterson AFB.
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mathmwaticrd sciences
THEORETICAL AND EMPIRICAL PREDICTIONS OF
INTERNAL CONFLICT BEHAVIOR

Quincy Wright, an early investigator of wars and universal. Guttman scaiogram a.-.aysis wAss they. ap-
their causes, (1) once made the statement Lhat "a phed to the data whichl if the hypothesis is correct,
theory, if not applied to actual data, remains uncon- can identify from th, data a specified order across
vincing," (2) In the context of many abstract social several levels, such as was postulated by the theory.I" theories, each purporting to explain some facet of The operational hypothesis was confirmed, iinplyiog

human interaction, and the explicit or implicit that such a pro.ess of socia) development ' zs had beei
reliance on some of these theories for decision- postulate'i was s-upported by the data from the rea:
Smaki- and long-range planning, such a statement as world.
Wright's is pregnant with implications. Having obtained promi&ing results thus far, a

Such an effort (3) to apply theory to the data further analysis was d&'emfd appropriate. The Office
was undertaken. by Gary L. Buck and Alvin L. Jacob- of Research Analyses (ORA) brought together the
son who were Cornell University graduate sociology team of Assistant Professors Gary L. Buck and
students at the time. They attempted to operation- Manus I. Midlarsy from the Universities of Arizona
alize a theory of development postulated by Talcott and Colorado, respectively, and Major Eugene A. Erb,
Parsons.(4) It was believed by the Office of Research Jr. of ORA to apply additional statistical tests to the
Analyses, OAR, that further development of their data, to the validity of the theory, and to a
effort could provide insights of value to those deterrrination of the ability of the theory to predict
planners and decision-makers interested in the ff,;ure the incidence of a variety of manifestations of
potential for internal conflict. Thus, Gary Buck, then internal instability. The question asked at this stage
at the University of Texas at El Paso, was asked to was whether the operational theory could yield arny
extend the initial work to a test of theory based on predictive insights on the prospects for internal
data from all nations of the world. These additional instability within nations. The stepwise multiple
results further confirmed the utility of the ap- regression technique was used to ,oncover the linkage,
preach. (5) if any, between predictors and criteria. The values for

Basically, Parsons' original theory postulated that the universals were used as independcnt variables or
societies were composed of 10 critical elements which predictors. information gathered by the Feiera-
he labelled "universals," and that these elements were bends,(6) consisting of frequency -ounts on a variety
intertwined in a way which was crucial to the of forms of internal instability .vents ranging from
understanding of the development of nztions. These revolutions to riots, was used as a set of dependent
"universals" were such aspects of society as the legal variables or criteria. Results of this analysis demon-
system, bureaucratic structure, the economic system, strated that such predictive potential did exist, in
kinship structure, and others, and can he generally some cases zo a high degree, and thus insights for
defined as organizational developments sufficiently further theoretical revision were obtained.(7) The
important to the further evolution of societies as to results were sufficiently promising to justify sponsor-
be "hit upon" by various social systems operating ing further research using time-series data. This effort
under different conditions.(4) Further, Parsons postu- is Vjesently wider way at the University of Arizona
lated that, as societies evolved as recognizable social under the direction of Assistant Professor Buck.
groupings, they followed a pattern of development on Several implicaticns of the effort are worth
each of the 10 "universals" in a specific order. The mentioning.
hypothesis, as extended by Buck and Jacobson for First, insights into priorities for national strate-
their static operational analysis, became: "If a primi- gies in support of U.S. objectives are suggested.
tive society follows the process proposed by Parsons, Different strategies can impact on different elements
why would one not expect a repetition of a similar of the recipient societies. Based on xhe results of
sequence of development at a higher level?"(5) Thus, analyses to date, it becomes clear that certain
;he hypothesis becomes one in which development is strategies (inputs) are more apt than others to
an ordered, iterative process across the 10 "univer- generate a higher incidence of certain forms of
sals" at ever higher levels of development instability (outputs) in a given system. Thus, such an

analvsis allows nrore explicit consideration of the
The operational analysis led to a search for social intei, cti-ns resulting from progams in support

various indicators of each universal for which infoi., of these strategies, with a potential improvement of
mation from the "real world" could be gathered to the overall value of U.S. strategies and the success of
measure a nation's level of development on each our objectives.
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Second, the re-:a7-.rh ko date demnonstrates the ing a more reliable "Fscenario" of the future on which
feasibility of empirie'~ lhmdalysing theories which specific systems-analyses and opetations-research
inderlie !Fsumptiom~ inhereit '. the plaininb proc- problems are based.

oss. Since thic ria~e so.ific _ecu):FementsAw.jch neead Ont, c1-ther aualification is in order. I re-
to b'- pportkzd by sgrategy, tactics, mirsions, R&D search is not tounded on any belief that the uLicer-
funding alLancs, 'roasring, etc., are deduced from taintv inherent in the I Uture activities of h-uniA,1 s and
these key aup ion, hey d,- zve a frontal assault their institutions can be eliminated. Rather, it is
oni their validiqx for fudamrnra! policy. Thte poten- based on an awaieness that such uncertainty can), at
tial tor such ar, airavl lit ;.r certain times and with respect to certain situations,

be reduced. Sinre certain assumptions concerning the
Fially, the insightrs avaiiable from such analvsei future are, and munst centnuou0-i' be, used at allt

prrait ai. improved awareness of certain key para- levels of analysis?- planning, it is important toX
MeUters which can, ceduc somne of the uncereainty imnprove the theo., ..al foundation of such assurnp-
about the international system anrd itS members. Such tions. Other relevart t-heories with policy implications
in.,sights are useful for pinpointing needed researc exist. The theory described was oply onie amoag
which can further reduce uncez-,znty, aiid for provid- riany available for fruitful study.

mathematical sciences
ADAPTIVE COMMAND-SYSTEM MODELS

Though no evolutionary to-cs have changed vertebrates that commnits the animal to one or
mnan radically over the past 1 0D years, matt has another mrode of hehavior. The RF is believed to
nonethoiess radically changed the complexity of his commnand by issuing signals that effect integrating
environment through the technologies he has pro- behiavio among the various oigans and parts of the
duced during "Ids period. His tnuvironruent has be- brain. Thc RF commands and crontrols the mode of
come increasingly informiation rich, and requires an operation of the organism's other computers.
ever-greater number and variety of machines that are

ableto iget tis ifor iaioninteligntl an IHow the mode decision is made is regarded by
reduce it to a volumne he L able to cope with. Khe steR om~idpolm h te

T aspects of RF operation-the integrative ones thatDecision-makers in militapy avd othier large-orgafliza subserve the generation of autonomic rhythms, reflf
tion ei- -Jimnts are particularly beset not only cotolfthbdyshueepgssemitr

wit lage nfomaton low, iii lsowit shrt-ime tuning in the sensory pathways, etc-are the RF's
requirements, conflicting dmnl.and incompl .ete or controliproblem
ambiguous information, freq~uentlv on priority items.

Onc of th, objectives of basic research in the Dr. Kiiner's work is aimed at the forn-. l ation of
inform.nuon sciences is to analyze the intormnation- L, theory of the RIF that is able to explain how the RIF
processing requirements in such complex environ- cote, containing on the order of .000,000 tieurons,
mt"Tts, and to develop methods for handling large can Yeach a workable consensus as to the proper
aynounts of' the infoiniation flow automatically. mode of total commitment in 3i fraction of a second.
Results 1hat are accumulating fron research on the Hie sees thle possibility that this theory willead to the
nervous systems of living oigaiiisrns are suggesting development of a rela~irnal calculus for describing
analogies betweeni the organizatiot and operation of what the RF does, and how it does ,. John von
these systemus anid structure, a~id flow patterns that Neumnann anticipated the neod lot a flew miathcmatics
midght desirably be im-,poated into -nilitary and for charact.rizirig ihe structure and operations of
social systems. One of the suba sniies of rvmous ioachines having the in foi na! on -processing poten-
systemns that plays a particularly critic:J rolie in living tials of mian and his nervous system. Dr. Kilinler's
organisms is the reticular forimtion {(U). Its charac- research, which has taken account of the neuro-
ter as ar overall commandtr apflearzs especially anatomical, physiological, phylogenetic, eu~iogical.
relvant to the design, of adaptive ccoinman d and and clinical rewkrch of others, g:.ives encouraging
control systems an militai; and nianagernrnt e,,idence of slow !t progressive achieve-ment toward
contexts both theoretical and practical g'cAls. itelligeot mia-

Dr. William L. Miner of Michigan State Univer- chines capable of handling large complex inputi
sity has been developing m-odels of RF pvirformance appear realizable; but they will probably be closely
w d. i n AFOSR grant. The mode's arebta,-ed on the paced by :Idv-anc& in oxith. matics and bioug- as
htypothesis that the t.ore of the RF is the Arti tire in weil.
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mathematical sciences
GRAPH THEORY

The lhzvy 3f graph.s has becom. quite an tions which have been obtained. The re-,lting papers
important deveionment in theoretical and applied have aroused considerable interest, and several solu-
mathematics. Areas of application, which rely upon ti,)ns have been obtained by various scholars.
the establishment and extension of a mathemati.al Research on topological graph theory originally
basis in graph theory, encompass network synthes, stemmed from a practical question involving the
and analysis (including new computer-systems hard- number of layers ruquired for a printed circuit with a
wa,,, suot,,;.... -d 'n number of nodes so that no pair of electrical
organic chemistry, social psychology, and operations elements would 1micuta. 'iInebt ,.lsiueraions ieu V,
researcl. The Applied Mathematics Division, AFOSR the concept of the "thickness" of a graph, G, which
(OAR) has supported research efforts directed toward meant the minimum number of planar ')graphs
the expansion of the field of knuvledge in graph whose union was G. L: turn, other t , logical
theory and its applications for several years. invariants of a graph were investigated, namely the

Professor Frnk Harary of idie U iiversity of genus and the crossing number. The genus of a graph,
Michigan has been engaged in research concentrating G, is the minimum genus among all orientaole
on the areas of graphical enumeration, topological surfa.es such that G can be embedded on such a

graph theory, and graphs and matrices. He has surface with no pair of its edges intersecting. The

recently completed a book entitled, Graph Theory, to crossing numbe, of C is the smallest number of

be published by Addison-Wesley, which is based on pair- vise intersec .ns possible when G is drawn in

his investigations of various phases of the theory of the lane.
graphs and its applications. WKile the book concen- In some of Professor 'tarary's earlier work, the

trztes on theorems, he feels it should be very useful as approach to the study of a matrix by exploiting the

a reference text for those working in fields which structural properties of its underlying directed graph

involve appibcations of graph theory. (Professor has been found to be most useful in connection with

Harary is also editing another book, Proof Techniques the inversion of sparse matrices. A late study of

in Graph Theory, Academic Press, to appear this determinants using their underlying graphs has led to

year.) mathematical results which have been applied in

Professor Harary's efforts in the area of graphical electrical-circuit theory. Also, in recent research,

enumeration have led. to a compilation of unsolved operatio" in matrices have been iinked with differ-
probletm in the field, together with a summaiy of all ent ways of combining two graphs to construct a

of the solutions to combinatoial-enunmeration ques- composite graph.

mathematica; sciences
DYNAMIC PRCGRAMMING AN) THE SOLUTION
OF A SEARCH PROBLEM

A problem in dynamic programming is specified location; (2) the cost of a single search of a given
by a "et of states of some system, a set of available location, and (3) the Probability of finding an object
acts, a law of motion, and a reward function. The law which is at a given location. The objective in solving a
of motion is of the following nature: when the search problem is te find an object at mininum
system is in a given state and a certain- act is chosen expected cost.
and effected, the system moves to a new state Proles.or D. Blackwell f the University of

wlected according to an associated probability distri- California, Berkeley, under A giant with the Mathe-
bution. the objective in solving a problem in dynamnic matics Division, AFOSR(OAR). recently solved a
progranuinu!g, g;iven a start of the system in some search problem by considering it as a problem in
initial state, is to maxiie the total expected income dynamic programming and Ipplying Bellman's opti-
of the infinite future. mality principle. As he sets forth: the states are

On the other hand, a search problem is specified simply the probability distributions (1), together with

by a finite set of locations in which an object may be a special terminal state to which the system moves

found, and three functions defined on that set: when the object is found. The acts are simply the

(1)the probability that an object is at a given locations: to choose an act means to search a fiven
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location. If the system is in a given state and a certain In tlab context, Professor Blackwell's solution
act is chosen and effected, there are two possible next .ay be simply stated as follows: given a certlin state
states: if the object is found, the next state is the of the systein, the expected total coo. is minimal ifa
terminal state; however, if the object is not found, n is sea, "ed for in which function (I) times
the next state is determined by the "conditional [on (2) divided by function (3) a rridx.W.al.
distribution of location," a function composed of the Il'he results -re extended to moving objects,
probability distributions (1) and ?). -1he reward is by considering that motion as a Markov process wit!:
expressed in tc.-mz u; tihe cost function (2). a given transition matrix.

mathematical sciences
EVALUATING FORECASTS

The real issue confronting the decision maker is Delphi, etc.? It is essential that the decision maker be
how to evaluate a forecast, which is presented to him aware of the strengths and weaknesses inherent in the
as decision information, before he actually makes his forecast resulting from the inherent capabilities and
decision. Will it result in a god decision or a bid limitations of the method used. In particular, he must
one? A current Office of Research Analyses effort Itas avoid such mistakes as allowing a six-color graphical
beeii aimed at helping the decision maker resolve this display wittt ransparent overlays to conceal the fact
question. This has brought forth an interim product, that the forecast is based on the judgment of a single
a "Consumers Checklist" fcr forecasts which takes person who is competent in only a small portion of
the form of a series of questions asked in a specific the area of concern.
order. The intent is to systematically unravel the 4. What are te asstmptions? In the absence of
thought processes which have led to the fore!,st. The facts, assumptions must be made about certain
questions are as follows: portions of the total set of decision information.

I. Why do we need this forecast? This requires a Identifying what these assumptions were may be

clear-cut definition of whr, "we" are. Specifically, difficult, but it is necessary. In particular. if an

what individual or oiganizational entity is making the explicit method of forecasting has been used, it

decision? What decision, among what alternatives, is allows the decision maker to determine the effect of
to be made? What time frame does the decision changing assumptions on the outcome of the forecast.

cover? How fiportant is the decision to us'?--to our Otherwise, lie has no ch.xce to evaluate the forec.at

continued survival?--to our efficient operation?--to in detail, but must a,,. or reject it as a whole,
our comfort or convenience? 5. tlow well have the assumptions been tested?

2. What portion of the needed decision informa- This is an important point, but one sometimes
tion does the forecast project? This requires a overlooked, Even though ass,.mptions are used in
definition of those items of information which must place of facts, they should be supported to some

tLe taken into account in making the decisio-, Which extent by empirical evidence. Many assumptions, far
of these does the forecast cover? Does it include facts from having "stood the test of time," have in fact
auout our owti operation? Does it take into account stood only because fhev were never tested. Care must
possible changes in our own outlook and values over be taken to avoid these.
the forecast period? What external zctors have the 6, Annotation of data sources. This is more than
power to influence the outcome of the decision? just an attempt to satisfy scholar!y canons. It is
lDoes the forecast take into account their likely essential in ordei to allow back-checking and to meet
attitudes, values, and actions? What items of neces- the requirements of replicability. It also permits the
sary decision information have been excluded from decision maker to take into account the known biases
the forecast? of certain infornmation sources.

3. What method is used.' Here a one-word The questions in this Checklist ;epresent the sort
descriptor or label is not enough. The method should o information any decision ra,,er should have
be described in detail. Was it done by extrapolation concerning a forecast which he maN h,,vc to use. Morc
or by analogy? - or by a combination of the two? Was complete analyses of forecasts arc possible, but the
th( processing of the input information done by methods for carrying out such analyses are s!Il in the

intuition, expert judgment, consensus of experts, research stage,
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eiecironics
MICROWAVE ACOUSTIC SURFACE WAVES

Microwave acoustic waves are of considerable slower than light (resulting in a time delay of 2.8
utility in the design of signal-processing, radar', and psec/cm), and is ieconverted into an electromagnetic
ECM (electronic-countermeasure) devices. Recently, signal at the output transducer. To measure the loss, a
Dr. P_ H. Cart and Lt. A. J. Slobodnik, Jr. of laser beam is reflected off the sound column. In
AFCRL's Microwave Physics Laboratory have ob- addition to the direct reflection, a small portion of
tained much needed quantitative data on acoustic the light is deflected to side lobes due solely to the
propagation losses. Measurements have been made for presence of the sound beam. This deflected light is
the first time in single-crystal LiNbO 3 up to 2 GHz. detected by a photomultiplier tube, and the decrease
In addition, surface-wave delay lines have been in light intensity as the laser is scanned down the
operated up to 3 GHz, and the practicality of using acoustic beam is a direct measure of the acoustic loss.
rmicuwavc .,. r- waves in the low micro- Typical values for this loss are 2.85 -4.65 dB'cm'at 1
wave region has been demonstrated. C! -, -H 9 dBi/cm at 2 GHz, a lower loss per

wavelength than occurs in either coaxial caole or
One of the experiments performed by IA. n,:zrowave waveguide. In addition, it has been deter-

Slobodnik is illustrated in Figure 1. Electromagnetic mined that operating delay lines in the atmosphere
energy is converted into surface acoustic energy at an contribute an additional 10% to these losses, a fact
input interdigital transducer. It then propagates along having important consequerces for the d-ign of
the crystal wi'h a velocity 5 orders of magnitude operational devices.

LASER DEFLECTION BY I GHz ACOUSTIC SURFACE WAVE
He Ne SPECULAR L!",

LASER :::: REFLECTION

OUD" PHOTO- MULTIPLIER
SOUND WAVE

PRODUCED TUBE
1 GHz BEAM 10Hz
INPUT . OUTPUT

IrNTERD1GITAL TYPE:. SURFACE WAVE
TRANSDUCER

Fiure 1. Low dIeC-tkW method for roessurk at ac mrace-wm (Rayls.-wwo)

peIO Wom on LtMbO 3 at rnaw fe fw.cks
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electronics
MICROPROBES FOR MEDICAL ELECTRONICS

The tools required for basic research often lead conventio.,al electrodes do not permit close controi
to technological advance. Such was the history over the physical -nd electrical characteristics of
behind the development of an electronic microprobe these eiectrodes. This is a serious disadvantage ir
at the Stanford Electronics Laboratories. The basic neurol- gical research at the present time.
research being conducted concerned the measure- The Stanford wor- has been directed at the
ment of bioelectric potentials in the central nervous design and fabrication of single- and multiple-
system, especially in the brain. i-or a variety )f electrode probes which combine high spatial selec-
reasons, the current state-of-the-art in probes for this tivity (small recording area and tip size), reduced
apolic 'ion was inadequate. Consequently, Professor electrode impedance, low noise, and wide recording
J. B. Angell and one of his doctoral students, K. 15. bandwidth. The use of microelectronic-fabrication
Wise, under AFOSR sponsorship through the JoLnt technology not only permits these demanding re-
Services Electronics Program, sought to correct this quirements to be met, but alse allows the electrical
inadequacy, with a resultant significant technological and physical characteristics of the microorobes to be
advance in the oesign C ... ..... nle.iAproree .A:. . o u eetrcdes are common
This important new approach utilizes the fabrication configurations for the multielectrode probes, and
techniques of integrated circuits and microelectronics irterelectrode spacings as sial! as 10 microns are
to deposit and etch layers of materials to build the possible.
probes. In construction, gold electrodes are electro-

The problems of measuring potentials on the formed on a silicon wafer using photoresist, a

cellular level in biological systems anse from the size photosensitive acid-resistant lacquer, as a plating
of the cclls involved and the environment in which mask. These electrodes are then insulated by coating

they exist. A typical neuron is from 10 to 100 them with a thir film of silicon dioxide, which is
microns in diameter, and is immersed in an extracel- t
lular fluid . .. ,vhat more dilute than present-day sea resist techniques, to form controlled recording areas

water. The membrane which defines the cell is mor. at the e!ecirode tips. The silicon carrier is then shaped
permeable to some ions than to others; the resulting by chemical etching into a form suitable for insertion

difference in the intra- and extcacellular ionic concen- into the brain This procedure requires a well-

trations gives rise to a transmembrane potential of controlled, low-temperature system for the deposi-

some 70 millivolts. A sufficient stimulus will cause tioi of the insulating silicon-dioxide film. A system

the cell membrane to depolarize, with the result that based on the radio-frequency glow-discharge tech-

a nerve impulse is propagated. Ideally, the electrode tuque, built by R. H. Weissman of Stanford. has been
: " used su~ccessfullyv for this application. Physically. the

which couples this biological system to the recording sedicuccerfulle for on ists a
;:mpiiier should be small enough to approach a single silcon carer in is present form consists , a

rectnuapoto,05tiwieb 5 i logcell closelyv while causing a nimmnum amount of tangular portion, 0.5 rm wide by 5 mm ng,
d t s u i et iwhich serves as a mounting base for wires to thedaniamge to the surrounding tissue. Uectrode-tip di2-
mt .recording amplifier, and an additional length of 5 mmmeters should not exceed a fe,. microns. Actually.
electrodes used tot intracellular rc:rding must ha over which the cairier width is tapered to a t'p
t m o t m ndiameter of 0.08 mm where the electrode recordingS tip di-meters of less than onie nucron,

Microelectrodes in conmon use today are either areas -re located. After the output wires are attached,
me~tal electrodes or glas micropipetis. The metal :he silicon carrier is mounted in the end of a glass

nrtl eectode orglas mcropets.Themea
elCtroes are formed From electrolytical pointed capiiiar tube which has an outside diameter of about

metal wires. and are insulated, except for recording I mm.

areas at their tips. Glass-pipette electrodes are tsually
tilled with a saline solutior so that the cell is
contacted through a fluid junction at the electrode
tip. However, any ion exchange between the sa+:e
solution of the "ncropipette and the intracelluiar
saline solution can alter the properties ot the neurun.
Thus, although the pipette electr(de is useful for d.c
and low-i',equevcN recording, the metal electrode is
generally preferred elsewhere. [infort unately, the
fabrication techniques employed for both types of
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electron ics
NEW TECHNIQUES FOR DERIVINU~ VOICING INFCnMATION

IN SPEECH PROCESSMIG

Advanced techniques for procmsing verbal infor- Two new techriques havo been evolvedii
marion in thc rorm of speech ;ive piomise of many AFCR[.'s Data Sciences 1-a Nrory to hielp alkviat,
sophisticated uses in miitary comnmunications tutl this problem. First, ihe edge of tile glott:al area Las,
they require that 3ignal analyses be based on specific beeni sharpenied by mak-ig the high-spee, rmoOes
characteristics of tiir signal rathier tilan on gener- w;Ith subglottal illumination, ie., will". ligli! that
alaties. One of thle important chara ,teristics ot i e ;-ns thrj-ufh thle an-terior tracheal wsall bei)vk. the
speech sign~al is thle source of acoustic energy. For a larynx, No one had done this herorte, to) achteve it,
major portion of tlV' time, tis is provided by voicing, Mr. hienry Soron designed a specially cooled hich-
i.e., the vibration of the vocal cords, vinc h are set1 in intensitv light source. Coupled vkith a fast ;cus and'
motion by tile flow of air and, in turn, rmodulate this film~ combrination, the, vocuj cords are seen in sil-
flow to transt ,ormi ;, -'111; '1+ ;.. cirrg into sound. houette, an1d thc' edges are muclo more slharply

tinfortunatelv, Vmis process Occurs at the back detinod. A comnpariso. Of the reslts oi LSihOC top anld
end o. the viocai tract where it is most dvIrcult to subgbottal ilumination cani seen in Figure 1. 1,- mil
exaine and to mleasurt ;t. One appro,,ch which ita-s be noted that lighit, scattered h,, the tissue, has
been used at AFCRL fo, somne time is to photograph re.tilte c ffectiveriess of the Sub do;1ttal illumina-
the vocal-cord activity with a high-speed camnera so tion in th,: aniterior portion. TP is arrntti
that the glotta: area can iv u;:nr , as function problem.
of time Knowving this, the researcher can utilize a -. 114 . S-.- ' M-..
ruditnen'.ary theory to transform aica to volume computer program that determinecs the edge bk
velocity of exhaled gas as a, function of time. Thic autolmatic as Pert inlent p~~rs ot the image oftihe
periodicity and spectrum content of this _ps flow QJottal opening contained on one frame art. scanined
describe the actul sound source for voiced speech. arid diptized. initially, thle experimenter scis iss o

Unfortrnately, considerable difficuL!ties have segntenits of' ine sc .an linle so that onle seinent spnsr
been encountered in reducing datIa. The glottal area each of the two glottal edges near the middle of' th(
has been determiined from a hand tracing of thle imiage. The, conmputer loolhs for rthe greatest c-h-itgeil
periphery as se n t a projected imaige. Human density along each line seegmient h% a!scerainnog
variablit, combined wvitit the fact that the edge is jXn sit:ve and,1 tiegat Ye peaks in tite denlst dens ative.
not sharplN defirned wyheni lInt d trom inbove-, have Tile twos ixoirts thu, det err-ti nJ t ell h comtiter
introduced considerable . se inohe reduced data wkhet e to oo.in !he next line abolve. anid The machnite1

A BAB

Fip~re 1. Coiwain of ~Oati olfumntrwl,, mmwtta&. Fookre 2. Diotize Oaqtim t".
a. Top Ilufyu~neton. &. Oipitizod.
b. SootM C£rrinAKK--. b 0*: zad withi co viter'~tor d oft.
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electronics
DISCRETE TARGCI AMAGWNG PROPERTIES OF
HIGH-RESOLUTION RADAR SYSTEMS

la ihe years since World War .11, colhercr radar func~tion. Pri%-arily dependei~t upon ulhe transmitted
syitem performince has been significantly improved wayefoi-n and the receiied signal processirig, the
by the devew..j.nent of sophistica. -d sqignabing wave- ambiguity function is usually we,"! known to the
formis and re 'dived sgnal-piocessing technia 'les. iadar-system designer.
Dims techriqies achieve synthetic-rarige and cross- Ir. Dr. Schindler's stlidies the system 2mbiguity
range resolution capabites which far surpass thke fvncti:n plays a fundamenial rote ir developing the
resolution capabiiies of Lhe physical radar systemn range image! of Any nonrotating diiscrete target.
itself. Con-.eptually, the range image i! generated by passing

It is imaportant to realize that, as the synthetic tb, electromagi ,tic temporal inr plse response of the
resolution, ceV of a system becomes snj'"Ier tn h,! ta~get flhrnugh a conventional licar system. In a real
dimensions of the actital radar target, the sp. ql and systen], the temporal output of the system is the
frequency-dependent properties of the target's obsen'able image of the, target, and tig,. image
electromagnetic scattering become fnrdamentally distortion introduced by the linear Ysten is due to
important. Indeed, the radar system itlf becomnes an the radar itself.
imaging device which transforms the electro-magnietic The temporal imipulse response of a target is a
scattering properties of the target into a displzy for function orf the target's shape, st7e, material cornposi-
the radar observet. tiori arid spatial ori .ntation with respect to the radar.

If w areto udertandthe aw o 0, It is theoretically calcula':) for a large class of shapes,
tf w areto ndertandthenatu of ~ nd experi aental techniques exist for approximating

observed system output, it is essentia.( that we its formn. INdeed, a wveal9'. of e,,sentiai information
detemin thse lecromgnetc popetie Ofthe already exists on the wideband rzsponse of radar

target which are imaged and the manner in whic.i the targets.
radar itself d~torts these properties. Thus, the range-imaging properties if discrete

The discrete target-imaging properties of several agt aebe on t ecmltl hrc
classes of coherent radar systems are being studied by terized bly two well-known quantities: the radar.
Dr, john K. Schindler of AFCRL's I Lcrowave Physics system wideband ambiguity function, and the target's
Laboratory. 7ihc ;,,,.-ies are being made from tf-h electromagnetir impulse response. ivestigations of
viewpoint of interpreting the images produced by the range-ima~img properties of' targets will yield new
sz-veral classes of radar targets, insight for iinterpreting target images, and provide

The coherent range-Dopplef radar forms an -,w criteria for the design of radar-signialing, wave-
important class of higf-resointion systems, Adjacent forms. Investigations of the discrete target-imaging
point targets Le resolved in the systemr output by properjes of rvstemrs with cross-range resolution such
their differing range and closing veiocities. The ability as the synthetiL aperture rader are presently undo,
of the radar to resolve adjacent targets is '.scribed way, i~ad promise to yield still further insight ino the
completely by the systern's wideband ambiguity Liaging capabilities of high-resolution systams.

electronics
ELECTROMAGNETlC-WA"JE PROPAGATION

The theory of special relativity has been known to describe the scattering of electromagnetic waves by
for somt 50 Years. but its application to problems inhomogeneous bodies, (a problem thaz could not be
involving movirg medir is relatively new. Dr. Charles treated previously), by rxtci~ting the meothod Df
H, Pepas of the California institute of Technology, invariant imbedding to Jude two- and three-
under the spo-so-sLip of AFOSR, is a recognized dimensional inhomogenei ties. This method can he
pioneer in solving %roblerns in which electrolna6 used to compute the radar cross section of meteor
netil--e nergy propaaini fetdb h hrc trails, ball lightning, re-entry vehiec wakes, and
teristics an.' motion of the medium. focusing problem of Luneberg lenses involving mov-

D)r. Papas hiis created th.~ methodology necessary ing rnedia. Other relaxivty problzems treated include
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the scattering of radar err"gy from both ajet stream artificial satellite. This descriptior is perinent to
and the plasma spherc of a nuclear detonation. earxi sateliltes as well as to space probes.

Preliminary studies of clear-air-turbulence radar. The research accomplished by Dr. Papas provides
reflectivity thieory have established that the theory is the theoretical understanding and the computational
limited to situations where the Born approximation is tools necessary for an accurate analysis of operationtl
valid. Work on this problem is in progress. problems related to irborne and ground radars,

Dr. Papas has also defined the exact dipole field interplanetary communications, and satellite com-
for an orbiting transmitting antenna carried by an munication and control.

electronics
WIDE-BAND SCAITERING FRPM RANDOMLY DISPERSED OBJECTS

The nature of the scintillation (fluctuatiors of changed. Mr. Rotman's theory, which has been
intensity with time) of .lectromagnetic waves confirmed by transmission-line experiments, indicates
reflected from randomly dispersed scatterers depends that the fluctuations of the reflected energy for
critica.ly upon their signal bandwidth. Physi 4 situa- different sets of scatterers is much less for wide-band,
tions in which this scintillation is important include than for narrow-band, signals. Furthermore, the
atmospheric and ionospheric propagation of wide- wide-band signal may be replaced, -Jr purposes -of
band radio and radar signals, the scattering of light by analysis, by a signal composed of a series of discrete
aero.ols and hydrosols, and microwave transmission equispaced frequencies, where the frequency interval
in waveguides with random perturbations. Although is selected so that their responses are statistically
2everal experiments have been conducted on the independent of each other. This latter result, which is
difference in scattering between laser (narrow-band) reminiscent of the sampling theory in the time
and ordinary (wide-band) light at optical wavelengths, domair, leads to considerable simplification of the
the results are inconclusive, and cannot be readily mathematical analysis.
applied to the radar case. The general methods which were developed can

Mr. Walter Rotman of AFCRL's Microwave also be applied to a variety of other optical and radar
Physics Laboratory, in studying this scattering prob- problems, such as three-dimensional distributions of
lem, selected a simple one-dimensional model (Figure moving or stationary random scatterers, the correla.
1) for analysis. The model consists of a series of tion of the reflected signal at physically separated
randomly placed discontinuities on a coaxial micro- points in space, and bistatic (anular separation of
wave transmission line. The parameter of interest is transmitter and receiver) geometries. These results
the fluctuation of the reflected power at the input to will be evaluated by further laboratory experiments
the transnssion line for differing positions of the in which randomly dispersed metal spheres are
scatterers. as the bandwidth of the input signal is illuminated by microwave fields, and will be applied

Power Reflection

Coefficent Meter

Directional ,-Square Law Ditector
Coupler '~

~.-'.. 13 417 i I~ It Matched--
Load

R F. White I Coaxial Transmission Line i

Noise Source I N= 7 'L

Figure I. Wide-band mitroweve eiperlnnt on rflenitone from randomly dlawpeted dleontinultlie In a #nnmiv line.
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to recent data on tropospheric scattering obtained at Conventional measurements wuald, therefore, show
imillimeter wavelengths. no difference between laser and ordinary light, since

The study shows that the scintillation of light in the usual optical detectors do not respond rapidly
optical scattering experiments occurs at a very rapid enough to observe the fluctuations. However, these
rate, on the )rder of the time required for a particie effects should be readily detectable with high-speed
to move a distance of one wavelength of light, detectors having submicrosecond response times.

materials research
HIGH-TEMPERATURE OXIDATION OF AIR FORCE MATERIALS

Supersonic aircraft and re-entry-type space Dr. Henry C. Grmiam and his associates at ARL's
veK 'es require, on leading-edge surfaces, materials Metallurgy and Ceramics Research Laboratory have
capable of withstanding extremely high temperatures been studying the oxidation properties of these
under oxidizing conditions. Certain of the boride boride materials. Three such materials have been
compounds are being investigated by AFSC's Air investigated to determine the conditions best suited
Force Materials Laboratory for use in this applica- for their anplication: material I-zirconium diboride
tion. One of the more prormsing of these, at the with no additives; material V-zirconium diboride
present time, is zirconium diboride with additions of with 20 percent by volume of silicon carbide; and
silicon carbide. mat(-rial VII-zirconium diboride with 14 percent of

silicon carbide and 30 percent of carbon.
Weight-change measurements as a function of

temperature at an oxygen pressure of 253 torr, over
Mat, I z,B, the temperature range of 8000C to 1600°C, have
moeto i I Zr 8, -20,IoS C been made on each material. Figure I shows some of
-l ='ZrB,44%sic +o / c /dC these data, Below 13000C there are no significant

4/ oo. differences in the behavior of the three materials.

1600/ 'E0 However, above this temperature, material V shows
4 , pQ superior oxidation-resistant properties. 'laterial I

06co 1500oxidizes very rapidly at 1500 0C and above.
Oxidation studies on materials that form volatile

050 1 oxidation products are difficult to interpret by

040 weight-change measurements alone. However,
-/ weight-change measurements are necessary in most

030 cases to indicate under what conditions the volatile
020 140 products form.

90' -. Figure II shows weight-change measurements on
01 ... , material V. These measurements indicate the changes

z in the mechanisms involved. At 1300'C, after about 6
S.89o hours, the rate of weight gain levels off, and then

0A0 ,. actually shows a weight loss as the volatile product

00- forms at a faster rate than the adherent oxide. The
-020 ,/ / ,. rate of weight change at 14000 is relatively low, while

at 12000 the rate is highest. A very viscous layer of
k /silicon oxide is formed on this material at 1200 0 C,

-0.40 and it effectively retards the vaporization or forma-
tion of boron oxide. Possibly the boron reacts with

-0o, the silicon oxide to form a borosilicate glass.

-00 /,The equipment developed by Dr. Graham's group
/ (1) to study the oxidation of high-temperature

00 5min 10 20 so 100 240 materials such as these diboride compounds will
0.5 2 ,o 2.5 permit measurements of this type to be made up to

LogI(mi 2500'C. This will contribute to the evaluation and
Figure 1. Relative oxidation rates of 3 borid. compounds at development of new materials to meet the future
250 tor oxy jew proero. needs of the Air Force.
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materials research
REFINEMENT OF AUSTENITIC GRAIN SIZE IN 18%/
Ni MARAGING STEELS BY 'THERMAL TREATMENT

* Maraging steel fiequently contain small volumes maraging steels by thermal treatment alone, has b'en
of material in which chemical segregation has applied to two different grades (250 and 3M, of
occurred. In some casas this segregation has been maraging steel. A large-giain size (ASTM 2) was
found to cause an impairment in mechanical proper- reduced to ASTM 7 in both cases. The process of
ties. Segregation can usually be removed by a long, grain-size refinement requires thermal cycling from a
high-temperature annealing treatment; but annealing temperature oelow the martensite transfornation
in this fashion causes undesirable grain growth. range to a temperature considerably above the
Although it is commonly held (1, 2) that grain size in austenitizing temperature. The minimum austenitic
maraging steel can be controlled only by tlhermo- grain size attainable depends on the prior strain in the
mechanical processing, a joint study by Mr. J. A. material as well as on the thermal treatment. In the
Roberson of ARL's Meta!.'rgical and Ceramics absence of prior cold work, the mechanism of
Research Laboratory and Messrs. G. Saul and A. M. recrystallization evidently requires the plastic strain
Adair of AFSC's Air Force Materials Laboratory has generated by the martensitic transformations during
shown that this control can he achieved by thermal thermal cycling. While significant grain-size refine-
treatment alone. These results offer possibilities for ment can be attained by one cycle to the proper
improvei ats in present commercial practices. temperature, the attainment of the minimum uniform

This new technique, which has ben developed grain size requires several cycles.
for controlling the austenitic grain si'e of 18% Ni The effects o1 austenitic grain size on tensile
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133 X
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Figure I1 Grai sams reulting Iron a hc ,jogenbaton tretbi' q a~d ref inmrent umstnen.

properties have been investigated both at room
temperature and at elevated temperatures. It has been 260

found that the prior austenitic grain size has a smah
but significant effect on the mechanical behavior of

v 2aged material at room temperature. The effect3 of
g-ain size in the austenitic temperature Tegion are
more significant. Tensile properties are about the .! 250-
s~nw for simidlar grain sizes whether obtained by 5)Tc
fthermal cycling or by thermomechanical processing. It 0
"be graint sizes resulting from a homogenization 6 245- ' Tcl
treatment and . refinement treatment are shown in
Figure 1. The effects of prior i.usteniffic grain size on
ilow stress are shown in Figure 2. The data poits 240 1  2 3 4
marked TOI and Tc6 represent specimens inl which Average Prior Aijstanke Grain Dio ,,'nrr n"
the grain size was reduced by thermal cycling after 2 . ~ o ro intcpk lmo lwwm
the homogenization treatment. Figur .TeOtuo ro uwii ii z 4 lworf
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materials research
SURFACE ENARICHMENT IN Fe-Ni ALLOYS

The problem of stress corrosion cr~king is one dissolution t-ehavior of metals and alloys in a very
of the most serious inateriaL~ problem in the Air quantitative manner. Pickering (1,2,3) has used a very
Force today. This problem pervades the ent~ie stric- sensitive electrochemical technique to determine the
tural mateiials spectrum, from the stainless steels to dL-solution be-hafior of Cu-Au and Cu-Zn alloys.
the aluminum alloys. One of the most interesting However, such a technique is not pcosible in stainless I
theories of stress corr osion cracking depends for its steels since the equilibrium potentials of the corn
validity on an initial enrichrnr step. Dinng this ponents of the Fe-Cr-Ni system all lie below the
stcp, atoms of the more active element(s) in an alloy H*/H 2 equilibium potential in acid solution.
preferentially dissolve, leaving behiid an ennobled Th- existence of this enriclvnent phenomenonIsurface of the less active atomic speccs, In, order to has been demonstrated in Fe-Ni alloys by Lt. Dale 0.
test this theory, it is necessary to determine the Condit of ARL in Wsu probing investigation of the
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dissolution characteristics of alloys in this system. MX
Five Fe.Ni binary alloys, pure Fe, and p.re Ni were K1 , n - d x 10-6 (2)
dissolved electrochernically in a IN H2 S0 4 solution AM ': dt E

at various potentials. At selected times during the
potentiostatic dissolution, samples of the acid solu- where M. was the mass of the solution in grams; A,
tion were removed from the test cell and were the area of the specimen; Mi, the n,,lecular weight of
analyzed using an atomic absorption spectrometer to Fe or Ni; and Ni, the atomic percentage of Fe or Ni in
determine the concentrations of Fe and Ni present. th, alloy being dissolved. Ki, , is then given in

Using these concentrations, anodic polarization moles/cm 2, sec.
curves were determined. These curves indicated that The 'alue of n1 was approximately !.0 for pure
the dissolution of the alloys may be structure- Fe and for Fe and Ni in the alloys; and n1 was
depcdent, with face-centered cubic Fe-Ni alloys approximately 0,7 for pure Ni. As a first approxima-
having lower corrosion currents than body-centered tion, ni was assumed to be 1.0, and the values for
cubic alloys. KFe,n and KNI,n were determined at three potentials

Each Fe and Ni concentiation was found to obey of dissolution: -100mV, OmV, and +i00mV(SHE).
a dissolution rate law that: The results of these calculations are shown in Figure

t nj 1. 1he shaded areas at each potential indicate the
C1 = ai  (1) range of compositions where the rate of Fe dissolu-

tion exceeds the rate of Ni dissolution, that is, where
where C1 was the concertration of Fe or Ni in Ni enrichment could be expected. The figure indi-

solution, a1 was a constant, t wis time, and ni was the cates that the probability for Ni enrichment increases
slope of the ogarithrric equation. This equation was with potential in the range of low Ni compositions.
used to determine an intrinsic rate constant fc Fe The enrichment theory advanced for the mecha-
and Ni as % function of Ni composition at constant nism of stress corrosion cracking is supported by the
potential, E. This rate constant was normalized by data obtai.ed ii this qtudy. The results of Lt.
driding each calculated rate constant by the respec- Condit's investigation also indicate that this enrich.
tive composition of Fe or Ni in the alloy being dis- ment process may be active in other systems, and that
solved. The normalized rate constant was thus given studies in other aerospace alloy systems, specifically
b, the AI-Ti alloys, should be undertaken.

materials research
THERMALLY STIMULATED PHOTOELECTRONIC PROCESSES

There are a great number of nonmetallic mate- the defects which give rise to trapping, the emission
rials which, when irradiated with light, X or gamma of light, -tc. can be characterized and identified, and
rays, or charged particles while at a low temperature, eventually associated with other defect-controlled
will store part of the incident energy through the phenomena such as ionic diffusion or conductivity as
trapping of electronic charge in metastable states. well as the more directly related constant-temp,., -
Upon subsequent hepting, the electrons or holes from tur ptiotoelectronic properties.
various trans are released in temperature ranges ARL work done in-house and under contract has
characteristic of the traps. j, the charge passes included both the theor..ical and -xperii: ental
through a mobile state upon being released, it may be aspects relevant to the utilization of the phenomena.
detected by measuring a current when a cc-,starit Here a part of the theoretical work is discussed.
voltage is applied to the material. This is called a Thermally stimu!ped 'henomena ate most often
thermally stimulated current (TSC). In some cases the recorded while the temperatuic is changed at a
released charge has sufficient energy to escape the constant rate. The resultant curves frequently show a
material, and is observed as thermally 5timulated series of peaks in luminescence, current or exoenis-
exoernission (TSE). If thc charge proceeds to a lower &ion. The portion of a curve in the neighbohood of a
energy state with the emission of light, then the peak is called a "glow curve." If the electronic
material is said to thermolun-unesce (TIL). In many transitions are of the sam: kind throughout a slow
cases the resultant thermally stimulated proce. is curve, then the irve shape and position can be used
proportional to the integrated incident energy. to calculate the thermal-_,tivation energy. E, for toe

This phenomenon has various applications to trapped charge and a frequency factor, 0. If the kinds
radiation dosimetry. The processes are also useful to of electronic transitions change within a glow peak, it
the u- Jerstanding of the materials themselves, in that is still possible to calculate E from the initial portion
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of the glow curve. witere the curv! amrpitude is one half the maximum.
There are two classical analytical forms appli- Dr. Land has derived equally simple, but exact,

cable to models used in the analysis of glow curves. expressions from equations 1, 2 and 3 which utilize
These are the monomolecular form: the inflection points of glow curves together with T.

for c'culations of E and €.
Dr. Land has discussed three basic models which

yield the analytical glow curves 1,2 and 3. For those

I(T) cc m 0 exp [ -E/kT - Oh(T)I, (1) cases where electronic transitions are localized at sites
of a single species, there is no TSC or TSE; the TL is

and bimolecular form always described by the monomolecular form, Equa-
tion I, with a specific energy and specific frequency

(T) cm ¢ exp[-E/kT / [1 + € h(T) 2, (2) factor. In those cases where a charge passes through a
band state which is native to a i.aterial or is

where I(T) is the thermally stimulated response versus impurity-induced, the TL may be described by

the absolute temperature, T; m is the trapped charge Equations I or 2, while the TSC and TSE may be

density; E is the trapped activation energy; k is described by Equations I or 3. In the third model an

Boltzman's constant, and electronic charge is transferred via overlapping states
cc associated wit Tep'rate defe,:,. It is shown that at

h(T) -,dl expf-E/T)/3, high defect densities this model reduces to a band
model, while at low densities it reduces to the

where 0 is the heating rate. localized model.
When Equations 1, 2 or 3 apply, the parameter,

Calculations by Dr. Peter L. Land of ARL's 0, depends parametrically on the defect densities, the
Metallurgy and Ceramics Research Laboratory show electronic transition rates and the distribution of
that the bimolecular form as written above is appli- electrons prior to the occurrence of a specific glow
cable only to TL. A related expression applicable to peak. The several specific forms € takes are pre-
TSC and TSE is: sented and discussed. For some conditions the glow

curves are not described by a simple analytical form
o(T) a m € exp[-E/kT] / [I + o h(T4). (3) because, in effect, 0 changes throughout the glow

curve. It is shown, however, that this nonanalytical
Evaluation of experimental glow curves by the behavior is not expected to occur frequently, and

above formulas can utiize the fact that the initial that, where it does occur, the control one has over
growth of curves (tie first five percent) is described the "initial" electron distribution will frequently
by n Oexp(E/kt). It is shown, howevei, that results pertqit systematic approach to conditions which
may be improved, and without undue irvonvenience, will yield analytical glow curves. A comparison of the
if an analysis based on the compie expressions 1,2, changes in the TL and TSC glow-curve shape and
or 3 is used. position resulting from changes in the "initial" charge

Equations I and 2 have beei converted to simple configuration, in both the region of nonanalytical and
approximate equations (which can be in error by 10 analytical behavior, demonstrates the value of making
percent) giving E and 0 in terms of the temperature simultaneous TL and TSC neasurements whenever
of maximl:m response, T., and the temperatures. T ,  possible.

mechanics
RADIATIVE GAS DYNAMICS

It has been recognized for some time that The ,ransport of photons, radiative transfer, is
radiative heat transfer must be included in analyses of much the same as that of material particles. The
superortita rrentry. However, despite the numerous equation governing their motion involves the gee-
investigations performed, existing solutions are either metrical relations benween the directimo of the
simplified to tht point of being unrealistic, or so propagation vector and the coordinate axes. as well as

complicated that very little physical insight can be the quantum mechanical relations among the vanous

de,,ived. Thus, research to prov)%.& simple, yet realistic radiative processes and the emisswon of thermal
approximations to the physical complexities of gen- radiation which they lead to. Although photons of

eral situations in radiating, 9iowirig gases (1,2) has each freque icy of interest require a moncmhromatic

been conducted first at MIT and the. st FJSRL by transfer equation. ortly integrated quantities (heat

Capt. David Finkleman. flux, energy density, mc ) ire of aerodynamic inter-
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est. However, there are severe computational and eland mean absorption coefficients, which are well-
physical consequences if all radiative processes con- known properties of any gas. If the ratio of these two
uidered important are considered separately. In addi- properties depends only upon temperature, very
tion, even the monochromatic transfer equation imple expressions result. Fortunately, this is often
poz.esses a convenient, closed-iorm general solution the case for physical problems of practical interest.
only in a planar geometry. Even one-dimensional The governing isotropic assumption was ve- --d,
spherically or cylindrically symmetric media are and it was demonstrted that the approximatit,.n is
difTfiult to hand.e; multidimensional situations are quite good in planar situations. Both heat fluxes ,.nd
presently untractable. energy dersities are predicted sccurately ;n gases

To alleviate the physic9 difficulties, a simple whose spectra may be simulated by discrete fre-

model of nongray aies (media which absorb each quency steps. The model having been verified, it was
frequency to a different exent) was devised. Since then applied to the characteristics c-lculation of
only intepated quantities are of interest, the approxi- piston-induced radiating flows.(3) Figute I is repre-
mation is specifically intended to improve the predic- sentative of the effects which inclusion of spectral
tion tif radiative heat fluxes. Appropriate intensity- effects may hive upon radiating flows. Both surface
averaged absorption coefficients may be defined and, pressre and heat-.iax variations are presented. Note
although their strict determination depends upon the that heating loads may be underpredicted by a factor
solution of the problem in question, approximations of two if one relies upon a gray gas (one w'hich
may be inferred from well-known aymptotic expres- absorbs all frequencies to the mine extent). The
sons in :ranspa.rent and opaque media. If these analysis may be interpreted in terms of the hyper-
averageb aisorption properties are postulated to be sonic flight of dender bodies, the case presented
independent of geometry (i.e., isotropic), it follows rerreser'ting gight of a 3e half-anle wedge i Mach
that they depend only upon the Planck and Ros- 20 and at an altitude of 100,000 feet.
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mechanics
LOW-DENSITY SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION RESEARCH

Investigations of sup.-rsonic combustion have computer. Then a parametric study was conducted of
beena made in various laboratories at combustion- supersonic combustion in the diffisive hydrogen-air
chamber static pressures of one half atmosphere and flow field at air Mach nimbers from 1.5 to 2.5, and
higher. Much of this eneriinertal data has been at static pressares from I to 3 psia.
concerned with shock-induced combustion, or com- In the experimental phase, approxiinateiy 50
bustion initiated by artificial means such as sparks channels of data (pressures, temperatures, concen-
and pilot flames. Two aspects of supersonic combus- tration, and photocell and spectromet(- data) are
tion which have received much less attention experi- recoi 'd an' -,c, icd bv the data-acquisition sys-
mentally are diffusive mixing at low density (pres- tern. it -'rnrrt. t perimental data obtained
sures of 1 - 3 psia), anu autoignition. Such low-den- so far is soit..i.t , -e .. itative thsn quantitative.
sity conditions are expected to occur in the corn- However, the results tc date have conclusively estab-
bustion chamber of a scramjet engine operating in the lished the occurrence of sstained supersonic com-
high-Mich-it umber, high-altitude flight regime. The bustion in the diffusive hydrogen-air flow field at
key component of a scramjet-type engine is felt to be combustor-entrance static pressures nea 2.5 psia, for
the :ombustion chamber. The processes taking place periods ranging up to 20 seconds. Much testing still
in the clamber include turbulent mixing and the remains to be done, and diagnostic techniques must
corrbustion of injected fue' with a supersonic air be improved and developed. However, the results
stream. A basic understanding of the nat'!e of the obtained so far, both numerical and experimental,
combustor problem is considered to be paramount irn have been very helpful in indicating the directions to
determining the feasibility of employing supersonic be taken in the effort to achieve adequate laboratory
combustion in this type propulsive system. simulation of supersonic combustion for high-

Low-density diffusive mixing, autoignition, and altitude, high-Mach-number flight conditions.
other aspects of supersonic combustion have been Data obtained at ARL in this study are felt to be
,::der investigation by Dr. R. G. Dunn, Capt (Dr.) J. of fundamental importance in applications for scram,
E. Drwn' and Mr. N. E. Scaggs of the Fluid jet engines, or superso nic-combustion ramjets. Such
Dynamics Facilities Research Laboratory., ARL for engines have a potential for future applications in
sometime, utilizing a continuous-flow facility devel- hypersonic-cruise aircraft and in recoverable boosters
oped at ARL. This facility (Figures I and 2) produces for spacecraft launchings. The unique, long-duration
coicentric streans of air and hydrogen, with the fuel capabilitiei of the ARL facility may eliminate or
beir-, injected at sonic velocity into the center of the sharply reduce the requirement for costly flight
supersonic air stream. As an aid in the design fJ the testing as a means for obtaining bask data applicable
combustion chamber, and to provide theoretical to the higher flight Mach nun:)crt
predictions of results to be expected in the experi-
ments, a nvrnerical analvsis of the combustion-
chamber flow field was made on P-n IBM 71094
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mechanics

UNSTEADY GAS-DYNAMICS PROBLEMS RELATF0 TO FLIUHT VEHICLES

The predictiorn of unsteady and steady aerody- exact solutions were shown to verify Landahl's result.
namic forces on wings and bodies in high-speed flight The syrminetri -1 motion of a pair of symmetrically
continues to bc of great importance in the design of disposed trailing-edge controls with rectilinear, swept
military air vehicles, and in the solution of problems leading edges was d-scribed. Since the publication of
which arise during their testing' and operation. in that report, further progress has been made, for
response to this need, the Mechanics Division of example, in determining the complete solutions for
AFOSR (OAR) supports the research of Professor control surfaces whose hingelines intersect the wing-
Holt Ashley (formerly of MIT) and his colleagues at tip. It is believed that these results will render the

Stanford University. In the past two years, his process of calculating control-affected airloads (e.t.,
attention has been focused on two problems of hinge moments) both more accurate and more etti,
current practical importance: wings with control cient. Special fallout is expected from this work with
surfaces and other discontinuities at subsonic needs, regard to steady-state control-surface derivatives, the

and the influence of thickness and other nonlineqri- calculation of which, in the past, ,as generally been
ties on the loading of thick supersonic lifting surfaces regarded as a "black art."
in three dimensions. Dr. J. J. Kacprzynski's study(3) on the influence

In a repor(l) on thc control-' rface work, f wing thickness on unsteady, three-dimensiona!

detailed procedures were described for the numerical supersonic airloads (e.g., lift) shows that the non-
calculation of lifing-pressure distribution oi a wing linear lift differs insignificantly from the linear one,

or tail with control surfaces or other discontinuities, but that the aerodynamic center mows significantly

oscillating in a subsonic main stream. The basis of the forward. He numerically calculated 5%- and 10%c-

solution was the integral equation of a ,resure thickness effects on a 4-. delta wing, and found a

doublet sheet, linearized under the of potheas ot substantial difference between the linear and non-

sal disturbances. The key discorc , perutting a linear lifting potential distributions. From work done

new approach to this problem wa Landahl's theo- to date, quantitative confirmation has been furnished

rem,(2) which showed that the magnitude of the for the conclusion that there can often be important

pressure singularity along a discontinuity line, such as nonlinear effects on the unstead loading and flutter

a control leading or side edge. is directly reiated to of three-dimensional lifting surfaces in supersonic
the upwash discontinuity at that edge. Two known flight.

mechanics

SUPrQSONIC COMPRESSOR RESEARCH

Axial :umptessors are empiove. in many Air BEfore a supersonic compressor Can ht'corne a prac-
Force applications including the majority of aircraft ticil realitv, ways must be found to raise its thenno-
engines, nuinrtvus types of ground-support equip- dynanuc efficiency to i level roughk comparable
nment, and some environmental control systerm, with current transonic desig. This is the broad
Supersonic compressors offer a potential for reduci lg objective of the ARL supersonic-c-oipressr-research
the size, weight, and cost of thewe components. program.

When operating -rsonk:aJl , an cmal -,)m- In the following figures some recrnt research
pressor is poten'ialy pable of producing at least results are presented which cover various facets ofit',
twice the stage-pressure ratio of a modern transonic overall piogTpam. Figure I shows the evolut:on of

design. Alternatively, one suplrsontc stage can pro- performance achteved with one cxperitmentai rotor
duct a preuufe rztio equal to a series of manN from the joint effort of ARL and AFSC's Arnold

subsonic stages. How-ever, the current state-of-the-art Enpineenng Drvelopment Center (AEDC). h ,all three
does not permit it to compete in terms of efficiercy. ctes, the same rotor blades were used with,ut
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modification; only the casing contouf was chimged The performnance of the most rec-2nt rotor tesied

an.d the tips of th~e blades na.,hined to match. This under the joint ARL-AEIAi' program, is shown !in

example illustrates some of the thing-, wtJi :.an be Figure 2. This one, designed prior to the experimen"ts
acconyiplished Ait'l inexpensive minor rnoditicatik s just mentioned, also employs an annulus of constant,

to a lim-ited number of test rotors, and typities the area. However, a significanily different blade twist
approach followed 6. tIL -rograi. Although the distribution and larger hydrauliL diameter shstinguish
three configurations shown would not represent an it fromn those tested earlier. The design-speed per-
optimum design, a ot of useful information ha:s been formance shown here is the best achieved so far in
obtained at low ce this, test -cries, and represents an irnproverni-nt of

about 10 percent.
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The examples presented represent some of the layers react, and to what extent they may be
recent highlights of ARL's supersonic-compressor controlled. Boundary-layer control is an old topic
research conduct-ed by Dr. Arthur J. Wennerstrom, which has received imuch attention with respect to
and were selected to give an indication of the overall components, such as wingi and supersonic inlets.
scope of the current research program. Most of the However, fot various piactical reasons, it has been
difficulties encountered in extracting better ..rform- largely ignmoed for the supersonic compressor. Our
ance from supersonic compressors can be traced to current opinion is that this line of research may
the accumulation and separation of various fluid ultimately lead to the sort of technica breakthrough
boundary layers. As . result, the current emphasis of necessary to realize the po*ential of 2he snupersoic
tX¢ program is on understanding how these boundary compressor.
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Figure 2. Mawaveragsd rotor pwformance at design apsed.

mechanics

DIRECT-SIMULATION MONTE-CARLO METHOD IN KINETIC THEORY

As the realm of operation of Air Force "ehicles is Although kinetic theory has had considerable
extended to higher alfitudes and greater speed,. the success in deriving some of the macroscopic prop-
low densities and extren'e velocities encountcred erties of gases from microscopic principles, it has
nuke continvum theory inadzquate for a description serious deficiencies as a problem-solving method.
of vehicle motion and loads through the atmosphv. First, kinetic theory * an abstraction, involving
A new formulation, rarefied gasdynamnics, is required, conceptual realizations of the state of a gas that are
in which the particulate nature of the atmospheric not easily related to physical-flow situations. Also,
gases is considered explicitly, the fundamental equations of kinetic theory must be
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extevsively simplified in order to render them niathe- the body, and molecules that have been affected
matically tractable, indirectly by the preswnce of the body. The resulting

In order to correct thee deficiencies, Professmo flow visualization has proved to be most valuable in
G. A. Bird of the University of Sydney has develped, studying the variation of te flow field past a body as
with AFOSR support, a numerical simulation !ech- a funcon of the iarefaction.
nique that produces a pbysicAly meaningful rea ize- The "lirect-Simulation Monte-Carlo Method"

* tion of flow problems, beginrng with iementary pronmses tn produce significant al1vances in several
.no 1pcul a interactions, The basis of his "Direct- directions in rarefied-gasdynamics research: () filow
Simulation Monte-Carlo Method" is computer simula- visualization w be improved by using motion
'Lin- of the trajectoiy .f individual molecules. Th!! pictures of the computed snolecu!ar motions;
problko of handling the enormous number of mole- (2) interaction potentials and molecular structures
cules in z flowing gaz is resolved by applying more complcated than the hard-sphere molecules
stattical meth'-ds. While the molecular paths used onginally have been accommodated; (3)the
between collisions ai, calculated exactly, the compu- good agreement obtained so far with experiment
tation of coLisions is accomplished by random indicates that the simulation techniqre may be useful
sampling. in inferring collision cross sections and surface inVrr-

This tecirique has been applied to a number of action parameters, thus aiding the solution of those
flow problems, such as plane shoc.-wave structure, difficult problems.
hypersonic transition flow past variou, bodie., flow The methods of Professor Bird hve been applied
newr the leadig edge of a flat plate, s'wrcture of a recently by Thompson-aRamo-Woolridg,,, Inc., under
spherical inplosion wave, and the effect of a gzavita- Advanced Research Projects Agency support to
tional fluid on heat conduction. A recent devejov- obtain aerodynamic data for flows in the transitior
ment is the computer visualization of rarefied-gas regime between free-molecule and continuum flows,
flows. In this application the positions, paths and They are also currently being applied to the hyper-
velbcities of individual molecules can be dispiayed sonic leading-edge problem. It is expected that there
visually. Color coding differentiates among undis- wil be an increasing number of other practical
turbed molecules, nolecules that have collided with applications in the immediate future.

~mechanics

t TURBULENT BOUNDARY-LAYER MEASUREMENTS
AT HYPERbONIC MACH NUMBERS

Research on turbulent boundary layers at hyper- be approximately 25% of the total turbulent
sonic Mach numbers has been carried out by Dr. bounuary-layer thickness. In addition, 't shows a
Anthony W. Fiore at ARL's Hypersonic Research typical overshoot found to exist at bypersoi,ic Mach
Laboratory. Measurements were made on the wall of numbers when compared with the linear porti,'n of
both a contoured and a corical nozzle in the 4-inch the "law of the wall." Another point of interest is
i hypersoniz wind tunnel. he measured parameters shown in Figure 2 where, for the same data, a plot of
were thr; total pressure and temperature across the the total enthalpy ratio is presented versus the
boundary layer. Tests were conducted at a ratio of velocity ratio. It should be noted that the data does
wall temperature to stagnation temperature of 0.35. not follow the Crocco theory; however, two distinct
The Mach number varied from II to approximately regions appear to be present. In the outer idge of the
12, and the Reynolds-number range, based on turbulent boundary layer, the data follows the
momentum thickness, was from 915 to 1600. The quadratic law, while the inner portion (the laminar
method of analysis used was the Baronti-Libby sublayer) follows a linear law. This deviation from the
transformation, which converts the hypersonic dsta Crocco theory is believed to be the i-esult of the
into the incompressible plane by mathematical itera- previous upstream history of the boundary layer.
tion upon the incompressible skin-friction coefficient. Finally, the ratio of the compressible skin-friction

Figure 1 shows the velociiy profile at the nozzle coefficient to the incompressible skin-friction coeffi-
outlet plane for both nozzles. In general, the agree- cient is plotted versus the Mach number in Fture 3.
ment between the experimental data and the theory This data is compared with both experimental data
is found to be very good. The data clearly indicates obtained by other investigators as well as with
the region of the laminar sublayer, which appears to Spalding-Chi theory. Both the contoured- and
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Q2 - has been very useful in understanding the charac-F teristics of turbulent boundary layers encountered
0.0 L_ II while flying at hypersonic speeds. Ot particular value

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 to the designer of future Air Force hypersonic
me vehicles will be the information gained concerning the

Figure 3. Cf/Cf veon= Mach number for both nozzles skin-friction drag and heat-transfer rates expe :td at
compared with Spelding-Chi and other available data. these flight ccnditions.

mnechanics
tNTFRACTION OF A BLUNT-FIN SHOCK WAVE
WITH A FLAT-PLATE BOUNDARY LAYER

In suporsonic flow, the bow shock wave of a than anticipated if sepaiation effects are neglected.
blunt fin p:otruding ftrm a surface interacts strongly From an applications standpoint, flow degrada-
with the buundary layer on the surface. The pressure tion and structural integnity problems can arise due to
rise across the shock wave can cause the boundary such strong interactions from fins, vertical control
layer to separate far upstream of the fin leading edge surfaces, a0~ nvl .;is mounted on the compression
and result in extensive regions of separated flow, with side of utgh-supersonic and hypersonir vehicles. A
substantially increased surface pressure and high heat vivid example of the severity of such interactions is
rates in regions of flow reattachment. Furthermore, a the burnout of a pylon on the X-15 experimental
peak pressure and local hot spot occur on the fin aircraft. A quote ftrm X-15 Status Report No. 6 7-10
leading edge as a result of separation. The peak of AFSC's Air [..rce Flight Test Center, following the
aerodynamic heating rate can be several times larger 3 October 1967 flight at M 6.72 and 98,000 ft, is
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F NBOat AFSC's Arnuid Engineering Development Center.
This work is reported by Lt Col F. L. Young, Dr. L.
G. Kaufman 11, and Dr. R. H. Korkegi, (1) with some

SLIP STREAM results and observations noted below.

9 -"The interaction causes extensive regions of
4 x -. -separated flow that are highly vortical in nature. Flow

i\ '. 
R  near the surface is scavenged outwArd from the plane

,- - - of symmetry by means, of one or more pairs of
, "s vo.'!ces, as illustrated in Figure 1, The vortices are

R bounded by altzrmate lines of separation and reattach-
R ment. Pressures along the fin leading edge in the

inteirction region rise to a local peak value con-
s- SEPARATION LINE \_siderably larger than the free-stream pitot pressure.
R-REATTACHMENT LINE Laminar separation ( --ReSep < 106-- )on the

plate is much more extensive than turbulent
Fl1wl. separation (--R.ep > 106--), and depends on
Flow In the plan* of symmetry and on fin and pl~ate surfaww ) Io

Reynolds number, whereas turbulent separation is
significant: "A total failure of the ablator and irensitive to Reynolds number. The extent of
melting of the Inconel-X dummy rainjet pylop laminar separation ahead of the fin increases with
leading edge occurred because of the unexpected increasing.Reynolds number, whereas turbulent sepa-
magrdtude of shock-wave boundary-layer interaction ration occurs approximately -o diameters upstream
heating." of the fin leading edge. Furthermore, the centerline

In order to obtain a better understanding of the pressure distributions on the plate surface upstream
basic flow phenomena for this type of interaction, an of the fin bow shock location are similar to those for
experimental investigation was conducted by ARL's two-imensional separation occurring ahead of a
Hypersonic Research Laboratory, using a simple step-like protuberance on a flat plate, for both
flat-plate model with slaL fins tested at M 3 and 5 laminar and turbulent separation.

mechanics
PLASMA ELECTRON DENSITIES FROM DOUBLE-SLIT
INTERFERENCE PATTERNS

Thermodynamic and transport properties of are questionable. Thus, it is necessary to compare
plasmas are needed for various Air Force applications these analytical results directly with measured dec-
such as the development of nose cones, radiation tron densities in order to determine which theory
sources, arc heaters for wind tunnels and materials gives the better representation of reality.
testing, and for propulsion systems. A basic thermo- Experimentally determined electron densities are
dynamic property is the electron density which plays also subject to errors because questionable theoretical
an importa... ole in the radiative, thermal, and calculations ,- duction of die measured
electrical characteristics of a plasma. data. The com,,. nods relate the electron

Mr. P. W. Schreiber of ARL's Thernomechanics density to the width of spectral lines or to the
Research Laboratory, in conjunctior with the thesis refractivity of the plasma. The first method usually
program of the Air Force Institute of Technology, is requires the introduction of an impurity into the
conducting 1esearch in interferonietric plasma diag- plasma; the second method is complicated by the
nostics desigi ed to measure local electron densities as additional effects of atoms and ions. In addition, past
a function of plasma temperature. measurements have required expensive equipment

For plasmas in local thermodynamic equilibrium, (e.g., a Mach-Zender interferometer) and considerable
electron densities may be estimated by applying training for its use.
Saha's equation. However, this calculation is affected In order to approach this problem from a simple
by the lowering of the ionization potential caused by experimental viewpoint, a doube-slit differential
the interaction between particles. Theoretical interferometer was developed and used to measure
methods which have been used to estimate this effect electron-density distributions in d stable, free-burning
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Figure 1. Diagrm showing amc source mid double-slit lnrterferamer.

argon discharge at 1.1 atmospheres of pressure. As detector position. As the plasmna is moved in the
sh-'vn in Figures 1 and 2, a He-Ne laser iflurninates lateral direction, the lateral shift in the central peak
the double slit wvith parallel, coherent radiation so of the interference pattern is recorded. The integra-
that a double-slit interference pattern is formed at te tion of these data represents a Mach-Lender fringe.

DETECTOR
DIFFRACTION

DOUBLE PATTE RN
SLITI

AYI h (y)
R AY

-L

Figure 2. Gsomatry of the doubl"dlt iryterferoemeter Itap view).
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The equation for the refractivity of a plasma was
investigated, and a technique was developed which
significantly reduces the error caused by atoms and
ions. This is achieved by using a number of different - -
wavelengths. These iata are then expressed as an
Abel-type integral equation which ,.y be solved to
yield the radial electron-density distribution. In addi-
tion. the double-slit interferometer allows measure-
ments to be made in the infrared which enhances the
contribution of electrons to the refractivity. Thus,
good results may be obtained with a smaller number o
of wavelengths, and the accuracy is improved.

By using appropriate laser mirrors, data were ,
obtained at 0.6328, 1.15, and 3.39 microns. These 101k
data were analyzed to yield electron density as a
function of the plasma radiLs. In addition, the
corresponding temperature distribution was measured
in the free-burning argon discharge. Because of the EXPERIMENTAL *
data-reduction technique, the measurements have a
minimum error at approximately 10,500 0 1C These
results are compared in Figure 3 with calculated
electron density as a function of temperature, thus
confirming the thermodynamic calculations.

*A careful analysis of the errors associated with
this simple interferometic technique is being pur- 9,0 0 I1,000 I,0009,000 11,000 1I,000

sued. Hopefully, accurate measurements over a larger TEMPERATURE, OX

temperature range will lead to definite experimental
information on the lowering of the ionization poten- Fluse . n of .pguala oesilaud
tial in plasmas of interest to the Air Force. dinsity as function of tUI1U'tu m.

mechanics
STREAMWISE VORTEX FLOWS AND RELATED CRISS-CROSS ABLATION
EFFECTS ON THE FOREBODY OF REENTRY VEHICLES

Several years ago, ARL's Thermomechanics presence of these periodic disturbances, and revealed
Research Laboratory's Heat-Transfer Group initiated analytical evidence that they could markedly in.
a search for information to explain observed heat fluence heat transfer. It has now been reasonably well
transfers markedly higher than those predi'-sble by established from our work at Brown University and
tht then-current heat-transfer theories. lnotigators from the work of Professor Leif N Peren of
at Brown University, a contract participant in this Trondheim, Norway, the Lacoratory's special in-
program, explored the presence of vortex systems in vestigator on this subject, that these disturbances are
the flow, and also the influence of favorable stream- vortex sysiems which must be expected in certain
wise pressure gradients. At about the same time it was classes of curved flows.
learned at the Laboratory, in its hcat-transfer research
on separated supeisvnic flows, that Professor J. J. At a recent meeting at AFSC's Space and Missiles
Ginoux of the von Karman Institute for Fluid Systems Organization (SAMSO), it was disclosed that
Dynamics near Brussels had found unexplained reentry flight vehicles showed unanticipated and
periodic streamwise striation disturbances in the unexplained criss-cross striations on their ablative
reattached supersonic flow on rearward facing steps. forebody surfaces. Dr. Max G. Scherberg, the repre-
ARL researchers felt that these disturbances could be sentative from ARL's Thermomechanics Research
related to the Taylor-Gortler vortex systems pre- Laboratory, felt that the above effects were almost
dicted many years before, and added an investigation certainly related to the streamwise 'ortex systems
of such systems to their program. Further experi- being investigated as part of the Labb: '-ly's pro-
mental evidence from other source3 disclosed the gram, and added the criss-cross problem to the
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program. Professor Persen, who had -en working Streamwise directed vortices have been investi-
with the Thermomechanics Research Laboratory on gated both theoretically and experimentally over the
the streamwise-vortex-systems' program, had reported last 40 years. Those best known to the profession are
earlier in zorrespondence that he had observed such a the Taylor vortices appearing between rotating cylin-
system in the water flow on the bottom surface of his ders, and Gortler vortices appearing in the boundary
kitchen sink when the tap was running. Dr. Scherberg layer along concave walls. Even though these
felt that we had in such a water-flow setting an "classic" cases have been known for a long time, it is
excellent experimental device for not only studying only recently that the importance of such vortices in
the vortex systems of the program, but also, ,vith the many practical applications has come to the fore. The
use of a surface coating, the simulation of the ablative appearance of Gortler-type vortices in the reattach-
process occurring on the reentry flight vehicles. His ment region behind backwards-facing steps was exhi-
theory was that periodic striation erosion from the bited by Ginoux, and later also by the research group
vortex systems would initiate periodic bow-wave of the Douglas Aircraft Co. Large increases in heatsystems which would result in final criss-cross transfer in the stagnation region have been studied by
striation. Kestin and Gersten, among others; this increase has

been thought to be caused by streamwise-directed
I~e vortices.

Some theoretical work is currently being con-
1.6 ducted in this area, but many questions still remain to

FLAT PLATE be answered. Among these are: 1. What are the
1,4 / 1 mechanisms of vortex formation, and under what

conditions are they initiated anid maintained? 2. How
.2 - -are the vortices, which are experimentally determined

9/' to be periodic, related to the prime flow charac-teristics? 3. Does the observed condition of increased
1.0 4 pressure and velocity gradients, along the family of

9/ 0 CNE curves orthogonal to the streamlines when these

- .vortex systems appear, indicate an instability in
I curved flow systems which will prohibit a stab-le

.6 ... ... two-dimensional flow system? 4. How do these
30 CONE vortex systems erode surface coatings and produce

.4 - the periodically distributed striations observed in
__ !these coatings? 5. How do the vortices affect ablating

.2 . surfaces to produce the criss-cross striations found on
S"reentry vehicles, and in comparable tunnel tests?

J P Actually, some of these questions have alheady
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 been answered in. a qualitative way. Water-jet experi-

ir 1, Rut showng X as functon of A p f ments, a follow-up to the Trondheim kitchen-sink

mrh. Nozi: 31r.

.$

i.

FIw. 2. Sviaw on Pik (hj t Wod) F i 3. Striations an a phrti (low *t wW).
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Figure 4. C.-iscrom petten In, the wr sunisce (fiat Pie1.).

experiments, show that the vorte" --:,ribution fre-
quency is proportional to the speed of the jet (see
Figure 1). Figures 2 and 3 show the striations in 4
undried paint surfaces at two different jet speeds. Fgr .Cioimpte ntewt ufm1e

Some approximate primitive analysis has indi- t")~.
cated certain pressure and velocity gradients having
opposite di-ections can produce an unstable curved although a criss-cross wave system was visible to the
flow system, The water-jet experiments appear to naked eye. The criss-cross system was finally obtained
indicate that local flow separation in a flow system in the paint coating at lower flow speeds and softer
containing the streamnwise vortex system can produce paint coatings so that the viscous erosion forces and
the criss-cross striations referred to above (see Figure the bow-wave pressure differences were comparable.
4). Disturbance bow waves from erodek' pitint sur- Figure 5 shows a conventional flat-plate water table
faces did not at first appear to be strong e,,ough to on which the criss-cross wave system originates at the

produce criss-cross erosion in the paint coating, sth- bend at the bottom of the waterfall.

energy conversion
PHOTOSYNTHETIC ENERG'#' CONVERSION

Photosynthesis is natui's way of cv-rvertin to answer some of these questions, such 3s: What are
low-grade energy into energy useful to mnan anid his the photophysical states of the photosyrithetic pig-
environment; it is a series of processes in which mnents? Mhat is the molecular mechanism of a
electronugnietic energy is co,.nvcrted into free chem- chlorophyll1-sensitized reaction which effects the con-
1cal energy. Future space irchriology may be required version of light energy into chemical energy? Is it
to duplicate and use pnotosynthesis for sources of possible to obtain useful energy from chlorophyll-
energy for extended space MissiOns. driven reactions'

The photosynthetic apparatus is a larniellar struc. The interaction between light-excited chlo-
ture which can be considered as an array of solar cells rophyll and electron donors/acceptors has been
where chlorophylls (photosyntheli- pigments) act as demonstrated by means of electron spin rrsonance.
Ai modified p-ni Junction. The cells Are chaiged by Insight into the mechanism of theme interactions ~
light-absorbing lilorophyll pigments. Witer is the been olbtained by s:odies of thi- effects of qiie' hers,
c !roni source and oxygen is i rcact'r product, pil aid oxygen. Them elitctron-trainsfer systems were
accompanied by' ;ic reduction of the flectron ac- ilo shown to posmss the ability of generating
ceptor to energy-rich compouds. At rpresent. the pholt ;'otentials and photocurrents. It wis found that
detailed mechanism of photosynthesiis obscutre, ind thc-t reactions are accompanied by the e -ection of a
manty questions need to be answered. Drs, F. profo- - This his answered marty long-standing ques-
Fujimori and K. P. Quinlan of the 1:'nergetics Blanch tioi- hut has also raised mansy more. e.g,, is the
of AFCR~s Space Physics Laborator iiT attempting ;.,Iucc I photopotential of the chlorophyll system
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due to a proton-concentration gradient? necessarily have to involve the cyclopentanone ring
The envirorn.. :'al organization of -hlorophyll in ketone of one molecule with the magnesium atom of

its natural state remains unknown. The high con- another. These studies have also shown the variable
centration of chlorophyll, and the presence of a types of interaction in aggregation. 't te methanol
nonfluorescent form of chlorophyll have suggested a st,.dy has revealed that the phytol portion of the
study of chlorophyll aggregation. Aggregated chlo- molecule may also play an important role in chlo-
rophyll moleculet exhibit spectral and photochemical rophyll aggregation.
properties different from their monomer forms and Investigations into the charge-transfer properties
can be responsible for the specific function of of solid cl-dorophyll have shown that dried solid
chlorophyll in solar-energy conversion. New forms of chlorophyll forms charge-transfer complexes with the
chlorophyll aggregates have been found in high following electron acceptors: oxygen,
dipolar solvents such a3 iqlaeous-formamide solutions. p-benzoquinone, p-chloranil, p-bromanil, and iodine.
A study of these forms has shown that they did not It was found that the addition of water affect; the
possess any special properties for photosensitizing chlorophyll-chlorophyll interactions, and produces a
endotermic reactions; it has also shown that chlo- stabilized free radical which is attributed to the
rophyll a and chlorophyll b forms can exist as a oxidized form of chlorophyll. The simulated lamellar
copolymer. composites of chlorophyll and p-chloranil were found

Studies on the effects of other small molecules to possess a light-induced voltaic effect. This
(sucn as water, methanol and dioxane) on chlorophyll phenomenon is being analyzed with the ultimate goal
aggregates have demonstrated that aggregates Uo rnct of developing functional solar-cell devices.

energy conversion
AMMONIUM PERCHLORATE

After the introduction of AP (ammonium per- AFOSR-supported research. At present, the objective
chlorate, NliC0O4 ) into solid-rocket-propellant is to obtair more precise data on several questionable
formulations some 15 years ago, this crystalline facets of ignition and decomposition, and to identify
oxidizer rapidly became the principal ingredient of all those experiments which have a good probability of
hrge solid rockets for space and missile applications. deciding between competing, strongly held theories.
Its practical advanages have clearly outweighed its Two of the efforts being supported are in the area of
disadvantages, and a considerable body of art has AP deflagation.
been built up on the processing and use of this At the University of Caufornia (Berkeley), Dr. E.
material, mostly through trial and error. E. Petersen has developed a powerful technique for

At the same tire, the fascinating complexities of studying deflagration and deflagration limits. (4,5) By
the behavior of AP, both in the laboratory and in the imposing a temperature gradient on a single crystal or
rocket engine, have 'esulted ui a gre:r, proliferation of pellet, and arranging the lowest temperature to a
research interest and research publications, A nunber value below the deflagration Limit, the crystal ex-
of important scieniists, in the U.S. and abroad, have tinguishes during the proycess. This simple conct - has
continued work over the years on various aspects of permitted the accurate determination of the deflagra-
the problem; but an increasing number of younger tion pressure linits as a function of ambient cr-ystal
workers have also entexed this arena. The fact that a temperatures by a quenching experiment. Therefore,
number of th,_- are asiociated with rocket manu- the measurements are no longcr derendent upon the
facturers is an indication that an understanding of AP magnitude of the ignition-stimulut strength as was
decompos.tion and deflagration, and of the ignition true for previous mersurements. This type of experi-
and combustion mechanisms of AP propellanti is not ment il providing data for a unified :ieon' of ignition
just an academic puzzler. Realistic, quantitative and deflaation since, at the low-pressure deflagra-
models are needed to improve the basis for rocket tion limit, the ignition proceu coincides with t? e
and igniter demin, to asseas the effect of t urning-rate deflhgration process.
catalysts, to settle on the specifications for the purity DUring the past year, Profe.sor H. C. Beachell of
and physical condition of AP for propellants, and to the University of Delaware has prepared the aLkyl-
predict the effects of long-term storage and radiation sub'tituled armmonium perchlorates and inves:igated
on propellants. their physical, chemical and xombustion character-

Mceh of the "classical" work still being quoted istics- (6) It was found that all of these mono-
and used -for example, the work of Friedman, r) psopellants had faster burning rates than ammonium
S'huaz, (') and Nichbar (3)-his come from perchlorate. Methylammmium perchlorate was found
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to have the highest burning rate-nearly three times expected to be faster than AP/hydrocarbon pro-
that of ammonium perchiorate. Although the peflant mixtures bec;auqe of a simplified mass transfer
material w!! more sensitive to impact th_ ri during the first steps of the overall combustion
anunoniwv. perchlorate, and had lower melting and reaction.
decomposition points, it proved to be a valuable new This new information from both Petersen and
compound for studying combustion. These investiga- Beachell is having an impact on the discussions now
tors had predicted that Lompounds like the alkcyl- taking place in small1, closed groups whose aim is to
substituted APs, having a cation which is a better fuel hammer out areas of agreement and disagreement,
than the ammonium ion, would have faster burning and come up with data needed for specific areas,
rates than pure AP. In addition, the burning rates are such as the deflagration of AP.

energy conversion
ELECTROFLUID-DYNAMIC ENERGY CONVERSION

An increasing awareness of space and remote-area A'L, A' TLO ,~C

power requirements, such as high power-to-weight IE _ C(f-;0 ETO

ratio, high reliability and long lifetime, has dictated
heavy research emphasis on direct energy-conversion P ct

processes, that is, p-ocesses which do not employ
moving mechanical parts. Analyses indicaw that the
conversion of fluid-dynamnic energy into electrical
energy by electrofluid-dynamics (EFD) or "fluid-
dynamic Van de Graaff' generators (wherein in A ,

electrically insulating fluid transports electric charg-s RE

of one polarity against an applied electrostatic field) Figure 1.
r-,ay yield attractive performance characteristics RechvaIttory EFO perurto.'. fcawd-ry adknuhtfon),
complementary to other duiect energy-conversion
processes. ARL's Energetics Research Laboratory,
under the guidance of Mr. M. 0. lawson. is engaged
i r, research to establish the fundamentali working ~

racteristics of EFD power generators. Specifically. ___

the reserch is directed toward a special recirculatorv',
two-IL-op cycle cinploying two working fluids, which
was developed early in A RLs program. PresentI V
research rigs, however, only simulate !lie cycle using
pressurized air in both flow loo-ps (see iigurr 1).

The hiidrulic diameter has been established as
the primary parameter coupling the fluid-dynamnic
and electric-&l fields. For the most attractive per-

£ formanct regime, the hydraulic diamevter of the EFD
channel should be vrn--small (a fraction of an inch). 1
As a result, research emphasis has shifted from am

ixower-iimrnted cyiindrical-chAnnel geornetries to "Hal
hydrgulic dialneter. two-dimensional channels
(greatly clongated slots) capable of larger power ~~EDgist
outputs. The .perimentsl test rig has the special
form of a radial outflow geomnetry (wee Figure 2) the external ccoroa electrode. The_ current value of
which has inherent manufacturing advantages. The one rrxlampere at atmrospheic pressure approaches
prmarx flow dischargs radiall1y from a four-Inch- analytical expectations.
diameiter disk notile. Initia tests have ooncentrated A numerical computer program has been de-
on urnip-olar charge generaticri by corona discharge. velopcd to calculate the electric-field structures cor-
Corona e~ectrodes, bo,-h infcrn.-l and external to the responding to complex elecirode shapes and charge
pnimar-i Rlow, are being studied. Due to the lack of distributins. Regions of peak tlectric-Field intensities
electric-field divergency for "ec inter-nal charging in EFD channels often lead to premature bareakdown
mod-e, however, best results have been obtAined with %ith decieased performance, Quantitative informu-
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tion gained with the computer program has shown
that the peak field intensities can be extremely laige ,,E ....
in the two-dimensional geometry. The potential,7
gradient along the channel length can be effectively
smoothed out, however, by providing electrode- -

shielding surfaces extending along the charge cloud.
In the entrance region, the electrode surface should
be irrun....ty adjacent to the charges. The electrode I

surface then diverges such that the lateral distance
between the outc; boundary of the charges and the
metal gradually increases. The lateral spacing depends
on the charge density, the applied voltages, and
des.ired potential gradient. Determination of the
optimum electrode design, combining electrode-

shielding requirements with aerodynamic character-
istics, constitutes a major part of the present research
effort.

The output voltage limitations of the con- Figur 3. Radial-outflow xperimental EFD gentator.

ventional EFD channel configuration with dielectric
walls have also been studied. Tests with cylindrical
channels have shown that a 6-fold increase in length flow to prevent evaporation of charged droplets. To
(1-6 inches) has increased the voltage level only from insure no charge leakage to the walls, however, is
400,000 to 600,000 volts. Due to charge deposition, extremely difficult. A more desirable solution is to
the basic limit is a sparkove; on the dielectric walls remove the dielectri: material from the immediate
rather than an electrical breakdown of the gas. Since vicinity of the charg, s. This might be accomplished
the charge-transport velocity on the will is small by a staiding gas vortex (see Figure 3); charges which

compared to the main-flow velocity, even very small diffuse out of the main fto% are then swept to the

current leakages to the wall quickly lead to very large electrodes rather than a-,cumulating on an insulator

wall charge accumulation. Tests have shown that wall. The system is, of course, closed by an insulator

current leakage can be substantially reduced by which now is f.- from the charges and can have a

controlling the humidity content of the secondary air large surface path lentb.

energy conversion
ADVANCED PROPEL .ANT CHEMISTRY

As a result of basic research sponsred by the 021F molecule so as to be able to study the
AFOSR's Propulsion Division, an orange-yellow chemical kinetics of its reacticns with a number of
sotid-oxygen difluoride, (021F2 ), is now being con- other substances.

sidered as a new rocket oxidizer. Mkle chemical Dr. Solomon found that the reaction of 02 F,
substances which show promise as sources of energy with sulfur dioxide (SO., could be controlled, and
are highly reactive materials. 02F3 is no exception- that this reaction was pa,'iulirl. useful in his study

The chermistry, of oxygen difluoride is quite of OF, chemistry The two co'npounds are Iroren
umque in that 02F3 reacts with mhost other sub- at -I06 0 C and -hen warmed slow'v unil the reaction
stances at temperatures of -160°C or below. Even at starts--at about -1I O°C Reaction products are then
these temperatures, a violent .xplosion occurs when collected and identifiel. The pr ynars reaction was
0 F2 reacs with most orgnic or inorganic materials found to be SO2 + O F, -F, SO, O-, (1)
containing hydrogen. ManN other reactions of 0 F, Becaue O F reacts so qtUckk , any attepI ,

are so vioient that there is a cleavage of most bonds. exaunie the iechanisa of its reaction by means of
with resulting simple degradation products. conventionai kinetics studies is ve difficult, if ni.

mp,,.'. ".hetefore. an oxvgen-l'" tracer technique

When a suhstasce ts sk) reactive, reaction studies was ,evise I
are extremel'h difficult and dargerous. ftowever, . It re uion I ts a simple fluorination, no oxygen
team of rescaichers, heaied by E. 1. J !kSohmon at should transfer from 0 F, to F, SO2 . This hypoth-

the Illinois lrstitute of Tedinology's Re!arch In- esis Aas proved by carr.ing out the fodowing
ttitute (IITRI) has succeeded in sufficientl subduing reactions with 0 '.t.hsd compounds:
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S02 '7 +02 F2-F 2 S0 2
1 7 +0, (2)

S02 + 02 "F 2 -F 2 S0 2 +02' ~ (3)

The nuclear-magnetic-resonance spectrum of all
reaction products was analyzed to determine the
location of thep oxygen" tr-.cer. It was found tht
the 02 Fc:rined in Reaction I did not contain 0
017~-alsi that the F2 So, form,-,' in Reaction 3 did "V

rn t ccntz in 01 '. Since scrambliag was not observed,
it -;,as ocncluded that the F2 SO2 was formed by a
simple fluorinaticon reaction. This pattern of reac-
tivity correlates well with the atomic st.ructure of
02 F, as determined by miucrowave spectoscopy. The
0-0 bond is relatively short and strong, whereas the F gr 1. 0 2 F2-oneo of the m os reacto subtww k now n.

0-F bonds are longer and weaker. (See Figur" '
Rupture of the 0-F bonds initiates reactions an .s
the molecule its violent reactivity. Laboratory contracted recently with IITRI for the

This basic-research program has progressed so further development of oxy fluorides as potential
well that AFSC's Air Force Rocket Propulsion rocket -propellanrit oxidizers.

energy conversion
PRODUCTION OF NEUTRONS BY VORTEX ANNIHILATION
IN A PLASMA FOCUS

Plasmadynamics, the modem area of fluid- energetic and nonisocnergetic that .with releast,
dynarrucs, is expected to h at least as many will be followed, A largt n,, :nber of isoevnersetic
technological applications as aerodynamics lia. had in applications are available to u: c. These are Nfl-D
the past, Pie technologic.) applications of plasma- accelerators and geuerators, cIectroriuc cvi.-es and.
dvinamics mnav be subdivided into ma,,-. groups, latch', neutron-miwJu cing device-s. The nioniso-
depending upon thc criterion of subdivision. 6ow- enlergetic applications ni'- ticlude f-1sis-M- and
ever, for o.ur purpose, the subdivision into isa - fusion-power plants.

Neutfoii productioni ,,, vortex aninihitaton in a
platsma tocus wals investigted by D;, Winston &,%tick
and hiu coworkers at the Stevens Irnstitute ot Tech-
nolo.* with the supp-ort of AFOS:(s !S-ipaltion
Division the'; used i plosin. coaxial accelerator4
having inner and outer conduc r diamneters u, 3. 4

.n. and 10 cm., respectively. T-~ iengtii of the inner
- conductor was 13 cati. The 3; -clerator %as driven by

a 45 -microfarad capacitcor barnk naving a r.-axtrni-n
voltagr of 25 kilovolts., rhe w~ork-ing itili was

* deuterium of I &-' at-i. pissure, At a voltage of 0
kilovolts, the tnetpD storled by the capacitor was 3,5
Wohjoulc and, during the di$Ch~rg-.M thrling
peak current reached a value of 0.> mromnp. The

* half-cycle time was 2 microseconds
During the pulstd operation. wrien the uri

J sheatl' colla1pscs in the"'pinch" ai the end of the
cer .i I ductor. the plasma vorutces are observed to
annihilate ,ach oth-7 . Thus the produce .j re-gwon ot

F~quf. 1. t .2W020 minc. Cu-rommth b~ i s &*ebdy
R4mi too. of essta -bnduD- "a voo W0M bright ilumination wAhich Z!es~ a speed of 200

buirat 5 a', km ~sec. fromn the end of the ctntc, convductor alciti



the axis. &-)stick and his coworkers have advanced the
During the operation, two main n~eutron pulses idea that the observed vortex annihilation, as shown

appear: a) the first neutron pulse occurs during the in Figures I to 6, is the laboratory analogue of the
vortex annihilation along the axis wi'e the bright solar-flare phenomenon. In their experiments the
region moves from the center conductor to the crown neutron yield produced was about 5x106 neutrons
of the umbrella& (see Figures 5 and 6); b) the second per pulse.
main neutron pulse is associated in time with the Figures 1, 2 and 3 are five-nanosecond, axial-
vortex annihilation occurring in th- crown of the view, image-converter photographs of the filamientary
umbrella. Then the vortices "bum" in pairs, and a vortices. Figures 4, 5, and 6 are profile views of the
niagnetoshockwave moves radially outward from the aforementioned vortices,

)wn of the umbrella (ste Figure 3).

Flor*.?. t -2 20 ± ~) mt. "Pleira Focu, has occurred. Fiour@ 4. t - - 260 ±20 noc.

Flut t 230 21) new. Figoure 5. tO0±20 nmc.
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Fire 6. t 50 ±20 toc.

terrestrial sciences

STABILITY OF AZIMUTH CONTROL

Numerous military and civilian systems and N
instruments require directional control lines for test- -
ing or calibration purposes. Such systems range from
a large astronomical telescope, to an inertial guidance
system, to a magnetic compass. Whh the advances in n = 56
inertial navigation systems, the accuracy requirements 10 C I = 150
for such reference lines have become stringent and
exacting.

It is sometimes forgotten that any control line
must be marked by some sort of monument that is
fastened in some way to the earth's surface-, Y.ice, .
the accuracy of such a line depcnds upon the stability
of its end points. In locales where long lines (eZ.,
10-20 kin) of sight are possible, slight instabilities of
the end points are of little concern, except in regions
of active tectonic faulting, such Ls in California. In
flat topography, however, where only short Lines are
possible, the stability of the end points is of critical
concern, for a mere 2.4-mm displacement on a 500-m 4
line can cause an angular change of one arcsecond.

In a stud) of the influence of geological paarm-
eters on the stability of survey monuments, Mr. G. H. I
Cabaniss of AFCRL has discovered some interesting

topographic effects and a partial solution to problems
associated with short-line azimuth references. By S
applying a strain analysis technique to data from Figure 1. Polar hbtogram of the orientation of the Maln

repeated surveys of control networks in the Midwest, alipm derved from repeated geodedi meaeur nnts on 5.
he found that the long axes of the derived strain ,IU1uth ofttro mtwoiL
ellipses exhibited a strong NW-SE preferential orienta- ridges and valleys also showed the same trend in, this
tion, as indicated in Figure 1. The long axes of the region of gently rolling topography. This similarity
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implies that the topography dominates monument principal, axes of the strain ellipse, that is, either

movements; any random instability is of only second- parallel or perpendicular to the topographic slope.
ary importance. A reasonable explanation for such a Secondly, the question must now be raised concern-
pattern is the differential downsope movement of ing the credibility of crustal-strain data derived from
the control markers, particularly those on the flanks similar short-line networks in tectonic-fault zones.
of NW-SEtrending ridges, Except in the most active zones, the apparent strains

Two implications arise from this interpretation, associated with the topographic effects might be
The first i that maximal angular stability of control sufficiently large to completely mask tectomc strains
can be achieved by orienting lines parallel to the and form a perfectly logical but spurious pattern.

terrestrial sciences
MEASUREMENT OF THE ABSOLUTE ACCELERATION OF GRAVITY

The best possible capability for this basic phys- oduce high-quality interference fringes. The cube
ical measurement is of primary importance to the Air falls through a little morm than 1 meter in a chamber
Force. The ab;olute acceleration of gravity is required evacuated to about 5 x 1cr' mm Hg (6.7 x I "s

with high accuracy for the calibration of guidance N/m 2 ). The time counters are started 1'ortly after
and navigation instruments. In addition, several geo- release of the cube, one counter is stopped near the
dt,, parameters contributing to the geodetic and middle of the fall, and the other near the end of the
gravitational error budget of ballistic systems also fall. Gravity is cal. ulated from the predetermined
depend on the value of gravity acceleration. time intervals, the iiamber of fringes counted, and the

The major obstacles to the achievement of high wavelength of the laser. The time base is a 5 MHz
accuracy in expefiments to measure absolute gravity crystal oscillatoT; its frequency is compared with
by classical instrumentation and approaches are the WWV' freq" ency standard. The timing accuracy is
systematic errors present in each particular experi- about 1 nanosecond (10-D. Single-drop accuracy is I
ment. In addition, classical experiments are not part in 107, and drop-to-drop scatter is 5 parts in
"transportable," so that intercomparison between 101; from 100 drops, internal accuracy (standard
laboratory experiments at different places has been deviation) of 5 parts in 108 has been achieved.
possible only by relative gravity connections between During 1968, AFCRL used this portable ap-
the sites of the experiments. paratus to measure the absolute acceleration of

To overcome these difficulties, B. Szabo and his gravity at Teddington (England) and at Sbvres
coworkers at AFCRL have studied methods of (France), where highly accurate permanent-type ex-

obtaining high-precision measurements of gravity periments had been conducted. The results obtained

with transportable instruments by combining laser by the laser-interferometer apparatus agreed with the

technology with recent advances in electronics. As a values of the "classical" experiments within 0.02

result, James Faller of Wesleyan Unive-sity, with the milligal (2 x 1 s m/s 2). These excellent agreements

support of AFCRL, has designed and developed the indicate the absence of significant sy matic errors in
first laser-interferometer free-fall apparatus, according the experiments involved. The laser-interferometer
to the specifications, apparatus was also used to obtain an absolute

measurement in AFCP.L's gravity-seismic observatory
T1, apparatus consists of a Michelson-type inter- at Bedford, Mass. Ar !his observatory, variouq gravity

ferometer constructed with corner cubes instead of experiments utilizing different approaches will be
mirrors. The falling object is one cube of the optical intercompared in order to detect systematic errors
interferometer. A stabilized helium-neon laser pro- and to establish an absolute gravity-be-station for
vides the brightness and coherence necessary to the Air Force.

atmospheric sciences
RADAR INVESTIGATIONS OF CONVECTIVE PATTERNS
IN THE CLEAR ATMOSPHERE

The detection and analysis of convective activity regions is of particular concern to USAF operational
in the atmosphere is of considerable interest to the personnel because of their effects on vehicles operat-
meteorologist; but knowledge about convective ing through these regions. For many years we have
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Figure 1. Sector PPI photo at 3-deg. elevation anl taken at Wallops island, Virginia, at 1062 EST, 15 August 1967, with the
10,7-em radar. The strobe line indicates the 300-dep. aimuth. Echoes of Type-1 aells, In horizontal section at the appropriate I F
altitude and range, dispiW the chaacteristic doughnut shape.

had the ability, through visual or radar observations, their centers typi;ally are echo-free. The structure of
to infer the locations of convective activity associated the cell an'A ;I time history are consistent with the
with strong cumulu. development. However, in the view that the relative flow within the cell is upward in
0--"'ce of "visual" targets, such as clouds or precip- its ce :ter, and outward and possibly downward

,n, there was no means available for the remote arn:o¢, 10 pciiphery (Figure 2). These clear-air cells
v. .rvation of convective patterns, although such are dete'id iegularly witl ultrasensitive radars at
activity was known to exist. Recently, using ultra- wavelengths greater than I,' cm. The echoes are
sensitive radars, meteorologists have also been able to caused by scattering from va riations in refractive
detect regions of convection in a completely cloudless index, which are particularly marked at the cell
atmosphere, even though little was known about the boundary.
character of these convective patterns. The other pattern is made up of clear-air Binard-

Within the past year two AFCRL scientists, Dr. like convection cells (Tvre II) which are 5-10 km in
Kenneth R. Hardy and Mr. Hans Ottersten, have diameter, and 1-2 km in height. The centers of these
analyzed radar data collected at Wallops Island, cells are also echo-free. The overall pattern may
Virginia, and at Sudbury, Massachusetts with a view persist for up to 4 hours, and individual Bknard-like
toward establishing the form and evolution of con- cells may have lifetimes of at least 30 minutes. The
vective motion in the clear atmosphere. They have Bdnard-like pattern is composed of several small cells
found two types of convective patterns, organized around the circumference of the larger

One pattern consists of small ihermal-like cells Type-iI ceIs, These small cells are probably estab-
(Type I) which are about 1-3 km i d'ameter and lhshed through the same air flow that generates Type-I
several hundred meters high. These cells may persist cells. Thus, it is expected that the Type-l cell will be
for 20 to 30 minutes. In a horizontal view, the radar characterized by cores of updrafts around its pe-
echoes of these cells are doughnut-shaped (Figure 1); riphery, and by downward flow in its center. Echoes
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Fiue.Sketh in vertical section of the Type-I cell structure. The radar outlines the boundary of the cell, where the

ieetv-ndex fluctuatios wre largest; when the radar is wanned in azimuth, a doughnut-ohaped echo results. The air flow

within tdo call, indicated by the arows, has been deduced from doeaied studies of the cairs evolution resulting from the
examination of theeewdinenelonal radar patterns of individual ce1l Type-I cells generally originate from a surface layer severr*

t ~hundred metc. thiick; this layer forms over the heated land area anm is often outlined by week radar returna from ref roctive-indlex

fluctuations in the wornt. moist sir.

Figure &. PPI photo at 0-cleg. elevation angle taken at 1120 EST on 23 May 1966 while the sky was practically clear. The range

marks wre at 2-n.-mi. inteivals. The radar Is a 3.2-cm CPS-9 located at Sudbury, Massachusetts. A snesoecale cellular patten
similar to the Ud1nard clrculatlon pattern studed In the laboratory, can be esen The whose are due to scattering from Insects.



from the Type-Il Bnard-like cells were observed on been observed with sensitive 10-cm radars by virtue
three different clear days with a 3.2-crm radar of of t: sc.atteAi,, :i ;eirac:ve-ir.dcx fluctuations.
moderate sensitivity (Figure 3). These echoes were The 10-cm radar observations confirm that the
caused by the scattering from an unusually large Type-I pattern is composed of Type-I convection
number of insects, which served as excellent tracers cells organized around the periphery of the largei
of the air flow. Bnard-like clear-air patterns have also Binard-like cells.

I

atmospheric sciences

OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF OZONE

Ozone, altough a minor atmospheric con- X (b)

stituent, produces significant effects in the upper
atmosphere. It is the principal atmospheric absorber
and emitter of electromagnetic radiation in this
region and, to a large extent, governs the radiative
heat balance, the circulation process, and the thermal
structure of the stratosphere. Consequently, studies
of the properties of ozone molecules are important to z w

improve our understanding and knowledge, not only
of the upper atmosphere, but also of the propagation
of radiation th- 3h the atmosphere.

Ozone is a nonlinear molecule composed of 3
oxygen atoms; the equilibrium structure is indicated Figure 1. Equilibrium configuration for ozone.

in Figure 1. The molecule has 3 fundamental modes
of vibration (vI, v2, and v3 ) which are responsible for
the more important ozone absorptions occurring in factory agreeme 't with the observations; deviations
the atmosphere. Mr. S. A. Clough and his coworkers for the most part are attributable to the uncertainty
in AFCRL's Optical Physics Laboratory have ob- in the estimation of the ozone amount in the
tained high resolution (the order of 0.07 crm - ) of the experimental sample. These results confirm the im-
3 bands. Ua'dng theoretical formulations and high- portance of the interaction of the v3 vibrational
speed digital computation, they have calculated mode with the v1 mode.
frequencies for the approximately 5,000 transitions Another important parameter is the refractive
required to interpret the observed spectra. In most index (optical dispersion) of ozone. The refractive
cases, these transition frequencies agree with the index is a direct measure of th. scattering (Rayleigh)
observed data to within 0.01 cnfi. cross section for ozone. Also, because of the increas-

A significant intensity anomaly, which was de- ing use of the longer wavelengths in the infrared
tected in the v, band, is of particular interest. It region, values of infrared band intensities are needed
became clear that conventional theory did not ex- at these longer wavelengths, and extrapolation of
plain the appearance of this band, and that the optical dispersion curves at the shorter wavelengths is
interaction of the v vibration and the stronger v3  requaed to obtain these band intensities.
vibration must be taken more directly into account. The refractive index of ozone at 11 selected
This was achieved by including the interaction terms wavelengths in the region 3800 A to 2.5 microns was ,S
in a calculaion which simultaneously gave the eigen- measured by Dr. B. Schurin of AFCRL's Optical
values for both states; the results are indicated in Physics Laboratory. Measurements of the ozone
Figure 2. The parameter r is a ratio that depends content of the samples were made with an accuracy
upon the degree of interaction of v3 with V1 . With of I part in 106. The experimental results are shown
r=o (no interaction), the calculated spectrum bears in Figure 3, and compared with the calculated curve.
little resemblance to the observed spectrum With This curve was obtained by estimatirg the sniill
r-10, the relative intensities calculated are in satis- contributions to the index of refraction in the visible
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Figure 2. Effect of the Interaction constant on the ozone spectrum.

region from the infrared bands at 4.0 and 9.6
microns; the contributions from the Hartley bands
were then calculated. The residual curvature could
then be fitted to an equation of the formt

n-I =A/~v, -i'

where v, is a hypothetical absorption band center, v
is the wavenumber at which the measurements were
made, and A is a coefficient related to the oscillator
strengths of the ultraviolet and X-ray transitions. The
calculated coefficients are:

i I I L I

A = 6.17 x 106 cmif 2

PI 122,920 cm'. Figune 3 Refrective index of ozone.
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atmospheric sciences

SATELLITE ATTITUDE SENSING

Since the advent of manned satellites, where it is
desired to maneuver the spacecraft, there has been a
need for a light, reliable and accurate attit A-sensing
system. In order to fulfill this requirement. Mrs. Rita C.
Sagalyn and Dr. Michael Smiddy at Al'"RL have
designed a unique system which depends upon a - -
positive ion-current flow from the sTrrounding .. . I
plasma to determine vehicle attitude.

Such a system was successfully flown on the
Gemini-X and -XII spacecrafts where the primary , .
ot:!ct of the tests was to compare the ion-sensor-
attitude determination with the standard inertial- I
guidance reference platform.. Figure 1 shows a com-
parison of this data for Gemini XII.

In a more ambitious project, the system was
flown on the Air Force OVI-15 satellite launched in
July 1968. This spacecraft was spin-stabilized and
contained a number of attitude-sensitive experiments - -"

with the following stability requirements: to maintain . ..
the satellite within given limits of a desired attitude,
and to know this attitude within I or 2 degrees.

The first objective was achieved by taking ion-
attitude-sensor readings at approximately 450 either
side of perigee, in real tine, reducing this data to give
spin-axis orientation in inertial space, and then
initiating a magnetic torqueing program to make the
necess-.y corrections. The real-time sensor readings
were outputs from the system which gave the angle
between the sensor axis and the velocity vector
directly. Because of the large angular range (±750), ' I
this value was not accurate enough to use for f 4
postflight reduction. Consequently, the current flow
to each component of the system was telemetered to
earth and used for the final analysis.

The successful operation of the ion-attitude L .,,

system on the OVI-15 spacecraft demonstrates its Fmirv 1.
feasibility for other unmanned satellites where low Ctrm earion of l wttadio n yw antm nmrnwfrotm 21
power, weight, and long life are crucial. I. m o i rIl, nc'h-Geri nl X11.
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astronomy and astrophysics

SIGNATURES OF SOLAR BURSTS

The system of classifying solar radio bursts by Group G spcctra).
their spectra and their maximum flux densities, ae- The spectral classification waL used in a some.
veloped by the Radio Astronomy Branch of AFCRL's what different manner by R. Straka and W. Barron of
Ionospheric Physics Laburatory (see OAR Progress, AFCRL. They integrated radio-burst signals at 606,
1968, page 101), has proved useful in several recent 1415, 2695, 4995, and 8800 MHz, minute by miinute.
studies. Each radio burst during 3 monthly periods Their results, which are illustrated in Figure 1,
was classified and associated with an individual solar indicate that radio events associated with polar- :-p
center of activity. It was then possible to det,:mine if absorption (PCA) events show a characteristically
bursts from the same center of activity had a large integrated energy in the decimeter range (below
signature. The study revealed that a burst signature 1000 MHz), go through a mil'mum in energy around
(spectral group) is associated with ea'h center. 3000 MHz, and then have a large integrated energy in
However, as the magnetic configuration of the sun- the centimeter range (in the vicinity of 9000 MHz).
spot group changes, the spectral type of the bursts Radio events not possessing this energy spectrum
may v.y, so that signatures may change over a period with corresponding sufficient amplitudes were not
of time. associated with PCA events. This is true even for a

The spectral-group classification was alo used in burst with single frequency energies above 1V1 ' J
a study of Sudden Frequency Deviations (SFDs) and mf2 Hz 1 and, in some case., -ven for a U-shaped
F.layer changes of height produced by solar-flare intensity spectrum with fluxes grea&er than I W
radiation in the few-hundred Angstrom region. Pigh m" Hz-' (1000 solar flux units).
correlation of solar radio bursts in the 1000 to 5000
MHz region and SFDs was obtained. Low correlation Studies of this type contribute directly to our
was found with those radio bust, which had in- efforts to understand and to forecast environmental
tensities decreasing with increasing frequency (the parameters which affect aerospace operations.

1,GURE p-t ,,,,¢, smq .
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IF THE BURSTS FLUX PROFILES

ARE INIEGRATED FROM START TIME (a) 10

END TIME (b), AND THE RESULTANT ENERGIES EVENTS WITH ASSOCIATEO TERRESTRIAL POLAR
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astronomy and astrophysics

THERMAL ACTIVITY ON THE MOON

The moon is either a burnt-out cinder or, like the Hunt, they obtained the highest-resolution images
earth, it has a thermally active interior. There has ever made during a lunar eclipse.
been little evidence to prove or disprove one view or During the brief hour or so of a lunar eclipse,
the other. This question has been hotly debated for sensitive infrared instruments can record hundreds of
years, since the presence or absence of internal heat hot spots on the moon. Previous AFCRL experiments
bears directly on such problems as the origin of the have shown that most hot spots are simply areas of
lunar craters and the vast dark "seas" that cover reradiated solar heat that has been stored in the
much of the visible disk. Observations made recently lunar-surface materials.R't
by three lunar astronomers at AFCRL's Space Physics Exnation of the new eclipse infrared images
Laboratory suggest that the interior of the moon ma uncovered a significant thermal anomaly in Mare
still be thermally active despite the great age of parts Humorum, a small circular sea in the southwestern
of the lunar surface, portion of the lunar disk (see Figure I). Ualike most

The evidence supporting this view grew out of ho pots, this anomaly extended some distance along
the analysis of infrared images of the lunar surface a line and coincided with a crustil fracture more than
obtained during the lunar eclipse of 13 April 1968 by 100 miles long on the western "shore" of this mare.
Drs. Graham R. Hunt and JoLi W. Salisbury, and In the late lunar afternoon, when the areas or either
Captain Robert K. Vincent. With the use of AFCRL's side of this fracture had begun to cool, this area
24-inch telescope at Concord, Massachusetts, and a remained warm.
scannng device having a liquid-helium-cooled, cop- The thermal activity associated with this fracture
per-doped germanium detector, observations were was unlike that of any of the other hot spots. A
made ip the 8- to 14-micron range. By means of a number of possible explanations for this thermal
thermal-enhancement technique developed by Dr. anomaly were considered by the AFCRL scientists.

ARISTARCHUS

GASSEND A

Figun r. This photo Wn an WFod I of part of the lunr srfa duri q *0 Hat woU w bina do Pcvws.
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One hypothesis was that the heat-absorption oroperty internal heat source, as in the case of fracture regions
of materials along the fault differed signific nily from on earth. Slow leakage of hot gases to the surface
that of the materials on either side Anothei possi- along the fault zone could pro-;Ce an efficient
bility was longer exposure of the ar i tt. solaf heating heat-transport mechanism. In this regard, it is signifi-
due to elevation or the angle of the es..-, to the c -nt that there a-' at least 4 dark-haloed craters along
sun. However, other evidence suggests that these are the fault line, i ,ures which are generally considered
unlikely explanations. The most reasonable explana- to be due to gas explosions of internal origin. Also of
tion for the thermal anomaly seems to be the interest is the fact that at least 12 reddish flashes or
existence of an internal heat source. patches have been reported in the genera) area of the

fault luring the last 2 ye s. Taken together, the
1'his conclusion is not without additional sup- thermal and gecionical evidence suggests an internal

porting evidence. The location of the anomaly along a origin for this thermal anomaly. It follows t,.-At the
line of crustal fracture suggests a natural access to an moon may not be a thermally dead body after all.

biological and medical sciences
RAPID DETECTION AND IDENTIFICATION
OF PATHOGENS

No area in biological science has a more pressing in-vitro d-tection and the identification of microbial
neca for study than the early detection and identifi- metabolites is feasible by a CC analysis, and that the
cation of micro-organisms. The AFOSR-supported use of comet-'holism, measurably decreases the in-
program of John Gould, of the General Electric cubation period required for detection. Under the
Company's Electronics Laboratory, to meet this need same program, it has also been dimonstrated that a
has resulted in the detection and identification of GC examination of reaction products resulting from
bacteria by gas-chromatographic (CC ) analysis of viral infection shows promn'"- as a means of virus
metabolic products (1965), the detection and iden- detection and identification.
tification of viruses by GC analysis of interaction The following investigations are under way to
products with living cells (1 66), and th. application further develop the c:oncept that a GC anahxsis of
of the GC analysis concept to the prelini,.! detec, host-virus interaction products wil' lead to Improved
tion of viral infection in horses I l96). methods fr the detection and identification of

During the past year. publications on GC work ,,a;j.>s, 1,d the earl, recognition of virr infection.
have descrioed two characteristic products observed iii-Niio Studies designed enhuce the detec-
in both serum and tis..e cultures when both dogs and tion a-d identification of virusCs, to providC Knowl-
tissue cultures were inoculated with three different edge of the mechanisms leading to improved q:aiita-
canine viruses. The objectives of current investiga- te and q antitative distinctions of viruses, are being

tions are to detern!-e the host specificity to par- conducted. Expertunents are being onducted to

icular viral infections, to gain insight mni t h e define the serum 'raction givig rise to an tp' oyd

well-being of the patient, and to develop a method produc pe trumn to note the effect of bn ing the

for the rapid detection and identificat ion of vinises. ot )CRN 11 on the product Ofectrum -to oblie the
These studws are being continued 'ith emphasis on influence that different tissue culures, in particular
human-problem viruses. lymphocvte, kidney, tunor, and chick-embr o fibro-

*,Work with bacteria during inc pas! ear has blasts, have on tl', virus signatures.. and to ev: ate
resulted in subst-ntial inplro ient .in their eark the us of labeled organic v bstrateS.

detection by ncorporating .secific sub~lraes in the

culture medium. Work is M progress to enable eari,, In-VIo stuidies using gernitree nice tor the
identification and more definitive SIgnatures both in purpou of achieving Carl. recognition of virus in"ec,-
cultures and in !iie blood of animals w:ec'ted with lions are being pursued. Fxperients will be c-,m-
pathogens co)le ed from human patients ducted to increase the snsitivi; bn 7paring the

The use of gas .hrornatcgaph', for the detection bl4.c'earance rate tc follow the cot.,fs kt mnfec-
and identification of r'cro-orga."isns has shown tion 1--, oth GC and clinical tech.-lques and to
promise of being a rapid, stnsitrve, and reistr cornpare results from b,,th germ-free and conventional
&iw:plt approa,:h. Preio,', work has hon tha' mce with rm,-,Nitro te.s.
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biological and medical sciences

LYMPHATIC ABSORPTION OF DRUGS

Under AFOSR sponsorship, Dr. Ruth Levine of show that, er both oral and intravenous administra-
the Department of Pharmacology and Experimental tion, the centration of tetracycline in lymph is
Therapeutics, Boston University Medical Center, and higher ian in blood, in contrast to para-
Dr. Thomas J. DeMarco (now at Case Western Reserve amino.cylic acid where the concentrations in the
University), have been conducting intensive research two fluids were equal after either rout, of ad-
on the body's lymphatic system and its role. ministration. This observation may have imnportanice

The lymphatic sysiem is an incompletely u- .er- in the treatment of diseases associated with the
stood system when compared with the other circula- lymphatic system. The therapeutic evaluation of
tory, or blood, -'stem. The exact channels and other antibiotics might profit from the inclusion of
networks of the lyinhatic system are not c' 'v studies on distribution as between lymphl and blood.
defined, and its functional roles are poorly unuer- Sufficient data has now been obtained to permit
stood. WhIle the prin ar) role of the lymphatics in the !he assertion that the lymphatics serve as an accessory
intestinal absorption of iiietary fats and certain other route for the distribution of any drug transfetred
essential nutrients, s:uch as Vitamtin A. has been across the intestinal epithelium. For no~lpi,.ein and
thorougholy investigate d and elucidated, little at- nonstetoid drugs, this pathway assume, Importance
tention has been directed toward studies of the uinder conditio'ns of decreased bloo& or increased
degree of participation of the lymphatics In the lympri flow.
intestinal absorption of c'.ugs or chemicals. There- Studies with sulfonamides indicate that the
tore, a systemnatic i nvestigat'on was begun to provide amount of drug bound to plasma proteins has little
basic information about the lyniphatics in both the influence on its distribution to lymph After intra-
intestinal absorption and th distribution of drugs. venous administra:ion, both poorly and strongly

*To the best of our knowledge, this is the first such bound sulfoniamides were found in lymph in simila'r
investigation. The initial studies hove shown thait the conicentrations. Since the composition of :ymnph

*intestinal lymphatics did ind ed participate directly, collected fronm ]arc vessels, such as the thoracic or
hough to a miunor deicree, i the absorption of the niesenteric. is assumed to represen', 'hat of extra-

ftbercu lost at!c agent, p.-ra-aminocsalicylic acid. cellular fluid, it appears that either plasma-binding
!_xmphaticall\, absorbed material gains access to thle does ;not prevent drug distribut..-i from blood, or our

sysemi blodc icu ai~rtwitoutfirt a ssn , nowledge of lynmph formiation is inconipice ,e Pres-
through thle l-Iver, wLOIC it could be suJbjected entl ac.cepted concepts oif drug distribution miust be
inetabolic degradit ion. kluestioned and reevaluated to- be consistent with the

I he a.ntibiotic. tetra_cl in e, although mcont new, J'ata
pleteix absorbed fromT the itest ine :is -oniparcd 'A th The studies wit. siifonanlides Acre signi:icant
para-,imiosoicvlic acid, is also partially ah, -~bed bN wiJi respect ito another aspeci. The nittbolisn of
intestinal Ivuipiatiics. Sign ifi, a ii l , both file total sulfaiiidamide was found to be dependent on dos
amiounit absorbed and the am1ount Of tetra0cyclin Mt being. proi-ortionzfely !dower with higher doses This

4 ~ intestinal 1y miph can be aliost doubled m the tact may2. hmas thc~arieutic implications, for ihis, and
presciwc vt a tat t ripalm it in). tDist ributt-n st tidies perlups other. sulfonamides.

biological and medical sciences
CHEMICAL CONCEPTS IN LE-ARNING

%kiith A FOSR uppoii, Dr kniedeo S Nlirra:hm, ibuse. parlicul!ar!% as concerned -Aith lysergic acd
tr it o the tInrrrsn o! i~x'a and now eh lmd(1Sk and 41-nietcii ,§ ditetb\v

wkith th ieInt~titet ot' Pscha r rersit\ of Nits- 1:hntt~ ApetivaiicS~.I as f~ound that
%0"111 St Lou is. has coniducted td- on the disrupt ion resu Its becauii se substancs. lmke the

iisnand d rug noifi tcat ion ot_ memi anrd mtr-or ecss clowi% rclatcJ hiogrn~c anninte. oipeil
eanl~Ihsst:!Jx of ittoilnah:iot Ihan'iiing an~d coiiuncatitri hi, ihin thle -A. e special! there

C31117rig, throuigh their disimptioit by drugs. haN ot' stor:ed c\pc rince ;A ,Ich ;s the basis of lrning
bm'n10ht thle !mmsstza',r cIse to the vroblem .? dru~v Such effcts inI the r'I Iruk it , tin -c et -
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ing the biain with the rest of the nervous system nave information deficits in adult mental fisturbance,
been recorded. The generality of this finding through- through the use of instrumental visual perception
out the brain has 1-4 to the concept that many drugs tests, will contribute to the realization of diagnostic
acting on the brain do so by modifying the brain's possibilities.
chemical communicating system. Microelectrodes In response to certain expressions of interest, the
positioned within brain cells are providing for an perception test room is being converted into a
analysis of this possible action. The results of this portable hand sereoscopic version which will be
analysis are expected to supply data on the key initial useable almost anywhere, and will allow ready screen-
steps in learning which are thought to take place at ing for the potential breakdown po;nt without
the cell membrane. inconvenience to, or the production of any symptoms

in, the subject.
It has been found that abnormal products of the The further development of intracellular record-

chemical communicating system, like dimethoxy- ing techniques by Dr. Marrazzi is bringing closer the
phenylethylamine (DMPEA) (which is found in the utilization of experiments designed to detect the
urine of some ichizophrenics and Parkinsonian pa- occurrence and nature of possible persisting post-
tients) do, like dopamine, distort the system in ways synaptic cell-membrane changes essential to learning.
that might account for the diseases in which they are Tranynaptic influence on cell membranes is also
found. Dr Marrazzi's related studies of STP iink it to being studied by attempting to monitor evoked
the action of LSD; while toe interaction with potentials in the nervous system of the developing
chlorpromazine (CPZ)--protective in proper doses but chick, where they may indicate synaptic development
aggravating in larger ones-reveals the nature of the and have a I -aring on the nature of transynaptically
tranquilizer action as a direct competitor of the induced membrane changes such as might also occur
hallucinoc is. The design of a computer program and in ie.rning. If such changes can be monitored prior to
an electrunic scanner of filmed record; has ac- the development of neurohumoral systems, a new
celerated the work and made possible the rerording dimension will be added to ni.e quest for the
of pertinent electrical signals from the nosed mechanism underlying information storage and t;.ie
brain (scalp) of humans. The direct as. ,,ent of production of memory traces.

behavioral and social sciences
USES OF HYPNOSIS

The phenomena of hypnosis have for so long ,pon awakening until memory would be restored by
been associated with either entertainment, or with a signal; (3) source amnesia, in which facts learned
magic and :nystici_7m, that they have not received the within hypnosis would be retained, but the fact that
amount "f scientific atti tion they deserve for their tthey were learned within hypnosis would be for-
significance and potential usefulness. gotten; and (4) amoiesia produced by the drug,

With the support of AFOSR, Dr. Ernest R. thiopental sodium (trade name: Pentothal Sodium).
Hilgard at Stanford University has demonstrated that The results were as follows:
hypnotic phenomcna can be subjected to orderly (1) Spontaneous amnesia was found to he very
experimenial, quantitative examination. This research rare, if indeed it could be attributed to hypnosis at
has sought to identify the purposes that hypnosis can all.
be madle to serve, as well as its limitations. The two (2) Suggested posthypnotic amnesia is readily
main directions of the research have encompissed and convincingly demonstrable, but its amount varies
studies of the recoverable forgetting that takes place from subject to subject. The amount of amnesia
after hypnosis (commonly called "posthypnotic shown is a good indicator of the "hypnotizability" of
amnesia"), and the reduction of experimentally pro- the subject.
duced pain (referred to as "hypnotic analgesia"). (3) Source amnesia may occur spontaneously,

Four kinds of posthypnotic amnesia were but subjects respond to the suggestion that the facts
stlidied" (1) spontaneous posthypnotic amnesia, oc- learned will be retained, and the fact that they were
curring without any suggesiion that there would be a learned in hypnosis will be forgotten. Subjects often
memory loss after hypnosis; (2) suggested post- explain this by such a statement as "I must ,-€v
hypnotic amnesia, in which the subject was told heard it on TV."
during hypnosis that lie would have a memory loss (4) The amnesia produced by thiopental is of a
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different order than that produced by posthypnotic in circulating cold water; and (2) applying a tour-
suggestion. Materials learned while under the in- niquet to an upper amn followed by the exercise of
fluence of the drug were, after sleeping and av:.ken- the hand and forearm below the tourniquet.
ing, usually completely forgotten. Readministering of Subjects who were hypnoti:7-d without suggested
the drug did not bring back a remembrance of these analgesia experienced very little reduction in pain.
items. In some cases the forgotten material could be The relaxation associated with hypnosis was not
restored to memory thrcugh hypnosis. sufficient to reduce the kinds of pain being studied.

The use of hypiosis for the alleviation of pain Under suggested analgesia, the pain was significantly
appears to be its most promising application. Hvp- red,.ed, with greater reduction for those who proved
nosis was used as an anesthetic in major surgery more readily hypnotizable.
before chloroform and ether even came into use. It is Dr. Hlgard's research has provided substantial
used successfully today by a number oi dentists, riswers for those enthusiasts who continually push
obstetricians, and anesthesiologists. However, sur- for the widespread use of hypnosis in Air Force
prisingly little is known about pain reduction under training and operations. The results of his research
hypnosis, from a scientific standpoint, caution against the uncritical use of hypnosis in Air

Dr. Hilgard used two methods for producing pain Force applications other than in the induction of
in the !aboratory: () immersing a hand and forearm analgesia.

behavioral aid social sciences

CROSS-CULTURAL INTERACTION
IN A LABORATORY SETTING

Drs. E, R. Quarantelli and R. Roth of the The major oojectie of the Ohio State studies
Disaster Research Center at Ohio State University, during 1968 was to determine whether the problems
under AFOSR support, have been conducting labora- of cross-cultural interaction would manifest them-
tory studies of communication performance of units selves, and lend themselves to study, in a laboratory
under stress. Since late 1967 these investigators have setting in whicb graduate students from many na-
focused on communication of a cross-cultural nature. tionality groups were used as subjects. The results
Their work is based on the assumption that com- were encoraging. The international subjects sec.aed
munication interaction between persons from dif- to adjust as well to the laboratory setting and the
ferent cultural backgrounds engaged in problem demands of the research operation as the American
solving or training activities "-ill involve stress. They subjects. A videotape play-back recorder was es.
have already come to the conclusion that cross- pecially useful in making these prelimi,-,' observa-
cultural interaction and communication can be mean- tions.
ingfully studied in a laboratory simulation setting. The major finding of these preliminary studies

Until recently, most research in this area had was that, in cross-cultural interaction, members of
been done in one of two ways. First, there had been a both groups in the interaction will modify their
serieN , studies which had attempted to determine normal behavioral patterns. Thus it is not enough, as
the attitudes of foreiners towards the United States. early studies have done, to look only at the behavior
The techniques most often employed had been of foreigners in the U.S. or at the behavior of'
questionnaiires administered to, or interviews with, Americans overseas in order to understand what takes
exchange students ot government representatives place. The "native" group member in the interactio,
from abroad. A second series of studies, using also changes his behavior in such situations. This
observational techniques primarily, had sought to observation suggests a convergence hypothesis, i.e.,
analyze the types of problems an alien faces in a that members of all groups change their behavior in
foreign environment. Such concepts as role conflict, such a way as to come closer to the patterns of the
culture shock, and cultural tatigue have been ad- other groups.
varced. 'ith the exception of several Air Force This behavior could be seen in both the length
in-house efforts associated with training programs, and type of contribation made by each individual to
thefe have been few attempts to create conditions in the group discussions on a controversial issue in
a laboratory setting in which the problems of which an effort w s made to reach a decision. For
cross-cultural interaction could be systematically example, American graduate students made sigrifi-
studied. cantly longer "ontributions than students from India
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in groups composed only of each respective na- less of the nationality group with which they were
tionality: but Americans decreased the length of their being compared.
statements and Indians increased theirs, in the cross-
cultural situation. Similarly, Am.ericans increased the Results from these sessions are being formulated
number of their supportive comments in the cross- into ihypotheses for further testing. On-going experi-
cultural situation, and did this in a rather dramatic mental laboratory sessions will seek to determine how
fashion. From two to three times as many supvortive representatives of some 16 differert nationality
statements were ofr-red by Americans in sessions groups behave under the stress of an instructional
involving international participants than were pre- situation. These experiments should provide informa-
sented in the all-American group. In the same tion of value for Air Force training programs in which
r anner, the Indians decreased the number of their communication and interaction with foreigners are
negative comments ii, a cross-cultural setting, regard- required.

Figure 1. Student repreentatves from four different cultures interact while seeking a solution to a simulated international
problem.
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SELF-CONTAINED AUTOMATIC TRANSMITTER (SCAT)

The Air Force and other armed services are SCAT - 60 kHz
depending more and more on low and very-low 300 LBS

frequencies for urgent communications under dis- 18 -- PILOT CHUTE
turbed ionospheric conditions. Because of the long 64 FT CARGO CHUTE
wavelengths involved, extensive antenna structures
,e required to obtain adequate radiation efficiencies. .CHUTE

The antennas are commonly one or more very high - FTM7/2IWIRE
towers with top loading, or cables sjspended across -40 FT 7/22 WIRE
canyons. A long wire trailing behird an aircraft in
flight can also be used as a transmitting antenna. 4A ' AERODYNAMIC BRAKE PADDLE
However, air drag tends to cause the wire to become 4A T

niore w,%r-,zcnta than vertical, thus degrading the
coupling effc6pncy f-- :.9pagating transverse mag- BATER
i~etic (T mdBs.T"RY

A FC R. siieiitists, led by Dr. E. A. Lewis, have
demonstrated a new approach to sending urgent LF CENTRIFUGAL BRAKE
messages from aircraft. The concept is for the plane , 400 FT 7126 WIRE

to carry an expendable, battery-powered device
(SCAT) which can be dropped after the message to be Figure S lfContained Automitic Tranmmitter (SCAT).
transmitted has been read ion it. As illustrated in

Figure 1, dhe capsule contains a parachute, an upper
reel of antenna wire, a solid-state transmitter, a essentially resistive and low enough (90-100 ohms) tobattery pack, and a lower reel of antenna wire. When be conveni .~y" driv'en by the solid-state transmitter.!

dropped, thtc parachute is deployed in stages, de- Electrk;i,, tests conducted at the Army's
celerating the device gently, and providing a long slow Aberdeen Proving Ground (using a helicopter-
descent to the ground. (From an altitude of 45,000 supported unit) show that, with 7 strands of No. 18

feet, descent time to sea level is nearly an hour.) copper-clad cable,--a standard material--the radia-
Immediately after the parachute is fully de- tion efficiency is about 80%. Using high-capacity,ployed, the reels of antenna wire are released and lightweight silver-zinc batteries, transmission times or :

"pay out" simultaneously. Special aerodynamic brak- the order of 30-45 minutes with a radiated power of
ing devices control the rate of wire release, obviating 3 kw should be obtainable without exceeding an
any sudden snubbing at tlhe ends. When the reels are overall weight of 300 lbs. for ,, entire package.

unwound, the transmitter is at the center of a Although a complete working model has not yet
half-wave dipole, hanging vertically from the para- been assembled, the various individual elements of
chute (for a frequency of 60 kHz, the dipole is 8,000 SCAT have been successf~ady tested to validate the

feet long). Being center-fed, the antenna impedance is concept.

MEASURING TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT IN THE IONOSPHERE v:
WITH TI1£ NEW AFCRL POLARIMETER

An aircraft navigation system that uses VHF miles. This error can be reduced to less than I mie if
pulses to determine aircraft position would have the total electron content along the path is known. A
many advantages, for example, smaller antenna size study of the diurnal and seasonal variations, solar

and lower transmitter power. The disadvantage of effects, and latitudinal trends is necessary in order to
using VHF is that propagation at these equencies is catalog the changes and allow for corrections which
seriously disturbed by ionospheric variations. Uncor- would minimize ranging errors.

rected daytime variations of total electron content of In the first stage of this study, conventional
the ionosphere can introduce a delay in pulse- equipment for measuring polarization changes was
reception tine equivalent to a range error ofup to 10 used to determine simultaneously the total electron
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content on the paths to 2 synchronous satellites that increased the total electron content. Figu-- 1 shows
transmitted at 136 MHz. Because the conventional the continuous plots obtained for 2 large flares; the
equipment was slow and the data obtained was radiation increases the ionization in the F-I layer, and
tedious to reduce, Mr. John A. Klobuchar and Mr, the total electron content remains high. Disap-
Chester Malik of AFCRL's Ionospheric Physics pearances of electrons were also recorded. During a
Laboratory develaped a new polarimeter which con- severe magnetic disturbance on 1 November 1968, 60
tinuously yields pcarization angle, percent of the total number of electrons in the

The results h .ve been exciting. In 1968, AFCRL ionosphere disappeared in 15 minutes, as shown in
recorded several la ge solar bursts which abruptly Figure 2. Other studies compared the effect of
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Figure 1. Fast F-region realpor to solar flares. Total electron content (NT) is automatically plotted by AFCRL polaimetr.
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Figure 2 Total electron content variations for Nov. 1, 198 (during a magnetic storm). 60% of the total electon content
dibapeared irf 15 minutes. ,t

magnetic storms on the winter and summer iono- tion with magnetic storms. The increase must be
spheres. Seasonal dependence of total electron con- produced either by the motion of electrons from
tent was determined, higher altitudes in, the ionosphere, or by an ionizing

In addition, some predominantly winter ight- source such as energetic electrons. The correlation of
time effects were examined in detal. The total electron increases with magnetic index gives the
number of electrons will frequently increase in the synoptic picture; the mechanism remains to be
middle of the night. Such nights show some correla- determined.

TACTICAL WEATHER EQUIPMENT

The airborne special-operations weather teams An expendable weather-observation kit de-
provide support to the Tacti"l Air Command (TAC) veloped at AFCRL is shown in Figurc 1. This kit,
and to Army field units, ind also have the task of weighinig about three pounds (1.3 kg), contains a
training friendly indigenous personnel in special wind-speed sensor and wind-direction vane, a wet and
observational techniques. These activities often re- dry bulb thermometer for determining dewpoint
quiie unusual observational tools and procedures. The temperatures and relative-humidity values, a baromi
AFCRL Aerospace Instrumentation Laboratory, eter, a rain gauge, and a clinometer for making
through the work of Mr. Bernard D. Weiss, has devel- cloud-height measurements. Also included are several
oped some unique equipment for the Special Opel.,- hand calculators, graphs, conversion tables, and
tions Weather Teams. The items constructed are small simple instructions for translating observational data
in size, simple to operate, and expendable; they are into meaningful meteorological values.
also rugged enough for paradrops and do not restrict Another device is the miniature helium cylinder
jumper efficiency. which contains the exact amount of helium gas
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Figure 1. Expendable weathier-observetion kit.

Figure 2. Miniaturized winda-aloft observation kit.

needed to provide a 10-gram weather balloon with inches (5.1I cm) in diameter, weighs I pound (0.45
the prescribed free lift for day operations; thus the kg), and is refillable. Eight cylinders are carried by an
usual time-conisuming weighing-off procedure is elim- observer, using a webbed waist belt.
inated. The cylinder is 7 inches (17.8 cm) long, 2 114 AFCRL has also developed a miniaturized kit,



F2 ure 3. Balloon-puncturing devic.

showvn in Figure 2. ior winds-aloft observations. This A balloon-puncturing device was designed to
kit, when used in conjunction with the helium destroy a weather balloon automaticaly once the
cylinder kit, provides the ob°-,ver with the capa- requiired data had been collected. This minimizes the
bility for making pilot-balloon ob -vations in danger that the balloon will expose the position of
remote areas. The kit contains a miniaturized the observer to the enemy. The device, sh wvn in
theodolite, plotting board with scales, distance-out Figure 3, consists of a small knife blade mounted on
tables, compass, stop watch, and complete instruc- the rotating dial of a spring-wound activated timer. It
tions for equipment operation and dta computa- . c'ighs 0.91 ounces (25.9 grams).
tions. The equipment is packaged in a All of these devices have been evaluated by the
5-by-13-by-20-inch (12.7-by-33.0-by-50.8-cm) carry- TAC weather teams and approved for use in South-
ing case; the total weight is 3 pc inds (2,25 kg). east Asiani tactical operations.

PLAN SHEAR INDICATOR FOR REAL-TIME DOPPLER RADAR IDENTIFICATION
OF HPAARDOUS STORM WINDS

The Pian Sheai Indicator (PSI) is a new node for mediocre resolution of ranges ani velocities and the
the display of meeorological Doppler radar iforma- ability to measure only the shear and not the absolute
.on which rn' prove to be vaKlable for the value of wind components along the Doppler beam.
identification of hazardou. winds and trrbulence in The PSI display for a scanning Doppler radar
storms, Tie PSi, developed by _raliam N. Armstrong utilizes an ordinary PPI scope taten ity modulated by
and Ralph I Donaldson, It. of AFCL, provides a coherent memory filter. The resultant pattern is a
real-time loc-ition ano ,e convenient highlighting of sries of concentric arcs, each one located on the
regions within precipitation eclioes of abnormally scope at its appropriate range, plus an increrr'ntal
large shear and spectral broadening of the Doppler displacement which depends .n the radial comr' ient
velocil . Xhe real-time capability of" the PSI and its of velocit,, measured at that range. tRadial shear is
high daia rate are ach! cved at the cost of the indicated by gaps ot bunching of the ar,-s, while rt
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Figure 1. Schematic PSI pattern for a cyclonic vortex. Arrows represent wind vectors. Maximum vorticiy 4 de'noted by
mnximum arc sope, in tI*. center of the sketch.

tangential -hear, for example, a vortex, is indicated In all 4 severe storms, distuidances '1cCuri, d in
by wrinkles in the arcs as indicated schematically in the PSI pattern for periods of 15 minutes to in h-ur
Figure 1. Turbulence on a scale smaller than measur- before damaging winds or hail reached th round. A
able wind shear broadens the Doppler spectrum, and PSI pattern suggestive of a yclonic V. tcx, as
is revealed on the PSI by an increase in the line sketched in Figure 1, a-peared ;,'ft in storm C.
widths of the arcs. Figure 3 shows detail of the PSI pattern of storm C

The most interesting set of storms observed to when the vortex configuration first appeared. Fre-
date with the PSI display occurred on 9 August 1968 quently the indicated vortex encircled an echo-free
when several widely scatterte thunderstorrn. caused hole. Storm it ,o displayed a voitex-type 1',N,
severe damage. Within raacge of the radar, one storm pattern around an cho-free hole for abut half an
released a small tornado and one-in,., hail; a second hour before 2-inch hailstones fel oi, the ground. A
storm nearby was not confirmed as a tornado careful tracing of the rc continuity across the hole
although it caused heavy wind damage, with hail shown in Figure 4 reveals an arc pattern which noves
nearly one inch in diameter; a third storm, re!'asing toward the radar wi'h clockwi ,c change of azimuth,
marble- ize hail, struck a harbor, inflicting extensive suggesting cyclonic vorticitv in the vicinity o" the
wind damage to small boats; and a fourth storr" hole. Note alsothe very thick arcs near the hole,
deposited hail up to two inches in diameter, although possibly indicatin ' hazardous turbulence.
accompanied by only minor wind damage. Figure 2 In summary, three applications of the PSI disp' v
shows the PSI pattern of these storms before any are suggestc ' by the observations of the severe storms
wind damage or hail were reported on the ground, of 9 August 1968. First, the appearance of strong'
For convenience of description, these storms are wind shear aloft may provide usable warnings of the
labeled A, B, C. and D, respectively. occurrence of large hail and tornadoes c. other
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Figu 2. Photograph of PSI Display on 9 August 1968, Lettsis A. B, C, and 0 deagnate avwe. thndeestorms a deoceibed.

Fgi3. Detail o, PSI Psttern hi Storm C. Arrow points to dwtaclulr 'c cycionc vortsx pettern, simiatw to the sku in F~pire
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Figure 4. Daedi of PSI Pattern in Storm D. Arrow pointz to echo hole arond which the a~cs curve in a mnnri sugqe!Viv* of
cyclonilc vorticrty.

darniap'tu %k ids it tire grwind. The wecond.~i~
titrn is r-eal-in ideitication of storms. or portions
oft stori, in s' h icl s~ rong Wind shear and tu riilecnCC
'Aould ~.vr W .1 C 11Ct the sft o f p, et ri n g
aircraft. If a )ppler radar with PSI displa Acre
available to an airc,,att controtler at a teromial.
aircraft -CoulId be wajrned against cuiter ing an ccho
whiich would vm ry lil bV uncomfortable, if trot
dangerous, to pcenetratce Third, the PSI displa,, offers
an.t for the studis'kof airopotr ow throwi~o

the depth of thunderstorms, a studi, inispired bs the
appearance in twko slo' ins of patterns sugg stive of

vo~ ~~ r CeS



ATMOSPHERIC- DENSITY ACCELEROMETER AND LOW-ALTITUDE
DENSITY SATELLITES (OV1-15 AND OVI-16)

Short-term atmosplieric-density variationi be!low asadable. A limited amnount of density data has been200 kmn hav- been identified as a cause, of significant obtained to as low as 150 km with the LOGACSchanges in the e phemnerides of AF m,,ion satellites experimexit. However, this vehicle gathered dati! forand the targeting of ICBN~s. However, the prediction only about 4 days. Much more information iscapability for such behavioi is extremely poor. Most required to develop the required density predictionof our present knowledge of the density of the upper capability.
atmosphere has been obtained ior altitudes ab.ove 200 A highly sensitive triaxial acceleromcter systemnkmi from the analysis of satellite-orbit perturbations. has been developed by AFCRL to gather the required'Atitiosplieric-density models are relat,ely inadequate data. This instrument consists of 3 singI-axis, force-In the 100-to-200.km region dul to the sparsit) of rebalanced electrostatic accelerenieters mounted ondata, Below abo!ut 2100 kmi we do not have quantita- orthogonai axes. The triaK:Ial accelerometei systemtive relations btendensity and solar-geophysical has been flown on the OVI-15 (SPADES) andparameters. This uncertainty persists down to abou! 0"I 1- 16 (Cannen Ba!l). which are specied low-altitude100 kmi where accurate sounding-rocket data becon-se uiensitv satellites developed by A £CRL's Aerono-my

II

F~gure 1. The SPADES (OV1 15) miste Ovwall dwronon we 54 wodhoo k L, 27 nihs m tie th rI~ C0tdi-exprtmnIz sro in the c'y ndcal wtion, *twh ts 32 !nc*t 
1
0ng_ Suoorl vy~m a- moujnted in the sPW0't-"
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Figure 2. The Cannon Ball (OV1-16) satelite. The external shell was blar* with gold circles to achieve the desired thermal

control.
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Figure 3. Three donsity-vs-aititude profiles obtained by a.ccelerometers on the OVI-15 satellite. The triangle at 150 km In each
case allows compariaon with dons"t data obtained from the orbithl-decay, technique with the OVI-16 sateflite.
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Figure 4. Atmosphoric-preture data from, ionization gauge 1 o" OV1-15 during revolution 515 on 18 August 1968, and Jacchio
1964 m~ode! values.

Laboratory with Dr. K. Champion as principal scier with an initial perigee of 158 kmn. D~ata were obtained
list. These satellites were launched together in Jifly in the region between abouit 500 kin and perigee. The
1-4o8. The OVI-15 satellite tshown iii Figure !), with OV! 16 (sho~wn in Figure 2) contains the acceler.
a variety of sensors to mea0Ztre oc;.oy, :-oanp sition, onic er experiment for -,,,-boatd data, and is spe-
and sonir radiation, was placed in an ecxxiiiric orbit cifically designed to obtain Iiigh-precision, low-
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altitude density data. Since this satellite wa; 5 timtes nmuu- fron the U.S. Standard Atmosphere Supple-

as dense as a typical satellite, it ernained in orbit for ments (IUSSAS), 1966 (solid line).

only 39 days, but provided t!,: first direct orbital A:mi-ospneric pressures from al ioni/atiOn gauge

tie sir retnents of density (or a )y itmosoheric prop- o: thc V !-! 5 aie showi in Figure 4. if it is assumed

erty) down to 120 kil .... gauge ausoros an atoiiic -xygen, t!.e

'[lie spherical shape minilililed unceratalitief in measured values agree well with the .lacuna P464

the calculation of the effective cross-scctloll area model. A large block of orbital-drag " t- fei the

and drag coefficient. Both Qatellites carried t,.ickini' OV 1-16 is shown in Figure 5. Density deviations fn

beacotns to permit a comparison of the den.,, v.:lues the USSAS 66 S/F model, perigee aliude.
obtained inidependenitly frott oibital perii,bations Ko and F .. to A ' are

derived~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~~1 frn7icigdtwthtoe-tie b for'the period I 8o lAugust ),1-r

derived froml tracking data, with those ,'hites oh- )plotted. Density incre'.ses with increases i geo)-

tamed with the on-board instrumits. magnetic index and solar flux can be seen. Data

Prelim;ina~ry result. indicate Il:it [ii " ity analysis i- Cotitining wi the ultimiate goal of

below 200 kml is typically about I(Y% less titan fliat aclhieving tile ability to predict the oceri rerice and

predicted by nrost models. Figure 3 shows ipical inagn itLde of suio! .- ri flli:tuatiois and long-iern

OV 1-15 ,icceleitiieter data 'or 3 revolution.; o.i 31 changes in, d nstity in the alt .. de :egion, 1 0-2t) ki.

July 19 68. On each orbit, data were taken between

latitudes of about 68 0 N and I 5.N. Circles and crosses

renresen' data taken W,,lhc Ile satellite is Inrving

toward and away from perigee, respectively. The

results are in good a .. ement with the approp ,ate
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1, ''~~'illf l ~ i

* r ~-~' e~oi~ hri--;ii a1 'affiiiy o0. )oard ',he ait'rail : e optic 'u and 7 rc'~o
C, i t the aimosphere, in, its inh gic~d alb--vstews mated to 1,high-speed (aaiL-recording

sdegiadc tL, terform!,ance ':ucmr. r ln-ii Iwl'i ceels worc a-
icr Robca 'W ?en AFCRL's ujet: oi: 1 1 st -onditions itiroucti narruov-bald
sLabo-ato;y hws been inves~tigating the spctal Ci1ezi.
al fa '~ af~. e night visio frm -c airc ra ft tle v a, sew lalius etee c
ec-tIand exp srmc,::al aspect,. areas wlser, the moNbe ground station, ecquipped 'vitli

*~ Q>:such as a house in rice paddy a ri:piaeupet wa ae.ieai~a r
o cacte 1etceu optucaity iron tw a:. unly i i~e~naeu~elceare f

ecance ;Ithe pnarent 1W,' inteni ,tv 1'rorn0C i tesncz!,ite-
objee ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ne,,, (hVvei.iepc ote urud ~ sre taken undo, a wide range of nigh -sky....................................... 0-osqe the, mnont~ togese thrhg itsondn

background (rice, patid.'). If such a difference existssih-mo rorse hog t

then a contrast is said to exist hctv,,een the cbjee, -1--.- ,"doudsato aemdenccsr
its A A- acat, tro . it ( rhomll spe iy ihe inflitcrilt

~rosfl~e, itJ to ~duc t,:tras toa lvelThree geolgrzphical areis were utiiizea to provide

YVhe.,e i o facto-is ii- v ., .:'ta o ale l
wher de~otin my b impsaile.a range of represeniative s_.nples of the types of

atmospheric optic~l dat, -i 'oh one would expectL to
Light in the optical spectrumi reacts differently at find tthroughout most of Southeast Asia. Theso, were

d~iierenlt ieUcR.or wavelengths to identical an evergrcen foresltd :Oca, a rice paddy lowland area,
atmospheric conditions. Since both the intensity and and a seashore 1rea. Flights were made during all
dispersion of light are spectrally depenident. the phases of the ,,ooni o that a significant distrihutton
apparent contras.', as observed at a distant point, will ot ligit intensities was obtained.

vary as a function of n)oth optical bandwidth and At prtsenit, the result, of the two field trips are
center Yrequencv. Ai"CRIT experimental program being reduced and analyzed. The program appears to
seeks t,, I -otrmine the conk. ..s transmission factor, have been a :ornplec success, and pielimiinary results
as a functnu of optical frequenicy, uinder a vreyof have already prm, * useful to tIo scientific conutunin-

nigntunic atmospheric UPUti d u' -coroicgical ity. In the near future, flights will he mnad in the
conditianis typ,,,,l of both tdiv Svuitieast Asian ruhtropical environment om mne western tlceeiplieref

I lt~~~virontren' and a trpc ivrtrei the to dc1!Trie ilhe e tent ito which results will h

Western Hemisphere. similar t,. th ose ubie r-ed in Sotutheast Asia.

AIRBORNE THEPMAL INFRARED SIGNAL PROCESSING

Elekla, a linear polygenetic volcano in southeast- dhe volcalno's Norface over a-yea perod of repose.

errn Iceland. has had a long eruptive history. In its These oL- :erva!;ults are prart of a survey programi of'
eruptive cycle, which began prior to 370 A.D., *,here IcelIaitic g eothermal and volcanic areas, and comprise
have been 14 well-docurninted eruptions, the last a cooperatde effort amiong AUCRL, the U.S.. (icologi-
occurring in 1947-48. Because miost areas of thermal cal Survey, the University of Michigan, and thr
activity in1-ekl:!'s summinit area, known, since dhe last Government vi Iceiaird. Dr. R, S. Williams, Jr-.K
eruption, bad not been imapped, AFCRI. carried out Terr 'irial Seieme,, L o'tory, e.v..ducts the AKEC <V
infr.ifed surveys over Ilekla in August 1966, and again observational program.
in! Augulst 1968, to determnine the extcrit, distribu- In the 1968 survey, AFCR1 used it's Ml Al
tion, intensity, and chariges in thermal emission fromn airborne line-scann0ing systein, which is sensitive to
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Figure 1 ional-anIti$ I-iel Aicinig of thermol infrarod imagery of Hokin Volcano, iceland. Lows"ai potunti'rna-evt-ng
imaey"pco-trayz I wtr aas of ,~'iI ernission.

en-itted radiation in the 4-to-p 5 inicron wavelength southwest side of Toppgi'gur: on the northeast side of
band, and a special w.izie-band n. -netic tape recorder. Tc-ppg'gur a new, but small, linear anomaly was

(c1 96 suey"e h ~lI~ hadrc apparent in the 1968 imagery, seemngly parallel to
filml-record system, which is limaited by film-response fle northwest wall of fieklugj. The armplitude-level
shortcomings.) Thre magnetic (video) tape rcc:ord technique permnitted another iiiterpretation not prcvi-
permitted anal-Iq of thle returns by rneain of all -tisly demonstrable; the highest intensity the;-,nal
clectronic signal -amnpli(tude slicing technique. In this sources are points and linear-to-curvilinear sources,
technique, at thresholder circuit, a I .000-division probably funiaroles and fracture systems convecting
po"Centiometer. and a solid-sua:c com-,pa, .or anal', ed thermia vapors to the surface. Tnhe next lower
a .- otpa-ora ru ind n ile n anonialies are less well-defined irregular areas, coin-

outirut of I I liscrete-level samples. These were cirdingz with hvdrothe~--allv altereA, and sterrnr
printed as separate imnages. eac h coreaiewt ground.
increasinrgly initensc thermal emiission. Figure 1is a The electronic signal -am plitutde slicing technique
series of imiages showing thle poin's of the most is of- value in thle processing of' infrared -video-tape
intense thcrmnal emissinn at the lower (positive signal data uinder at least two -mvironmental situations: in
'-"larity) potentiometer wtlting Jtidginr' ffrn these the case of surveys of geothermal or v~olcanic areas,
a t ,atude-level slices, maximum, emission was ie- the areas of highest-temperature thermal emission
corded from several point sources along tile inside may he separated fromt a hotter-than-ambient envi-
xattz of Ole' cr. : I~ 'T'L-'-i _'lm''e rorjjnwqt, - and sw.Al-dlameter hlot points of thermal

two miajor craters, 'I nogigur anid Axlargigur; these emission may b,: sepairated from the am~bient environ-
* oii ouce re too small to ;,.ive been identified me -. In either case, the hlot them-,-' source may tL

either by ihe photogiaphic recording mvethod o7 oy An esolvable or undetectable on direct-record thermal
dirm'cr analysis of thle imagery. fligh emnission from the I'm gerv.
Axlargiglur anornahaes was also confirmed by the
amnplitild, level slices.

('hang( s in th,2 configurition of aiermal anoin-
ilies between 1960 and l968 were detected on the
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1!_AS"7ODYNAMIC NEAR-F"ElaP OF A lt'r &AGAT iN1 r' F AU L

AlIth'iemh seirlntoloPv i'as advanced ;rtiarkibh , in - olht,wtned wI ''rc 'il

'~pas" nine \ ears, our hacudrtJ~ndc :LCe le tOnOW .)II t h C V2rk tre I':uC
rar ithe ea'itnquake l'-cI nneetr::. imni i0 s! i 11 aSs 1111ir ~~ Xiiit!re'~

mcun-pletc. Ani nnprovcd thecor,, %'nivd .ollt-ihlte to ! ur- :Inip :u.Ii esri
Lseveral area,,, of con en to the Air Fote, su~ h as: a:i thek:etic' :uC u it ~ ~ irt'r m uii

improvement In our airif to tose ;ra1sal r*S he fau!: a d t a clc e1;_-m dt.I
underground nlarevcnts flowt lo L-:uiagn it tde ;h own il Flgirni rt~e irn respomudine hiu
earthquakes the protection of r faee od subsurface aceele a tion eni1,))lpeit o ilt P:vk flld.C1 onl
nirlitary installations: and pur(,Ace tion fromt thec tessI~ts -a'fiqu sake o, Ji. e 1 i(4) (as ni-vsed it fi)- ne-ITOS!
of possible hostilc jctij )n on our geophysical enio- statio'n to lhie fail in1 the mtoC uitol .1':c\ :0

ifl~it.Cholanie, ( alit irnia) is sumpared o th~l theoRy Ill thle
In order 'o better urderstand thre focal miechan- lpper Portion ot FIglurc 1.

ism, Drs. N. A. Hiaskeil and K. C. Thowson of
AFCRL have becit conducting thleorTiiCal C~dailatio
based on a marthennatical miodel of an earthquake. fIn N 6 5 E i
agreement with the nanow displacement zones a, t u-
ally observed on active geo~ogicai faults, it is _,rted
that ti eatlquake focus cani be represented as ai t
recta' Alar plane sheet. The displacement is aisuined
to start at one edge of this sheet and propagate to the PARK FlIE LC A! CELER TION
other at a finite velocity. The, theory allows nor the
introduc , or f an arbitrary displacement timte fnOinc-
tion, but a ramip function has b en used in th're
calculations performed to date. In space, the displace-
mient -vector can be regarded as the vct~or sumi of
three linearly independent .,omponents. It is convert-
ient to se!e-ct these compornents orthogonaldly to
correspond t well-defined types of geological
faulting. (i) longirudiw ! shear fauilt: (b)n transverse TERTCLAC LRTO
shear fault and (c) tensile faulmt. TERTCL ACLRT

Earlier work involved computaition, of' all three
fault cases, but used the simiplifican ons available for
far-field calculations. Currenit activity involves the
computation of displacement, particle velocin: anid ASSUMED SOURCE DISPLACEMENT
acceleration wave forms at points ver-y Jlose in to the
fault tot all three types of tauh nrentinsrned above. F gu ri 1
Thle resumlts for the ca' 'or~ shear f.,z: Strike-slip w"irre thor vii. Partltield earthquake observations.

POLAR-CAP ABSORPTION STUDIES

T'he predicted niaximu ni of solar activitv tor nie ,it these signals ,ropagated across the polar regions
present solar cycle is 1068-69. Huge- Oares and may~ persist for severai days. degrading thle Wert inns
pronminences that ;periodic aily erupt brin sh uri aniCe Of Ail Forcecoiin ide11111al ions, navigtrion, and
Occur most frequently duaig this period. The high detection s stems o sing the&,e fiequerneres
flux of charged particles and X rays from these flares Froirt August through Novvniber 1 9tr9, AfTRI
can have pronounced effects on the earth's environ11 conducted #in extensive sininI of' ',o po t-tr-cap absorp-
mcnt. The most serious effect is cx-,d by highi- non pherinenon" using rockets, airf att anid ground-
energy ltrot('ns fromr the sl-i dethc ick tovands the based measurements. One ohase of' the rocket
polar reeis by the earth's magnetic E2td and -,,arch ins olved the launching of several Black-Braini
creating & condition known as polar-cap absorption roclels by the loirospheri. Phsycs LjboraTors' at
(PCA)--or polar-cap blackout. !ncreased ionizatioin ,:CRL. T'hese rockets, jarincihed sinuitarieousls with
the lower ionosphere b *Y these particles causes a others fronm AFCRL's Acroniny Laboratory were
sevcee absorption of H-I radio waves. T'he attenuation flown atl night, during the day, and at sunrise amid
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;I pjo 0! ij Ti It Nii modt n AI phairl;! ptiE

deposiilon ielcc'roris C * 10 Kk\' _ird 'tns1K

70{ .. ',,t) K C
7(01 The daIta 1111J 1l 0 ell dat-'. SIC r s ic canlt

ia~rleS.fl)TIIs WereI tho cl ctidcsitsi 'p1l temlpera-
-- J U _____ IiC rtcluop w35 ioi as low as 55 km . w"ith

10 o 0 1 doiiuctus 'is nluch ais I orders .41 mhigheud
ELECTRON DENSITY ( cmn_) thanr nrmpal moztttimit vije'c at certailn altituides

(Figure 1). .copar\igthe high ionization were
jhbirrmallx NJ elect r n temperatures for these

Figure 1. Electron density as a function. of altitude measured reszio in. These Iata i ddition to) hle other mleasure-
on 19 Ncvember 1968 at 0200 hours during the PCA at

Churhil, Cnad. 1.,nts, are ci:studiedl ill rga rd to the physical
Chuchil. anaal_;eistrv ;nl the 1) region arld ti ibsorptiln Of raio

in, the ionosphecie duiring a poar-cap blackout.
sun1set foi the sdvOf tlhe phy1sIica cI~eiStrn oftl r Ite lf ntli ' results wo-re presented at the internatiotial
1) region of the ionosphere . Space Science ~Svitiposiunt ((OSl'X is InII g.

Tocetix ueBlckBrutpa od n to ohr~iitu Czechoslovakia. ott -'1 as1901t. The Pr -iicesno ot
vital p~ritiarN iit'Oriio it the i, 'si-heric thc Ss nttposlillill h1 e puilrr!slied II in iuspurg ol
paramieters during P(.A,a: Blac ki iint rotisct swas i

STM"L . -lEki., MAOTIONS DEDUCED
FROM SMOKE TRAIL.-

A:iospheric iiiottirs at al~~.sof 3it to , kil Npaitul analsk sen I goire mcnl of sinoke-tati0
1100.000 ill 200).fK0 f't) niaN appea r ans rirhuien,:e to hetias or a' viwked Iloinl ote aIngle,
ad vanceod aerospace s\ stems. ti eoariple. a iivpei-
soitic liftingv reenti aircraft t1 Inv at t~ o 0 'u c se ~ p n Stud', of these datai M. Niator
inSIX)0 to 1 1nf6X) ile, per itoiir) Thle .Aerospa e Jamtes Marishall ot \FCkt. dIspehed tl'hpe riil
histriiiuer'tatioii I ab-'ratoi% at .AI(RI has made- hld *. n~ept ofl rai .lentst that wie tltertulisl
"oi(7rie prOgress inl exploratorS re(IS",atch: d IreLt ed stable sti'tosiiiere Is 'Jes~eri Pie ni.Ii ., '-w

tosi rnding. estimates of ."Iioripliric iiiotiin5i TI niirokc. tr,,ds to' ix, jzooit sensors ii? ititIospher"c
thin atuide region, illoiions, and itdi,:jtes that sertual otions. ire

III ant explorator)- experintt conceived arid IPoi'lSr'u Qate level ItIes W Id ( km.s per horiald
di1cted In \i, Rob-it lenlard of AFt RI ,.i sore' piotio s rat tai 5 ni's (34 rtriles pethr) attL il
ot 4 spatialls w'irt os' c trailswr place pinobatll .l ir 'a as IS in. sh Alalo les prloiipar

irnultaneousix :it altitudes betNkt-en .30 mitr -0 kri peetnVI eo h taoas
00G.9(W to 110,(XX) f't ' Obwrsl- 1!l ns of these tral' pI r lit pletion oft dda teduc'tion, it is hoped

flidcie daita for teni' o.rl anid *lcditrsoil that spake arll tunle anlal. s of the et'ire exp1rinierit
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wvill produce an acceptable and useful theoreical can only speculate about possible causes ind Lheir
model of these atmospheric motions. At present, we significance for aerospace vehicles.

Figure 1. Wimultenew2s nke meknthyl-slumninum) trails over one Gulf of Mexico photographed In ewoIng twilight on 29 Nov
1967 from a came site rowr Eglin AFB. Fle. The trait are epproalmeely 17 km oenu, centerad neer 50 kin, and viaibly extend
from noee 35 kmn to 70 km. The horizontal disiecemet in the dietortIon noar the top of the trail Is rotighly 2 km in length. The
trails ware retouched for repothaclbility.
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SOLAR-FLARE FORECASTING FROM MILLIMETER-WAVE OBSERVATIONS

Observations of the sun have been conducted for regions. Of particular interest are the temporal
many years in an effort to unravel the physical nature variations of the active regions u they pass acro& the
and origin of the solar atmosphere, and to investigate solar disk. They exhibit two distinct time scales. The
the mechanism of the solar-induced terrestrial effects first type, or slow variation, occurs over periods
such as aurorae, HF communication blackouts, and ranging from several hours to a .w days, with
magnetic storms. With the realization of man-in-space 50-percent decreases to 100-percent increases in the
programs, one particular solar effect, the proton flare, level of enhancement. The smcond type, the burst
has become especially important because of the variations, last only a few minutes. Bursts have been
biological hazard it presents to astronauts in earth- seen only in those regions exhibitLig at least a
orbiting space veldcles. 6-percent level of enhancement, and for which there

As part of AFCRL's program to provide funda- has been an optical event taking place simrultaneously.
mental data leading to a capability for solar-flare These burst variations have usually produced an
forecasting, Mr. P. M. Kalaghan of the Microwave order-of-magnitude increase in the intensity levels;

Physics Laboratory has been making high -resolution but, because of the small size of the brightened
observations of the sun at 8.6 m. At this wave- region, such bursts have increased the total solar flux
length, the radiation originates primarily from the by only a few percent. Howevor, exceptions have
upper and middle chromospheric regions. The pro- occurred during proton-producing burst events where
gram includes daily .mappings of the black-body increases comparable to the total solar flux have

temperature distribution over the solar disk. Active originated from regions with in area of less than I
centers appear as local enhancements in the observed percent of the total solar disk. For example, in one
intensity distributions. (The observed frequency of case the intensity of a burst produced an 82-percent
occurrence of these enhancements is s1own in Figure increase in the solar flux at a wavelength of 8.6 mm.

To provide some measure of the potential ac-
tivity of a particular region, based on its 8.6-mm

140- enhancement, 3 distinct levels of enhancement haver been defined. The "mildly active" are those exhibi-
ting enhancements of 5 percent or less; the "moder-

,20 , ately active" are those with enhancements from 6 to
X 6.6mm 13 percent; while the "critically active" are those

100 N ON-CRITICAL ,CRITICAL REGION with enhancements greater than 13 percent. (In all
, REO ,cases, the classification of a region is determined by

so l its steady-state or stable intensity level rather than
I/ I[E Tfrom an elevated level that may occur during a burst

6 I OPSECT VLR event.) With this classification of areas, the life
I Ohistories of individual regions can be described and

their potential assessed.
40

2Thew high-resolution observations at a wave-
20 I/" length of 8.6 mm have demonstrated their utility as a

means of gathering new data on active centers. Of
4 particular importance is the suggesdon that a

0' ABOVE AVERAGE SURFACE TEMPERATURE "critically active" enhancement is a necessary,
although not sufficient, condition for the occurrence

Figure 1. Frequmny of oecurrow of bctiv regiom of a proton event from a particular center of activity.
(Feb. 196045O 163).

Analyses of the millimeter-wavelength observa-
tions show that active regions exhibit black-body
temperatures as high as 25 percent above the quies-
cent background levels, with typical enhancements
lying between S and 10 percent; these regions are
associated In position with the underlying plage
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THE ATMOS-PHr 3iF THE PLANET VENUS

Vewi , thie sistei planet of' Farth, has frustrated
astritri oc ir efforts to disC('\cr the :oni-

_i fo the V I s ianI atnophere Lind the
ph rlcoittions existinyg oil thec plunets suirface. - '

cove;- Whih h aIIlowIXI the planet i liter0\' rcil-ain
alshrouded in rivstery."

Rtcetiy, a method of probjintt, the atmospheric
Constituemts of thec planet Venus, Using phaise-effcl
oh SeF t ons was tttesgte by'. I. ! ai-aghiu 01
AFMAR Miciowave Physics L-aboratorv. Measure-
roents at 3 wavelengths (,3.15 ca), 0.80 en and 0.3-)4
cm) indicate that tht: illuminated and unillorninated
hemispheres of the planet empit radiation equivaient iLUNTDHMSHA

to a black body at the fol1lowing temrperatulres (see NN

Figure 1) 3 0

RadiomietriciTeraperature .

Illumiinated Uniflumirated --RECUENCY -4

Wavclength 1 lemisphere H-emISEIh~e e F r 1.

3.15 cm 694 OK 448 OK Brightness tetnperaturs of Venus as a function of frequency.

0.86 cm 435 OK 415 "K
0.34 cm 285 OK 3107 " K

mnilimeter-wavelength radiation, the incorporation of
a distuibution of dust into the m'-del atmosphere was

Of particular sigifficance is the fact that the attemrpte-d at AFCRL; it was shown to produce a
0.34-cm data indicate that the night side of the planet spcLra response in agreement with the measuied
appears warmer, radiometrically, than the sunlit face, data, as shown in Figure 1. Thus, a strong possibility
while n:sf twe opposite is true Mt the other two for the missing constituent J -'the Venusian atroos-
wavelengilhs. Thus significantly different physical phere is planetary dust, perpetually falling and then
conditions must exist on the two faces of the plait; being raised from the surface by air currents existing
otherwise, they would both exhibit similar spectral over the very hot surface. Furthermore, it was found
characteristics. that the day face of the planet must exhibit a surface

If oni, defines a model atmosphiere compatible temperature of about 820 cK, while that of the night
with tho status of current knowledge of the planet face must be so)me 200 'K lower. The distribution oif
(i.e., atmosphere with 75%.-90Z, C0 2 and the re- dust is physically compatible with this notion of
maindor N2), and a variable sui-face temperature, it differing surface temperatures, in that time dust
shotuld be possible, utilizing the tikory of' radiative distribution on the hotter face is heavier and more
transfer, to theorelically predict the spectral behavior extensive thatn on the cooler face, as would be
of the radionietric temperature exhibited by the expected from consideration of the air currents on
planet. H-oweve , gross disagreement with the ob- each f'mce. Thus, the utilization of ground-based
servatiotal data resulted, indicating that the observation- over the 3-cm-to-3mm-wavelength range
.. oonial" atmosphier; - ocdels are inadequate and provides a ' ew insight into the Venusian atmosphere,
that there must be ,, aditional significant con- and offers promise for probing other planetary
3tituent within the atmosphere. environments,

Interestingly, in 1961, F. J. Opik hati nggested
ifl, existei,cc of' a heavy distrm'utiom ot dust, or- haze,

lhe lower atmosphere which was kept aloft by
Ads over the hot arid surface of the planet. Since

dust particles interact with centimneter- and
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DEGRADATION OF RUBY-LASER OUTPUT

In the course of extensive tests of uby-iaser rods results in a stead, deg-adaon of the laser-output
of differet sizes and origin. Dr. C. M. Sticydey and energy.
his coworkers at AFCRL's Optical Phvsics Laboratorv The identification of color centers as the cause of
observed that the energy output of one was consider- degradation was made by comparing curves of absorp-
ably less than that of three others similar in size and tion vs. wavelength for ruby (r4 0, in A 12 Qj3 ) with
i. Cr concentration, and that the original low- curves for clear sapphire (A1 03 conaining -io
thremold energy of two other rods degraded after Cr2 03) ii which color centers had been artifizcally
thev were fired only a few times. Gradual reduction induced. As Figure 1 illustrates, tf'e sjhapcs of these
in output energy during repeated firing also occurred curves agree, showing that absorption by color
with varving degrees of severity in all by rods centcrs occurs. (It also shows that these centers are
tested. Because output energy that gradually declines properties of clear sapphire, and do not require the
from shot to shot is undesirable in practical, as well as presence of Cr' ions for their formation.)
experimental, applications of lasers, AFCRL made an The identification was substantiated by theoreti-
intensive study of this effect. cal calculations. Electrons. initially bound to atoms in

The degradation was traced to the formation of the crystal, absorb sufficiently high-energy photons
color centers within the ruby rod. Color centers in from the pump light so that they are raised to the
the rod absorb pump light, and depletion of the conduction band of A120 3 . From tire conduction
pump-light energy density correspondingly reduces band, an electron can either return to the bound state
the laser-energy output. Repeated firing of !he laser in an atom, or it can drop into a vacancy in the
causes more and more color centers to be created and crystal lattice. If it goes into a ;acancy, a color center

I * Levs data for Sapphire
E 0.25 Ruby Rod 86

z 0.20
0

a.
M 0.15
:0

a 0.05-

2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000WAEEGH AGTOS
ri.. .Asopio nucdinrb b hepm lgtan n la sphieb lwon/ t as



is created; the e!ectron in this vacancy can absorb ent in the amounts of J00 to 5,000 parts per million.
light and, by so doing, it "coiors" the crystal. The This is equal to I tc 10 times the --mount of Cr3 +

degree of pump-rate reduction expected from he present in a 0.05% ru iy rod.
absorption caused by fornation of these centers was
computed. The results of the calculation and the The principal contribution vf this study is that
experiments agreed to within the experimental error, one mechanism ot of numerous possible ones has

The source of the electrons that filh the vacancies been identified as being responsfbkz for the output-
is jiot known; the observations show that C - plays eiergy decay. The complete solution to this problem
esn1;1iv no role in this process. impurity analyses will be achieved when we understand how to prevent
of selecteu samples showed that impurities are Pres- t.he fomnation of color centers i; pure sapphie.

ground electronics

RESEARCH ON SPEECH PROCESSING

Measurement of the degree of fidelty of repro- The first of these undertakings was a survey of
duced speech is one of the 7ain problems in research the "state-of-the-art" of vocoder technology, which
on speech processing. The smech intelligibility, its was organized by C. P. Smith of AFCRL and involved
quality and naturaln- and the degree to whsuch the cooperative effort of industry, the universities,
familiar voices can be recognized by a listener aftei and professional societies. The DRT was used to
the speech signal has been processed, are of particular obtain performance ratings on representative vocoder
concern for rating and evaluating devices for narrow- systems operating at 2,400 bits per second. The
band digit-l voice corimunicatiens, such as vocoders. results are demonstrated in the performance profile
Studies vf these problems also support longer-range of Figure 1, which presents the average, best, and
objectives, for example, the evaluation of techniques poorest scores obtained in this survey for each of the
for permitting a computer to "speak'--that is, to six components of speech intelligibility, as well as for
generate its response in an intelligible voice message. the total intelligibility. The vocoders' poorest per-

formance was for the feature, "sustention." This is
One of the results of the program of the AFCRL the featur, thae dis:inguishes the short, abrupt

Data Sciences Laboratory is a new method for testing consonant sounds from their sustained counterparts,
speech intenigibility. the Diagnostic Rhyme Test that is, "p" from "f." "th" fr,m "t," and "v" from
(DRT). The attributes, "voicing," "nasality, .... sten- "b.'" Considerable bias for the intelligibility of this

*tion," "sibilation," "gravenes," and "compactness" feature was revealed. The negative state of this
are the fundamental features by which we perceive feature, which characterizes the abrupt consonants,
and recognize speech. The I)RT test measures the showed an average intelligibility of only 77%, while
degree of accuracy with which each of these funda- the best system 'ested ordy obtained a score of 84%.

mental components of intelligibility are perceived by For the positive state of this feature (the sustained
a listener. Thus, it provides a score for total speech consonants), the average score was 88%. The next
intelligibility and a diagnosti- profile that pinpoints poorest feature was "graveness" (the grave-acute
the particular deficiencies of a speech-prottssing opposition), which distinguishes "p" from "t," "b"
technique or device. This new test has been employed from "'d," and "ni" from "n." The performance-
in two major research efforts which have yielded new profile chart provides a valuable benchmark in
insights into speech-Frocessing techology, speech-processing tech.ology, both by pinpointing
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SPEECH INTELLIGIBILITY DIAGNOSTIC PROFILE
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Figure 1. "Stott-of-tho-4rt" of 2400 bit-per-iaond channel vocoders, The bars proint the average, best, and poorest
porfonmance obtained In a sirvey of currant ceannel vocoder systems, for the six unrklentaI componev't of Intelligibility
measred with the Diagnostic Rhyzlr Test (DRTV. as well as total intelligibility scores.

the major deficiencies of present vocoder technology, intelligibility, and thie intelligibility fo- the six funda-.7A !
and also by establisbig a reference against which new mental cornponents of the DRT, as functions of
systems and processing techniques can be compared several parameters, such as the number of patterns
and evaluated. utilized and the spectrum data rate. The data are

The DRT was also used in a series of experi- summarized in Figure 2, which compares the in.-lligi-ments, condacted by C. P. Srifth at AFCRL, to b.iity obtained with thi. techn~ique with that of a

determine the performance Iharacteristics of' a pro. chatiel vocoder using conventional pul.e-code modu-cessing method (voice -pat tern matching) for speech lation. The results showed that pattern-matching can

compressioj- developed at AFCRL. A battery of tests provide a significant edaction in the data rate of a
was perfored usi ,g various combinations of stored vooder system ,hii providing a relatively smallvoice pattems. Listening crews determined the total reduction in the speech intelligibility.[
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Figure 2. Intelligibiit.y nf pattern-matching itocodev compared with con~ventional vocioder. Each point represents the
Intelligibility score of one or more tonts, obtained with a crew of iaight liste~ners, in which the proceusrig mode was eauate'

MULTISENSOR DATA CONSOLIDATION
AND INTLRPRETATION

The inability of any given sensor to provide to all sensor ineasurente't processes?" An answer to
unambiguous information on targets of military tis question cou)ld Icd to very significant sayings in
interest, in the presence of both natural and man- the development of unified data-compaction ptoce-
made interference, has led to the proliferation of dures, with devices operating close to the data soiurces
space-borne, air-borne, and ground-empl aced sensor in contrast to many radically differen, . k~
systems. This, in turn, has led to increasingly serious ting wel! downstrcam from the sources.
problems of communication-bandwidth conservation In order to evaluate the relative merits ofT ri4,us5
and semiautomated data interpretation. measurement data-consolidation thoories and proce-

Research in multisensor data consolidation, at dures, prior to their implementation in costly hard-
AFCRL's Data Sciences Laboratory, is mainly fo- ware, an exteisive signal data-manipulation capability
cused on the question, "What is there that is common has been evolved by the Laboratory's 0ynamird:
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T'rocesjzs Brancli under die guidance of Charlton M. classification or compression scheme is doing to the
Walter. T!1is cpability is based on thec Data Sciees raw signature data in ferms of appropriate trans-
Labor '. r 's Fxilprimpr-A! D, iamjc Procesor (the fornations on die signature vectors in the N-dimen-
DX-1 Systefn) !i dedicated, memory-sha ring, poly- sional vector space.
ri-orphic kdotal p.ocessor with extensive sensor-data
inputftine., specil rnicroprocessing, and on-line color- Specih. applicaticns of the daza-consolidation
dispi-ar-neiatiri features. theory have been made in the -are-is of speech-band-

rhe ap,,roach taken has represented mne first width compression/' resynthesis and in the problem of
compotet--oonentei gfaj,,iic realization of an impof- mulitisensor acoustic-signature consolidation an~d cate-
Ufa )etathzmatical technique based on the representa- gorization. In speech-bandwidth compression, a col-
tioni of ead; cour-.plex signal as a single point in an laborative effort with C. P Smith of the Digital
N-dimensional vector space. Thc behavior, in timne, of Speech ' -ipch, Data Sciences Laboratory, has :.']own
large e nsembles cj signals can then be considered as that a,. .-ditional factor of 3-to-l-cornpress~on cant be
families of "In?.'ctories" in this multidimensional achieved, over present channel vocoder systems, with
space. Fvrwin these vicws the investigator can begin to essentially no loss in intelligibility. In the corisolida-
develop a fiel for; the stmtistical and dynamnical tion a;,.I classification of acoustic-signature data from

stutrso vnesmlso i~asfreample, a limited number of sources, a Ka-dwidib compres-
signatures of aircraft., o)r of missiles as seen by sion of approximately 100, to 1 can be achieved with
paticular racar syt fs ie can also begin to answer no degradation in the classification accuracy, using
such important questions as the extent to which the same technique.
signatures belonging try different sources can be The Experimental Dynamic Processor has also
distinguished or,-, from the other. The data can be been used to analyze the performance of a type of
observed from many different points of view in order air-to-air radar target-signature categoiizationi system.
to determine the sensitivity of different data-consoli- Preliminary results indicate categorization effiCiencies
dation and signaturc-categorization procedures, uti- in the 807%, to 95% range are feasible, but not the
lizing the processor--controlled color display of the 99+% figures originally quoted by the system de-
DX-J System. The display shows just what any given signers.

A NOVEL TYPE OF ENDFIRE ANTENNA WITH INCREASED GAIN
AND IMPROV~bD PATTERN PERFORMANCE

Significant progress in the field of end~ire anten.- h ighly efficient surface-wave launcher for the endfire
nas has been) achieved in the Microwave Physics structure. As a result, a cavity-fed endfire antenna is
Laboratony of AFCRL. obtained whose gain now increases proportionally

The gain of cot~ventionial optimized endfire with its structural lengti. The concept of the short
antennas (for ex ample Yagis, helical, disk, or drelec- backfire has been described in s,,'veral OAR public--
tric antennas), is approximately proportional to 6ieir tions, for example. in the Proceedings of the 0 "?
structural length, uip to about 15 dB gain. For higher Research Applications Conference, Vol. , 12 March
gains (in the 20-dB range), however, such antennas 1967.
become inmpractically lonig aad cannot be tolerated Figure I shows a skcetch of thre new antenna type,
for inany applic-mons becaute- their gain does not and Figure 2 shows ii's gain curve as a funcetion
10crease proportionally with length abov . about structure length. It should he noted that a conven-
15dB. The explanation for tis, unfavorable behavior tional endfire would require a length of approxi-
is st raigh Ittoi ward: the usual ctipolc feed do.es riot mately 25 wavelengths f,,, a gain of 20 dB (isotrop.')
give sufficient ~X~it~ioo~~~.e for surface-wave compared to only 10 wavelengths for the cavity-fed
propagation on longer antrnna sinictures. endfire.

Investigations performed by Dr, H-ermanni W. FontL. itely, the gain increase is -combined wit),
Lhrenspeck of the Mi,,owave Phys.ics 'Laboratory an essential im-provemuent in pattern performiance, A
have shown that the gain limitation~s of such conven- sidelohe le-vel lower thanl -X) dli if) Fand HI plaue. and
tional endfire antennas can be overcome by replacing a hacklobe level lower tlian -30 dlB, arc readilA
their feed system- in many cases a co.mbination of a achievable.
fecd dipole and at reflector-.by i, short backfire as a The new type of enrdfire antetina. should prove tO
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be advantageous fo1 -riany types of cot urtunica [ion, ogy. Several applications " &e short backfire an-
telemetry, and tracking systems. Also, because of the tenna have already been mane in ope ratio nal-sy stem
shortened length of the antenna, it could widely design.
extend the use of endfire anteni,:-. in space techriol-

Figure 1. Cavity andfire antenna.
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Figure 2. Gain curve of cavity owfire antenna as a fun."tloii of structure length.
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SatltClite~s, ballootis, anud
sounding rockets -sabar

RECORD-SIZE SALLMON SENT TO RECORD ALTITUDE

The Aerospace Instrumentation Labooatory of Army Electronics Command, It carried instruments
AFCRL launched a 28.7-million-cubic-foot (810,000 for measuring atmospheric composition, pressurs?.
in3 ) research balloon in September 'A968 which temperature, density, ozone, and wind motion near
reached an altitude of 160,000 ft (49 kni). Two the stratosphere, plus 285 pounds (129 kg) of ballast;
records were established: the balloon was the lai~est the totai load was 425 pounds (193 kg). The huge gas
ever 'aurccd, and the altitude was the highest ever enivelope was fabricated from unreinforced poly-
attained by a research balloon. et-hylene only 0.45 mils ikl.I4xiOT 3CM) thick. This

This balloon was designed by AFCRL. for the very-thin material required extreme care in handling

4

Fiue1. The 28.7-frJijon-cajbio-foot beiloont Jus before isund*. Thee major portim of the bmiloon's 6117.ftV. 'gth isKu
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by the launch crew during layout, inflation and The flight represents a significant advance in
launch, balloon development. Polyethylene is the basic mater-

AFCRL launched this polyethylene balloon from ial used to construct research balloons, the conven-
the White Sands Missile Range, with Arthur 0. Kom, tional capacity of which is about 5 million cubic feet
Jr. of AFCRL as the Flight Test Director for the (140,000 iM3 ). The previous record size for poly-
launch. A new technique for launching was also ethylene balloons (but not for balloons fabricated
successfully tested on this large balloon. The unin- from other materials) was 13.5 million cubic feet
flated portion of the system was incased in a (378,000m 3); that balloon was launched by AFCRL
polyethylene sleeve. (See Figure 1) When the balloon in 1965. Five fiber-reinforced Mylar balloons having a
was laun:ched, the sleeve prevented the undeployed volume of 26 million cubic feet (730,000 m3), flown
portion trom "sailing" in the wind. As me balioon by AFCRL for NASA in 1966 and 1967, were the
ascended, the sleeve opened as planned. At the time previous record size.
of launch, Jde length was 587 feet (179 n). At On 23 September 1969, another balloon with a
ceiling, because of the expansion of the helium capacity of 30.3 million cubic feet was flown for the
caused by the decreased atmospheric pressure the Army Atmospheric Sciences Laboratory It hqd a
balloon assumed an onion-shaped configuration of total load of 425 pounds (193kg).
about 352 by 410 feet (107 by 125 in). It traveled in Another similar flight was planned for NASA for
a westerly direction at about 10 miles per hour (4.5 6 November 1969. The ballot: was to have a
m/s). The flight was terminated near Needles, Cali- capacity of 34 million cubic feet, and was to carry
for- '3, after I hours. over 14,000 pounds, the largest payload ever carried.

I
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Hlgh -Gradient', f.'1rh -In ten sit. Fields f(, Ore Separation (Project No. 9764)
Conract: Max .,wersllow. Directorate of Physical Sciences, AFOSR. Tel, Ext. 45588

NUCLEAR PHYSICS
lfird.VRav Pulsars (Project No. 975 1)
.on fact. Lt Cul RicharO E. Denfelti, Diectorate of Physical Sciences, AFOSR. Tei. :-t. 45581.
'1) fiewish, A.. S 1, Bell, J. D. H. Pilkington, P. F. Scott and R. A. Colns, Nature, 2)7, / 09, 1968.
(2) Stselin, D, Ii, and F. C. Relfenstein. "Pulsating Radio Sources near the Crab Nebula," Science. 162, 1481, 1968.
(3) Co-,elte, i. IV.. I. D. Craft, Jr., R. V. F. Lovelace, J. MI. Sutton and F. L. Tyler, 'Ctab Nebuln Pilsar NP u532.",Vatsur,, 221,

453, 196'9.
(4) Cocke, W. JM. I. Disney and D). J. Taylor, "tDiicovery of Optical Signals from Pulsat NP 0532," Nuturr, 221, 525, 1)69.
(5) Fritz, G_. P. C. Henry, 1. F. Nteekins. T. A. Chubb and H. Friedman, "X-Ray Pulsar in the Crab Nebula," Science, 164, 709,

1969.
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(6) B~radt, H., S. Rappaport, W. Mayer, R. E. Nather, B. Warner, M. Vacfallane and J_ Knrstian, "X-Ray and Optical Observaqtions
o 'the Puisar NP 0532 in the Crab Nebula," Nanure, (preprint) 1969.

(7) Fishman, G. J., F. R, Harnden and P. C. Haymes, "C' 5ervation of" Pulsed HarO X Radiation from NP ('532 from !967 Data,"
Ap. J., (preprnh) 1969.

The Shell Model in Medium Mass Nuclei (Project No. 7112)
Contact. D.. G. 1. Harris, General Phy;Ocs Research Laboratory, ARL. Tel. Ext. 53613.
(1) Hyder. A. K., G. 1. Harris, 3. 1. Perrizo and F. R. Kendzorski, "Reaction S16 (p, _y) C,31 Find Properties of C3',", Phys. Rep.,

169, 899, 1968.
(2) Watson, D. D., J. C. Manithuruthil and F. D. Le e, "Isobaric Analog States in C135,- Phys. Rev., 164, 1399. 1967
(3) Maripuu, S., "*Shell Modt! Calculations of' Ml Transition Probabilities front Isobaric Analog States," Nucleair Fhysics, A4123.

357.,1969.

Dualit , Diagramos - (Project No.'s 9751 and 976"'
Contact: Dr. L,- ch Weigold, Directoratt of Physical Sciences, AFOSR. Tel. Ext. 45581.
(1) Harasi, Haim, "Duality Diagrams," Ph 'vsical Rev'iew Letters, Vol. 22, No. 11, 17 March 1969, pp. 562-565.
(2) Rosner, Jonrathan L., "Graphical Form of Duality," Phyvsical Review Letters, Vol. 22, No. 13, 31 March 1969, pp. 689-692.
(3) Fubrni. Sergio, "Regge Behavior. Resonances, and Crossing," Comments on Nuclear and Particle Physic, Vol. 3, No. 1, p. 26.

CHEMISTRY
The (7zemicai Laser-Progress and Purpose (Project No. 9760)
Contact: Dr. D. L. Ball, Directorate of Chemnicel Sc ,,nccs, AFOSR. Tel. Ext. 45337.
(1) Pirnentel, G3. C., "Chemical Users," Scientific American, 214, 32, April 1966.
(2) Berry. M. J. and G3. C. Pintentel, "Hydrogen-Fluoride Elimnination Chemical La.er,.' I Chrem. Phys., 49. 5190, 1968.
(3) Parker, J. H. and G. C. Pimental, J. Chrem. Phys. (ini press).

Development of a Hfigh-Erffickncy Negative Ion Source for Mass Spectrometers (Project No. 7023)
Contact: Dr. T'. 0. Tiernan, Chcsnis"r Research Laboratory, ARL. Tel. Ext. 54869.
(1) Tiernan, T. 0. and B. Mason Hughes, Proceedings of the Sixteenth Aa;nual Conference on Mass Spectrometry and Allied

Topics, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvaniai: ASTM Cummittee E,14. 1968, p. 24.
(2) Hughes, B. M. and T. 0. Tiernan, Proceedings of the Sixteenth Annual Conference ont Mass Spectromretry and.! flied Topics

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania: ASTM Committee E-14, 1968, p. 28.

Elecron-B eamn Interactions on Surfaces (Project No. 7023)
Contact: Dr. T. W. Haas, Chemistry Research Laboratory, ARL. Tel. Ext. 53625.
(1) Haas, T. W., Proceedings Fourth International Materials Symposium, G. Somoriai. ed., New York: j. Wiley &Sons, 1969.
(2) Lander, J. J., Phys. Rev., 91, 1382, 195 3.
(3) Weber, R. E. and W. T, Peria, . AppI. Phys., 38, 4355. 1967.
(4) Harris,L. A., J. Appi. Ph vs., 39, 1419, 1968.

A Phoropolymerization System (Project No. 9540)
Contact: Denton W. Elliott, Directorate of Chemical Sciences, AFOSR. Tel. Ext. 45337.
(1) "Acid-Base Characteristics of Photochromism," Final Technical Report, Contract AF 49(638)-1264, AFOSR 68-0345, AF

665 426.
(2) "Photopolymerization Systems Come of Age," C'hemnical and E'ngineerr g News, 46, No. 10. 46, March 4, 1968.
(3) Close, D. H., A. D. Jacobson, J. D. Margemm R. G. Brault and F. J. McClung, "Hologram Recording on t'hotopolymer

Materials," (submitted to Applied Physics Letters).

A New Technique For Free-Radical Detection (ProjeA- No. 9540)
Conrtact: Dr. Anthony J. Matuszko, Directorate of Chemical Sciences, AFOSR. Tel. Ext. 45337.
(1) Janzen, E. G. and B. J. Blackburn, "Detection and Identification of Short-Lived Free Radicals by an Electron-Spin-Resonance

Trapping Technique," Journal of the A m,,rican Chemical Society, 90, 5909, 1968.
(2) Janzen, E. G. and B. J1. Blackburn, "Detection and Identification of Short-Lived Free Radicals by Electron-Spin-Resonance

Trapping Techniques (Spin Trapping). Photolysis of Organolead, Tin and Mercury Compounds." (to appear in the Journal of
the American Chemical Society in 1969).

L'arbametallic Boranes (Project No. 7903)
Contact: Maj A. D. 137own, Jr., Chemistry Division, FJSRL. Tel. Ext. 2635.

What's Newv in Neutron Diffraction? (Projc:ct No. 9537)
Contat: Lt Col L. D. Whippie, Directorate of Chemical Sciences, AFOSR. Tel. Ext. 45337.
(1) Moore, M. J., 3, S. Kasper and 3. H. Menzel, 'Pulsed LINAC Neutron Diffraction," Nature, 219, 849, 1968.

Stability of Molecular ions (Project No 7903)
Contact: Maj C. 1). Brabson, USAF Ac~dcnsy, Colorado, Tel. Ext. 3335.

Density Measurements of Aluminum Chloride (Project No. 7903)
Contact: Lt Col L. A. King, Chemistry Division, FJSRL. Tel. Ext. 3148.
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The Relevance of PolymerResarch to the Air Force (Project No. 9537)
Contact: Dr. William L. Ruigh, Diectomte of Chemical Sciences, AFOSR. Tel. Ext. 45337.
(1) Johnson, W., L. N. Phillips and W. Watt, British Patent !, 110, 791.
12) Peters, D. W., "Cuabon-Fibre Reinforced Plastics, Design Engineering (British), September 1968, p. 29.
(3) Wztmore, W. C., Aviation Week and Space Technology, November 18, 1968, p. 62; November 25, 1968, p. 55; and Mrch 17,

1 96 9 , p. 23.
(4) Watt, W., "Pyrolysis of Polyascryonitrile." Nature, 222, 265, 1969.
(5) Flory, P. J., Statistical Mechanics of Chain Molecuies, New York: Interscience Publishers, 1969.
(6) Flory, P. J., Principles of Polymer Chemistry, Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press, 1953.

MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES
Distributed Parameter Control Systems (Project No. 9749)
Contw t: Capt Allen D. Dayton, Directorate of Mathematical Sciences, AFOS t . Tel. Ext. 45261.
(1) Wang, P. K. C., "Optimal Control of a Class of Linear Syrnmetri Hyperbolic Systems with Applications to Plasma

Confinement," Report No. 69.15, March 1969, Dept. of Engineering, Univ. of Calif. Los Angeles (accepted for publication in
J. Math. Ana'ysis and Appliations).

(2) Wang, P. K. C. and W. A. hirnos, "A Control Theoretic Approach to the Plasma Confinement Problem," Report No, 69-17,
April 1969, Dept. of Engineering, Univ. of Calif. Los Angeles (submitted to . of Optimization Theory and Applicarions).

(3) Wang, P. K. C., "A Method for Approximating Dynainic Proces.mes by Finite-State Systems," int. J, Control, Vol. 8, No. 3,
1968, pp. 285-296.

(4) Wang, P. K. C., "Confinement of Thermonuclear Plasmas-A Distributed Control Problem," Proc. of 1968 Joint Automatic
Cont. Conference, Ann Arbor, Mich., pp. 1119-1120. (invited paper).

(5) Wavg, P. K. C. End W. A. Janos, "An Inverse Approach to Ptsma -Confinement Problems," Annual Meeting of the Plasma
Physics Division, American Physical Society, Miami, Florida, Nov. 1968. Abstract in Bulletin of American iAysical Society,
Dec. 1968.

(6) Wang, P. K. C., "Mathematical Modeling of Systems with Distributed Parameters," (presented at the 1969 Joint Automatic
Control Conference, Aug. 1969).

(7) Wang, P. K. C., "Feedback Stabilization of Hydromagnetic Equillbria," (presented at the International Union of Theoretical
and Applied Mecharics-Symposium on Instability of Continuous Systems, Karlsruhe, Germany, Sept. 8-12, 1969).

(8) Balalrishnan, A. V., "On a New Computing Technique in Optimal Control," UCLA Report No. 67.61, Dec. 1967.

Degree of Apprwximatfion by Positive Linear Operators (Project No. 707 1)
Contact. Dr. Oved Shiaha, Applied Mathematics Research Laboratory, ARL. Tel. Ext. 54718.
(1) Shisha, 0. and B. Mond, "The Degree of Convergence of Sequences of Linear Positive OperatL -." Proceedings of the

National Academy of Sciences, 60. 1196-1200, 1968.
(2) Korovkin, P. P., "Linear Operators and Approximation Theory," (English translation), Delhi, India: Hindustan Publishing

Corp., 1960.
(3) Shisha, 0. and B. Mend, "The Degree of Approximation to Periodic Functions by Linear Positive Operwtors," Journal of

Appromration Theory. 1, 335-339, 1968.

Computational Aspects of a UnificdApproach to Problems in Estimation and Detection (Project No. 7904)
Contact. Maj Roger A. Goesey, Aerospace Mechanics Division, FJSRL. Tel. Ext. 3122.
(1) Van Trees, H. L., Detection, Estimation, and Modulation Theory, New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1968.
(2) Geey, R. A., "Canonical Representations of Second-Order Processes with Applications," Frank . Seller Research

Laboratory Technical Report SRL 69-0001, January 1969.
(3) Geesey, R. A. and T. Kailath, "Applications of the Canonical Representation to Estimation and Detection in Colored Noise,"

Proc. Symposium on Computer Processing in Comirumcartons, Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn, New York, 1969.

Similar Solutions for Boundary-Layer Problems (Project No. 9749)
Contact. Maj W. R. Trott, Directorate of Mathernatical Sciences, AFOSR. Tel. Ext. 45264.(1) McLeod, J. B. and 3. Serrin, "he Behavior of Similar Solutions in a Compressible Boundary Layer," . Fluid Mechanics, Vol.

34, Part 2, 19C", pp. 337-342. (AD 684651)
(2) McLeod, J. B. and J. Serrin, "The Existence of Similar Solutions for Some Laminar Boundary-Layer Problems," Archive for

Rationol Afechanics and Analysis, Vol. 31, No. 4, 1968, pp. 288-303.

A Practical Application of Abstract Mathen- tics (Project No. 7071)
Contact: Dr. D. A. Lee, Applied Mathematics Research Laboratory, ARL. Tel. Ext. 54439.
(1) Fujita, H., Mathematical Theory of Sedimentation Analysis, New York: Academic Pres., 1962.
(2) Scholte, Th. G., A Polyme, Sci, 6, 111, 68.t (3) Lee, D. A. (to be published).

Theoretical and Empirical Predictions of Internal Conflict Behavior (Project No. 7910)
Contact: Ma) E. A. Erb Jr., Environmental Analysis Division, ORA. Tel. Ext. 3388.
(1) Wright, Quincy, A Study of War, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1964.
(2) Wright, Quincy, "Design for a Research Proposal on International Conflicts,..," Western Political Quarterly, 10, 2-3-275,

1957.
(3) Buck, Gary L. and Alvin L. Jacobson, "A Structural Functional Analysis of a Nec-Evolitionary Theory of Social Change,"

American Sociological Review, 33, 3, June 1968.
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(4) Parson7 Talcott, "Evolutionary Universals in Society," American Sociological Review, 29, June 1964, pp. 339-357.
(5) Buck, Gary L., "A Social Systems Analysis of z Neo-Evolutionary Approach to Modernization," ORA Technical

Documentary Report ORA 69-0001, January 1969.
(6) Feierabend, Ivo K. and Rosaiind L., "Aggressive Behaviors Within Polities, 1958-1962: A Cross National Study," Journal of

Conflict Rec.0oluticn, X,3, Septemb. 1966,
(7) Buck, Cary L., Manus I. Midlarsky and Major Eugene A. Erb, Jr,, "Theoretical and Empirical Predictions of Internal Conflict

Behavior," ORA Technical Documentary Report (forthcoming). 1969.

Adaptive Command-System Models (Project No. 9769)
Contact: Rowena W. Swanson, Directorate of Information Sciences, AFOSR. Tel. Ext. 45407.
(1) Kilmer, W. L., J. a3luri. and W. S. McCulloch, The R eticutar Formation. Part 1: Modeling Studier of the R etfruiar Format ~on,

Michigan State University, Grant AFOSR-1023-67B, Interim Scientific Report No. 3, Feb. 1969.
(2) Kilmier, W. L., ihe Reticular Formation: Part II: T7-. Biology of the Reticular Formation, Michigan &tate University, Grant

AFOSR-1023-67B, Interim Scientific Report No. 3, Feb. 1969.
(3) Kilmer, W. L., W. S. McCulloch, J. Blum, E. Craighill and D. Peierson, "On a Cybernetic Theory of the Reticular Formaion,"

in Cybernetic Problems in Bionics (H. Oestreicher & D. Moore, eds.), Gordon & Bteath Since Plblishers, Inc., 1968, pp.
431.479.

(4) Kilmet, W. L., W. S. McCulloch and J. Blum, "An Embodiment of Some Vertebrate Comnrrd and Control Principles,"
Currents in Modern Biology, Vol. 2, No. 2, 1968, p'p. 81-97.

(5) von Neumann, John, The Computer and The Brabi, Yale University Press, 1958.

Graph Thcury (.Project No. 9749)
Contract: Lt Col Paul J. Daily, Directorate of Mathematical Sciences, AFOSR. Tel. Ext. 45261.
1) Harary, F., Graph Theory, Addison-Wesley (tt. be published).
(2) Harary, F., Proof Techniques in Graph Theory, Academic Press, 1969 (to be published).
(3) Harary, F., "Graphical Enumeration Problems," Chap. 1 in Graph Theory and Theoretical PhysicN, London! Academic Press,

1967, pp. 1-4 1.
(4) Beineke, L. W. and F. Harary, "The Thickness of the Lomplete Grsiph," Canad. . Math., 17, 850-859, 1965.
(5) Harary, F., "A Graph Theoretic Approach to Matrx Inversion by Prrtitioning," Numer. Math.. 4, 118-135, 1962.
(6) Harary, F.,~ -. e Determinant of the Adjacency !Piatrix of a Graph," SIAM Review, 4, 202-210, 1962.
(7) Harary, F. and L. W. Beineke, "Binary MatricssA with Equal Determhuant and Permanent," Studia Sd. Math., 1, 179-183,

1966.
(8) Harary, F, and G. W. Wijlcox, "Booleani Operations on Graphs," Math. Scand., 20, 4 1-51, 1967.
(9) Hardly, F., "Graphs tand Matrices," SIAM Review, 9, 83-90, 1Uj .

Dynamic Programming and the Solu tion of a Search Problerm (Project No. 9749)
Conact Dr R.B.Pohrzer, Directorate of Mathematical Sciences, AFOSR. Tel. Ext. 45264.

(1) Blackweli, D.. "Application of' Belliman's Optimality Principle to a Search Problem," University of California, Berkeley
(manuscript).

Evaluating Forecasts (Project No. 7909)
Contact: Lt Cal C. D. Stephenson, Jr., Environnenla Anialysis Division, ORA. Tel. Ex~t. 3388.
(1) Swett, Ben H., "Fundamental Theory and Problems Related to Long-Range Forecasting," ORA Technical Documentary

Report ORA-68-0013, December 1968.

ELECTRONICS
Microwave Acoustic Surface Waves (Project No. 56 35)
Contact: Lt A. J. Slobodnik, Jr., Microwave Physics laboratory, AFCRL. Tel Ext. 3716.
(1) Slobodnik, A. J., Jr., "Microwave Frequency Acoustic Surface-Wave Propagation Losses in UiNbO 3,"Appl. Phys. Lett., V~ol.

14, February 1969, pp. 94-96.
(2) Carr, P. H., A. J, Slobodnik, Jr. and J. -C. Sethares, "Acoustic Surface Waves :)nd Rayleigh-Type Spin Waves at Microwave

Frequencies," 1969 IEEE G-MT7' Symposim Diges-t, May 1969.

Microprobes for Medical Electronics (Project No. *75 1)
Contact- Lt Col Howard W. Jackson, Directorate of Engineering Sciences. A!'OSR. Tel, Ext. 45518.

New Techniques for Deriving Voicing Infiormation in Speech Proessing fproject No. 5628)
Contact: Weiant Wathen-Dunn, Data Sciences Laboratory, AFCRL.. Tel, Ext,. 3201.

7The Photon Echo (Project No. 9768)
Contact' Joshua H. Rosenbloom, Directorate of Engineering Sciences, AIZOSR. Tel. Ext. 45518.
(1) Kurnlt, N. A., 1. D. Abella and S. R. Hartman~i, Phys. Rev. Letters, 13, 1964, p. 567; Phys. Rev., 141, 1966, p. 391;S- R.

Hartmnann, Sci. Amer., 218, 1968, p. 3 2; N. A. Kurni t, Ph.D. thesis, Columbia Univ., 1966.
(11 -!cke, R.H.. Phys. Rev., 93, 1954, p. 99,

F enbach, S. and W. G. Proctor, J. AppI. Phys., 26, 1955, p. 170.

Discrete Tawget-lmalng Properties o f High-Resolution Radar Systerm (Project No. 5635)
Contact: Dr. John K. Schindler, Microwave Physics Laboratory, AFCRL. Tel. Ext. 3787.
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Electromragnetic-.Wave Propagation (Project No. 9768)
Contact: Capt J. F. antak, Directorate of Engineering Scie~nces, AFOSR. Tel. Ext. 45518.
(1) Papas, (7. H., Theo-ry of Electromagnetic- Wave Pro pagation, New York: McGraw-111ll, 1965.
(2) Bellman, R. and R. Kalaba, "Invariant Imbedding and Wave Propagation in Stochastic Media," Electromag-ietc- Wave

Propagation, New Yo07k: Academic Press, 1960, pp. 243-252.
(3) Latham, R. W., "Electromagnetic Scattering from Cylindrically and Spherically Stratified Bodies," Canadian Journal of

Physics, Vot, 45, 1968, p. 1463.
(4) Lamn, J., Caltech A ntennar Laboratwy Report No. 43, March 1968.

Widt'Band Scattering from Randomly Dispersed Objects (Project No. 5635)
Contact: W. Rotman, Microwave Physics Laboratory, AFCRL. Tel. Ext. 3706.
(1) Rotmran, W., "Wide-Band Scattering from Randomldy Distributed Discontinuities in a Transmission Line.," AFCRL-6941 64,

Feb. 1969.
(2) Poirier, J. L., "The Spectrumn-Analysis Radar: A Noise Radar," OAR Progress, 1968, OAR 68.000 7,1t968, p. 112.

MATERIALS RESEARCH
High- Temperature Oxidation of Air Force Materials (Project No. 7021)
Contact: H. C. Graham, Metallurgy and Ceramics Research Laboratory, ARL. Tel. Ext. 54730.
(1) Graham, H. C. and W. C. Tripp, "Induction-fleated High-Teniperature Balance System," Vacuum Microbalence Techniques,

Plenum Press, 6, 1967, pp. 63-75.

Refinement of Austenitic Grain Size in 18% Ni Maraging Steels by Thermal Treatment (Project No. 702 1)
Contact: James A. Roberson, Metallurgy and Ceramics Research Laboratory, ARL. Tel. Ext. 54763.

1 (1) Metals Handbook, 8th ed., Vol. 2, American Society for Metals, Metals Park, Ohio, 1964. p. 256.
(2) Hall, A. M., R. C. Simon and D. P. moon, High-Strength Steel, 18 Ni Maraging, Processe, and Frope~ties Flandbook,

Columbus, Ohio: Defense Metals Infornation Center, Battelle Memorial Institute, 1968.

Surface Enrichment in Fe-NiAlloys (Project No. 7021)
Contact: Lt Dale 0, Condit, M-~tallurgy and Ceramics Research Laboratory, ARL. Tel. Ext. 5477 1.
(1) Pickering, H. W. and C. Wagner, Joz.."nal of the Electrochemical Society, 114, No. 7, 698, July 1967.
(2) Pickering, H. W., Journal of the Electrochemical Society, 115, No. 2. 143, February 1968.
(3) Pick--In'g, P. W., Journal of the Electrochemical Society, 115, No. 7, 690, July 1968.
(4) Condit, Dale 0., ARL Report 6 9-0018, February 1969.
(5) Condit, Dale 0., ARL Report 69-0044, April 1969.

Thermnaliv Stimulated Photoelectronic Processes (Project No. 702 1)
Contact: Dr. Peter L. Land, Metallurgy and C(-mics Research Laboratory, ARL. Tel. Ext. 54789.

MECHANICS
Radiative Gas Dynamics (Project No. 7905)
Contact. Capt David Finkleman, Aerospace Mechanics Division, FJSRL. Tel. Ext. 3120.
(1) Finkleman, D. and K. Y. Chien, "Semigray Radiative Transfer," AJAA Journal, Vol. 6, No. 4, April 1968, p. 75 5.
(2) Finkleman, D., 'Numn al Expe.,ments in Semnigray Radiative Transfer,' F. .1. Seiler Resea.-ch Laboratory Report SRL

68-0012, April 1969; also AL4A Journal, Vol. 7, No. ,August 1969, p. 1602.
(3) Finkleman, D., "A Characteristics Approach to Radiative Gasdynasnies." AIAA Paper 68.163, January 1968, to appear in

*1 AJAA Journal.

Low-Density Supersonic Combustion Research (Project No. 7065)
Contact: Dr. Robert G. Dunn, Fluid Dynamics Facilities Research Laboratory, ARL. Tel. Ext. 52102.
(1) Drewry, J. E., R. G. Dunn and N. E. Scaggs, "Supersonic Combustion Studies at Low-Denaity Conditions,' AJAA 5th

IWro~pulsionil Joint Specialist Conference, Colorado Springs, Colorado, 9-13 June 1969.
(2) Scaa, N. E. and R, G. Dunn, "A Test Facility for Sustained Supersonic Combustion at Low Densities." AiAA 4th

Aerodynamic resting Conference, Cincinnati, Ohio, 28.30 April 1969.
(3) Dunn, R. G., J. E. Drewry and N. E. Scaggs, "Sustained Supersonic Combustion in the Laboratory undtr 1,ow-Densitv

Conditions," Air Force/Navy "onference on Aibreathing Propulsion for Advanced *.issiles and Aircraft San Diego,
California, 4-6 March 1969.

(4) Dunn, R. G., "Supersonic Combustion Simulation," Second OAR Research Applications Conference, Washi gton, D. C., 14
March 1967.

(5) S~mss N, E. and R. G. Dunn, "DcveAopment of a Facility for Supersonic Combustion Simulation," AIAA Journal of
Spacecraft and Rockets. 4, 803-8O5, June 1967, TechnicalReport ARL 67.0154, July 1967.

(6) Dunn, R. G. and E. W. Walk, "Supersonic Combustion Simulation for High-Mach-Numbei Flight." presented at 13th Annual
Air Force Science and Engineering Symposium, Tullahoma, Tennessee, 27-29 September 1966.

L"~steady Gag-Dynamics Problems; Related to Fligt Vehicles (Project No. 9781)
Contact: Maj Donald L. Calve!!, Directorate of Engineering Sciences, AFOSR. Tel. Ext. 45567.
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(l) Ashley, H., "Subsonic Oscillatory or Steady Airloads on Wings with Control Surfaces and Other Discontinuities." AFOSR
68-0419, December 1967.

(2) Landaiil, M, T., "On the Pressure-Loading Functions ror Oscillating Wings with Control Surfaces," Proceedings, AIAA/A-SME
8th Structtues, Structural Dynamics and Materials Conference, Palnm Springs, California, March 1967, pp. 142-147.

* (3) Kacpirzynski, .1, J., "On the UCa ldon of Unsteady Nonlinear Three-Dimensional Supersonic Flow Past Wingi," AFOSR
68.051 7, January 1968.

Super'-onic C'ompres~or R4'sear-nit (Project No. 7065)
* Contact: Dr. A. J. Wennerstiom, Fluid Dyraamics Facilities Research Laboratory, ARL. Tel. Ext. 53775.

!)Wennerstrom, A. J. and S. Olympics, "A Theoretical Analysis of the Blunt-Trailing-Edge Supersonic Compressor an~d
Comparison with Experiment," ARL 66-0296, 1966.

(2) Carman, C. T., J. R. Myers, A. J. Wennerstrom and J. W. Steurer, "Experimental Investigation of Two Blunt-TrailitigEdge
Supersonic-Compressor Rotors of Different Blade Thickness ,...j with Circular Arc Camber Line," AEDC-TR-68-197, 1968.

(3) Wennerstrom, A. J., E. G. Johnsnn and C. T. Carmnan, "Exoerirnentally Determined Shock Configurat~ois in a High-Solidity
Supersonic Rotor," paper presente. at the 32nd meeting of the AGARD Propulsion and Energetic% Panel, 3eptem, - 1966.
(to be published in 1969)

(4) Haugen, R. L. and J. W. Steurer, "Cascade Testing of Supersonic-Compressor Blade Elements," ARL 69-0034, February
1968.

(5) Cltauvin, J., F. Breugelnians and H. Griepentrog, "Application of the Blunt-Trailing-Edge-Blade Conecop to
Low-Hub-Tir -Ratio Transonic/Supersonic Compressors," IN 27, von Karman Institute for Fluid Dynamics, (ARL 68-0110),
1968.

Direct-Simulation Monte-Carlo Mtethod in Kinetic Theory (Project No. 9783)
Contact: Lt Col W. L. Shields, Jr., Directorate of Engineering Sciences, AFOSR. Tel. Ext. 45568.
(1) Bird, G. A.. "Direct-Simul ation Monte-Carlo Method: Current Status and i'rospects," Six th Int " Symposiumn on Ra-efi 'd Gc,

Dyiamics. (to be publiq! ed)
(2) Bird, G. A., "The Structure of Rarefied-Gas Flows Past Simple Aerodynamic Sh'apes," J. Ffld Mech, 2?6, 571-576, 1961

Turbulent Boundary-Layer Mean.rrements at Hypersonic Mach Numbers (Project No. 7064)
Contact: Dr. Anthony W. Fiore, Hyperson~c Research Laboratory, ARL. Tel. Ext. 52455.
(1) Baronti, P.O0. and P. A. Lisbby, "Velocity Profiles in Turbulent Comoressible Boundary Layers," -44A Jouna:, " J_. 4, l"66,

pp. 193-2403.
(2) Coles, D. E., "The Turbulent Boundary Layer in a Compressible Flu id," Rand Corp. Rept. P-403-PR, Stptember 1962.
(3) Econornos, C.. "The Compressible Turbulent Boundary Layer with Mass Injection," PIBAL. Ph.D. Dissertation, June 1968.
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Interaction of a Blunt-Fin Shock Wave with a Flat-Plate Boundary Layer (Project No. 7064)
Contact: Dr. R. H. Korkegi, Hypersonic Research Laboratory, ARL. Tel. Ext. 54705.
(1) Young, F. U, Louis G. Kaufman, 11 and R. H. Korkegi, "Experimental Investigation of Interactions between Blunt-Fin Shock

*Ww es and Adjacent Boundary Layers at Mach Numbers 3 and 5," API. 6, -02l 4, December 1968.

Plasma Electron Densities from Double-Slit Interference Fattrn. (P'roject No. 7063)
Contact: P. W, Schreiber, Thermomechanics Research Laboratory, ARL. Tel, Ext. 5i4711.
(1) Olsen, Hf. N.. "Thermal and Electrical Properties of an Argon PlAvima,"ffts. Fluids, 2, 614. 1959.
(2) Olsen, H. N. et al, "Investigation of the Interaction of a Prelonixed Gns'AWithi an Firc-ri Arc," ARL 6.'-48. 1965.
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(4) German, J, D., "Application of the Laser to the Determination of thme Arc-Pliisma Llectron Densities." GSPFH1,69-l, AFIT.
(5) German, J. D. and P. W. Schreiber, "Electron-Dentsity Deterrminations froni louble-Sh loterferctice Patterns." (to appear as
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I' Streamwrse Vortex Flows and Related Cris-Cross Ablation Effects on rhe Fore-Tod)v of RetrsY Vehicles (Project No. 1063)
Contact: Dr. M. G. Scherlberg, Thermomnechanics Research Laboratory. AR;,. Tel. Ext. 52JR36.
01) Persen, L. N., "Ilnvestigation of Streamwlse Vortex Systemns Generated in Certain Classes of Curved Flow," Part 1, ARI.
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ENERGY CONVEPSION
Photosynsthetic Energy C'onversion (Project No. 8659)
C'ontact: Dr. E. Fujisnori, Space Physics Laboratory, APCRL. Tel. Ext. 3211.
(1) Quinlan, K. P. and E. Fujimori, "Proton Ejectb-n Accompanying Light-induced Electron Transfer Between Chlorophyll and
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Photod~emistry and Photobiology, 8, 31, 1968,
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(12) Sherman, G. and E. Fujimori, "Chiorophyll-Dioxane Interaction in the Solid State," Arch. Biochem. Biopbh.. 130, 624,

1969.

Ammionium Perchlorate (Project No. 97 11)
Corn i' Dr. B. T. Wolfson, Directorate of Engineering Sci'~nces, AFOSR. Tel. Ext. 450.
(1) Levy, 1. B3. and R. Friedman, "Further Studies of Pure Ammoniumn-Perchlorate Deflagration,' Eighth Symposium
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1968, pp. 1594-1595.
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AFOSP-68S 1958 (-Sepsenaber 1968). and AFOSR-69-0Of ' TR (December, 1968).

Ectrofluid.Dynam'- En&ry Con version (Project No. 7116)
Cordtat: N1. 0. Lawson, Energetics Research Laboratory. ARL. Tel. Ext. 53355.

(1) Lawson, M. 0. and J1. A. Dcaire, "Rewarch in Electrofluld-dynamic Power Generation," Proce-dings ofthe OAR Research
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(2) Minardi, 11. E., "Computer Ptogsm forthue Calculation of Electric Fields in an Electrofluid-dynamic Ge nerato.," AR.,
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(3) Lawson. M. 0. and J. A. Decanrt. "Ouitlook for Electrofluid-ynailc Power f,'neration.'" ASME.!EEE J009? Power
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(6) tDecitire. J. A. and J R. Wifill, "Charge Generation ty Corona Discharge in Electrofluid.4ynamic Fner3jy-Conrerusn
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(12) Lawson, M. 0. and J. A. Decaire, "InVistigations on Power Generation Using Electrofluid-dynasnic Processes," presented at
Intersociety Energy-Conversion Engineering Conference, Miami Beach. Floridr, 13-17 August 1967.

(13) von Ohain, H. J. P. and F. Watteradorf, "Potentialities of Direct Electrofuild-dynanic EnergyConversion Processes for
Power Generation," ARL 64- 73, October 1964.

Advanced Propellant Chemistry (Project No. 9750)
Contact: Lt Col Richard W. Haffner, Directorate of Engineering Sciences. AFOSR. Tel. Ext. 45565.

i)Solomon, 1. J., A, J. Kacmarek and J. K. Raney, "The Reaction of Oxyger. Difluoride and Sulfur Oxides and Oxyfluorides,"
Ji. Chtem. Engr. Data. 13, 529, 1968. .

(2) Solomon, 1. J., J. N. Keith, A. J. Kacmarek and 1. K. Raney. "0 NMR Techniques, Sictures and Mechanisms of
Reactions of the Oxygen Fluorides," presented at National Meeting of Soc:iety for Applied Spectroscopy, Chicago, Illinois,
16 May 1968.

Production of Neutrons by .'ortex Annihilation in a Plasma Focus (Project No. 9752)4
Contact. Dr. D. G. Sariaras, Directorate of Engineering Sciences, Al JSR Tel. Ext. 45565.
(1) Bostick, W. H. et al, "Vorticity in the Currenit Sheath of the Plasma Coaxial Accelertor," 9th International Conference on

Phenomena in Ionized Gases, Bucharest, Rumania, 1-6 September 1969.
(2) Bostick, W. H. et al, "Plasma Vortices in the Plasma Focus," 12th AFOSR Contractors' Meeting on Physical Energetics,

University of Illinois, 6-8 May 1969.

TERRESTRIAL SCIENCES
Stability'1 of Azimuth Control (Project No, 8623)
Contact: G. H. Cabariss, Terrestrial Sciences Laboratory, AFCRL. Tel. Ext. 3646
(1) Cabaniss, G. H., "Earth Strairib from Repeated Triangulation of Isolated Quadrilaterals (Abs.)," Daen. Amer. Geophy:..

Union, Vol. 49, No. 4, December 1968, p. 660
(2) Cabaniss, G. H., "Earth Strains from Repeated Triangulation -Topographic Effects (Abs.)," Ahrracts, 50th Ann. Mi.,

Amer. Geophys. Union, Vol. 50, No. 4, . pril 1969, p. 119.i
(3) Cabaniss, G. H., "Degradation of Azirnnth Reference Control," Proc. of' the OAR Research Applications Cont.. ilol. 2,

Arlington, Va., 13 March 1969.

Measurement of the A bsolute Arct-a'ation o( Grm:r ' (Project No. 8607)
Contact: Bela Szabo, Terrestrial Sciences .!-borawry, AFCRL. Tel. Ext. 4285.
(1) Hammond, 1. A. and 1. E. Faller, '"Lsser-lnterferome ter System for the Determination of the Acceleration of Gravity,"

Quantumn Electronics, Vol. 3. 1967, pp. 397-602.

ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES *
Radff Investigtions of Convecttve Patte.-rns in the CkItr AtmoFpiere- 'Project No. 8620)
Contact: Dr. K. R. Hardy, Meteofol.,.q Laboratory, AFCRL. Tel. Ext. 4435.
(1) Hardv. K. R. and H. k- trsten,. -Radar Investigations in Convctive Patterns in the Clear Atmosphere," JouIjrt of

Atmospheric Sciences, Vol. 26, .uly 1969, pp. 666-72.

Optical Properties of Ozone (Project No. 8603)
Contact. S. A. Clough, Optical Physics Laboratory, AFCRI.. Tc!. Ext. 2505.
(1l) Clough, S. A. and F. X. Kneizys, "Corilus Interaction - the P, and v3 Fundamentals of Ozon&- I (herm Ph~s, 44.

1855, 1966.

Satedhre-Attitude Semri" (Project No. 8617)
C'ontact: R. C. Sagalyn. lonoipheric Physics Lpboratory, AFCRL. Tel. Ext. 4848.
(1) iSalyr., R. C. and Nt. Smidd , "Measurement of Spacecraft Pitch and Yaw by Means of Positive Ions," (Air Foice D10

Experiment Flown on Gemiuni X and XII), Air Force verys in GeophyssNo. 20), AFCRL-6 7.QlS8, D,.cember 196.
(2) S-.-llyn, R. C. end M. Smiddy. "~Positive Ion Measuremnent of Spacecraft Attitude. Gemini X and X1I. t(submitted to the
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ASTRONOMY AND ASTROPHYSICS
Signatures of Soiar Bursrts (Project No. 5629)
Contact Ronald M. Straka, !oaosphenc Physks Laboratory, Ar'(ILL. Tel, Ext. 2941.
(1 Ca~stetll, J. P., J. Aaron;, G. A. Michael. C Jones and H. C. Ko. "~Spectra Considerations ol Mkcrowave Solas Buri-s," Solar
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(3) Michael, G. A., '%. 11. C"lark. A. A. Frsncis and J. P. Castetli. "Spectrum of t-he 6 N~arch 1968 Radio Burst," AstrophYskwa

Lirn. Vol. 2, 1968, ;p. 137-139.
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nP ernnaA ctivity' on the Moon (Project No. 86102)
Contact; Dr. G. R_ Hunt, Space Physics Laboratory, AFCRL. Tel. Ext. 4622.
(1) Hunt, G. R., J. IV. Salisbury and R. K. Vincent, "'Lunar Eclipse Infrared Images and an Anomaly of Possible Internal

Odin," Sewpm~, Vol. !62, 1968, pp. 2,52-254.
(2) Hunt, G. R., J. W. Salisbu-ry and P. K. Vincent, 'Infrared In ages of the Eclipsed Moomi," SkY and Telescope, Vol. 36, 1968,

pp. 223-225.
(3) Hunt G. R , "Enhancement of Fine Detail in the Presence of Uarge Radiance Driffe'-' ces.' Applied Optics, Vol- 6, 1967,

pp. 505-509.

BIOLOGICAL AND MEDICAL SCIENCES
Rapid Detection and Identijication of Pathogens (Project No. 9777)
('onact: Dr. R_ V. Brown, Directora te of L-ife Sciences, AFOSR. Tel. Ext. 45042.
(1) Gould, J. R., "Research Program for Alerting, Detection and Idenitfication of Pathogens," L'SAFOSR (.,ntract

AF49(638)-14 18, December 1964, and June 1965 Reports.
(2) Hends, Y., J. R. Gould and M. Alexander, 'Detection and ldentif.cation '7Bac:teria by Gas Chromatography," '4pp.

Mlicrobiol.. 14, 5 13-524, 1966.
(3 Mitnika, B. M. and M. Aiexander, "Comietabolisn and Gas Chromatography for the Sensitive Detection of Bacteria," .4pp.

Microhiol. (in press)
(4) Gould, J. R. et al, USAFOSR Contract AF49(63S)-737, July 1967.
(5) Mitruka, B. M., N. L. Norcross and M. Al"xandi'r. "Gas Chromatographic ttecztion of in-Vivo A ,!ivity of Equille

Infections- Anaerma Virus," App. Microbiol, 16. 1093-1094, 1968.
(6) Mitruka, B. M., L. E. Carmichael and M. Alexander, "Gas Chromnatographic Detection of In-Vitzo and In-Vivo Activ;ties of

C:anine VL-uses,".Jour of Infectious Diseases. (in press)

L),mphatic Absr,"r'ticri of Drugs (Project No. 9777)
Conitect: Dr. R. V. Brown. Directorat.- of Life Sciences, AFOSR. Tel. Ext. 45042

Chemical Concepts in learning (Prqoect No. 97177)
C'ontact: Dr. R, V. Brow's. Directorate of Life Scienc s, AFOSR. Tel. Ext. 45042.
(1) Marrazzi. A. S.. R. Meisch and B. C. Shicle, "Cerebral lntegrAtion and its Asscssnw by Drugs," lnternaisonal Co1l. of'

Neuropsychopbharmacology, V Intemnal, Congress. Washington, D.C. ooPsh~nr''oo' ed ,-H. Bril, Exocrpia
Medics Foundation, Amsterdw-r, 19Q67, p. I 10 1.

( 2) Nlaxnrzi. A. S.. "Conditioning. Drugs and Synaptic Trans missi on. " Sym'posium: Classical Conditioning ano Psychopharma-
cology. 1 ntern'ational Coil, of Neuropsychopharniacoiogy. V I nternat. Congress. Washington, D).C.. .Veuro-Pscicc'-oParrW-
cologs., ed , If. Brill. Eiscerpta Medica Foindation, Amsterdam. 19671. p. 814.

(3) Msaza;. A S_. R. A Mikch, W. L. Pew ana Y. G. Pister, "Quatfe L -)Efets or. F~oSrnt eet -Avmes in
81ogrcai Pss'ckiarrs', Ne.l York: Plenum. Press, 1967, p. 197L

(4) Nfarrazzi.'S.!)iLussion," New York Academyv of Science% Nfeeting on Cholinergic Mechanims. i'm A .cad Sc!.
144. 564. 1967.

(5) lFormanck, 1. and A S. Ntarrazzi. 'Analysis of( 'P1150 Antagonism on Cat lftcrential ('ondttio.ing." Fed.1 proc 2A.. 328.
1467.

J6) hlarr&zri, :. S., k. Nfinofbe and R. A. Wilson. "I'sllucinoiwn and SAR. Ring :,lethoxy~ation and ('erebral 5vnaptic
inhibituor." Fed. Th'oe., vr. 50:-,, l9t,7.

07) Marrai., A. S_. H. C. Schs:'1e. K. Minobe and F. Abutiallib.eCrrtral Hioamssy of PutentialhalN c..n Amines."
Rerl Advani rs in Ri ~o-cl Prschiarrv, New York. Plenum Firs, (in r'!ep.

(8) Vacc:a, L.., M. Ftujimon, IJ. G. BudJd and A. S. Slaerazzi. "l)NtPFA Cerebral synaptic rransn.in'.n and ilehasiorail frc"

71The t mQ colo)"t. Y. 188, ,96 7.
(9) Marrazzi. A. S.. "Neivt Impulse ('ondu~ ton And Tranimoi-n," Enic-cope.J so/eriats Ness Y'r(. Rcintiold

PublishmngCo., l'Stil. p. 574.
(10) Marriari. A. .. "lesoh'n ologi~aJ and 4ehavioral Actions ot KAva," M1O erA'/icSearch 'in Ff'i.c in'eV

DI rqs. U&S Drtu. o'f leilth., Eduicaion and Nketfarr. 11)57. v. 152.

(I,! Bedee-ka, . J L. Hedtke ati.1 A. Sx. kfareiu.n. ''Effects of Do-pammne and %IetAlobci on (.'eebrn' SN napisc: I'ranonism;
Frd. AQ>. 7 , 8.

(12) Davs's, S. fl., M. 14. Han Anid A. S. .MtrraLsi, ''Bzlhasioral t)MPFA.Mtiialinc Ratio Ilimiation ot ltilrcrenzial Retatise to
Ccrrbrti irantmii'n." -e '5'oi . 7 2 41- 1968,

tI ) AbUlrab-('. I . S , I. J, Yun. H. C. St:hik and A. S. MuTArzzi. "A Controlled Stud) o)f the, Effets oft i ),c ;k,,;
r>~nxanid .S)251-,n Bua ho~wnc'Rcn ,amx i-! Fis 5svchair (in prep.)

14) Waffuti ,A. S., J. P. BEd-rka &,-d S. if. Dxtes "S~ naptuk Propcrttsc Fvid-,ced in as ('errtal hnJ cl'sa
(;eceraiuAtion," XXIV Internial, Cong. Physiol. St.i .. 1969.

(I5) L ~c.,. M. ls.,jimori. S D. D~avis anid A 5-Mrr~, "Crmbrai S'~naptw r qoso ar.t, Rchas orxI i ffcti ol
DMPEA a Potential Pssd's',tolen." Sc iencr. !eo) 95. 19.

16) MaWrzazi. A 5- S Ii svi% a-nd I. S. Abuzhat'. "P7?1~Amotkgy of' (ei~'tnrl Dsjaociativr Sitrs and Thr.cn Mteassomen:-
1%8 Mctirs of tht Arn.f ('oil ('tn. Phsrna:ol and Chemtl,.rapy.

11') ('hakrin, I.. Wh., F. I., Shidemari and A. S. Inrr.ui' J Yrn'ph4r'Wvco '. 35 1. '9is8.
(19i Zenmsli. R. M. . Ii. Dast. 1. C'. DTul' asd A. S. 4ar-ii ''Amphetansrs -n thie Sleiaumrtnint 5,f t'rpti in ('hiidirn."

P~'a-c~'ots. /, 10.1968,
(114) Marrau;, A S. and i. If. f~as's. ''frceptut H-vmeostau'% &:,di LSD). ('.Jiloond Rer-,- .v July S
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(201 Mlaxrazzi, A. S. and X. Urquiaga. "A Synaptic Pharmacological Generalization," Pharimacologist. /0, 160, 1968.
(21) Marrazzi, A. S. and X. Urquiaga, "Acetylcholine and Serotonin Effects on Monkey Brain Stem-Evoked Potentials," Fed.

Proc.. April 1969.
(22) llalasz, M.. 3. Formanek and A. S. Marrazzi, "Hallucinogen Tranquilizer Interaction: its Nature," Science. (in press)

BEHAVIORAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
Uses of Hypnosis (Project No. 9778)
Contact: Dr. G. Finch, Dir.~ctorate of Life Scieces, AFOSR. Tel. Lxt. 45045.
(P1 HilgardE. R. Hy, pnotic Susceptibi.-ity. New York. Harcourt, Brace &World, 1965.
'2) Hilgard, E. R., "A Quantitative Study of Pain and it% Reduction Through Hypnotic Suggestion," Proceedings of the Vational

Academy of Sr-""es, 57, l51-l )96, 1967.
(3) O5born, Annt G., J. P. Bun' ;i, L. M. Cooper, G,. S. Frank and E. R. Elilgard, "Effects rnf Thiopental Sed'-tion on Learning

and Memory," Science, 157, 574-576, 1967.
(4) Hilgard, F. P.., "The Psychophysiology of Pain Reduction Thaiough Hypnosis," Proceedings of the International Symposium

on Psvchophyeiological Mechanisms offHypnosis, 1967.

Cross-Cultural Interaction in a Laboratori' Setting (Project No. 9779)
Contact: Dr. H. J, ..ander, Directorate of Life Sciences. AFOSR. Tel. Ext. 45045.
(1) Quarantelli, F. L. and Robert H. Roth, -Simulation Studies of Communication Behavior under Stress CrossfCultural

Interaction," .4FOS.R 69-0577 TR, Ohio State University, Mlarch 1969.
(2) Quaranteili, F. L,, E. Hais and T. J. Drabek. "Sionulation Studies of Organizational Belizvior urnder Stress," AFOSR 68-751,

Ohio State University. Department of SociCogy, Fcbruar3 1967. (AD 669M 18)

ENVIRONMENT
PROGRAM ELEMENT 62101F

Self .Gonroin,'J .4tomauiic Traismitter (504 T) iProiect No.. 4603)
Contact Dr. F. A.. Lewi,, IoN:'uheric Physics Laboratory, AFCRL. Tel. [Vt. 4'237.

3ft'L:nsring~ Tora! Electron Contenrt in the Ionosphere with the New -1FCRI. Polartmeter (P-oject No. 4643)
Contact: A. Klobuchar, L~nospheric Pbywis LaboratorN, .AFCRL. Tel. Ext. 2939.
0i) Kiobucar, J. A. d lf F. Whitnev, -Siddie-La tit ude Ionospheric Total Electron Content Suinmr 1965," Radio Science.

L 10. 196

(2) Klo'xi b:ar,. A. andi J. Aarons,- letron-Con tent Latitude Dependenc-e. March 1966 Period." .4?mates de ;eophylique.
Tlome 24. 1 a,. 1,1968, pp 895-888,

I 3) Kiobuchsr, J. A. 1. xAions and Hi. liliet Ilosscinich, "Mid-Lattitude Nighttimec Total-F lec tron-Con tent Behirior During
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